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Message from the President of Pakistan

H.E. Dr. Arif Alvi
President, Islamic Republic of Pakistan

TESTIMONIALS

It is my immense pleasure to congratulate Roots
Millennium Education on its successful accomplishment
of 33 years of education excellence. It has evolved itself
into an exemplary education system, which has been
source of inspiration for many students. The future
prosperity of our country lies in the power of our youth.
It is indeed our responsibility to educate the coming
generations, to impart knowledge and to inculcate
within them the values and skills which will enable them
to lead this nation forward. The success of Roots
Millennium Education so far in its efforts towards
educating and empowering our youth has truly been a
remarkable effort and I am confident that it will continue
to prosper and thrive as an institution of excellence
which serves as a shining example to others.

I also wish to convey my heartiest felicitations to the
China Radio International CRI-Millennium Confucius
Classroom for their efforts in promoting Pakistan-China
friendship. I am extremely pleased to note that 9500
Pakistani students from grade 1 to grade 7 are studying
Chinese Language at Roots Millennium Education,
Pakistan.
I congratulate all the teachers of Roots Millennium
Education for their outstanding contribution to the
success of their students. May Roots Millennium
Education continue to shine and I offer them the best of
luck - truly, Millennials can pave the way for the future of
our beloved nation.
Pakistan Zindabad!

On this auspicious occasion of Students & Teachers
recognition and High Achievers Ceremony, I wish to
congratulate the Chief Executive, the management, the
faculty, the students, Alumni and the staff of the Roots
Millennium Education, Pakistan.
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Pakistan and China enjoy all-weather and time-tested
relationship. Our friendship spans over six decades of
absolute mutual trust, cooperation and understanding.
Pakistan and China believe in the principles of sovereign
equality, non-interference and the right of every person
to pursue peaceful prosperity.

to promote the soft power of the two countries, while
improving mutual understanding among the two
peoples. I wish to convey my heartiest felicitations to the
Chief Executive of Roots Millennium Schools, Mr. Faisal
Mushtaq, and his team for their efforts in promoting
Pakistan-China friendship.

I am pleased to learn that Roots Millenium Schools
Pakistan and China Radio International are publishing
this special supplement on the occasion of the launching
of CRI-Roots Chinese Classroom Program. The Embassy
of Pakistan appreciates this initiative taken by the Roots
Millennium Schools and China Radio International
aiming at imparting the knowledge of Chinese language
and culture to Pakistani students. I am confident that this
step would enable our students to learn more about
China while helping us to transfer the legacy of our
legendary friendship to younger generations. This will
also bring our two peoples together and take our
friendship to new heights.

Mr. Faisal Mushtaq conceived this idea in September
2010 and proving true to his words, within a short period
of time, accomplished such a great deal that he can now
justifiably be called a trendsetter in the field of Chinese
language teaching in Pakistan.

Urdu language is being taught in Peking University while
Chinese is now being tutored in many reputed schools of
Pakistan. Our combined effort would be a strong vehicle
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IN THE ACADEMIC YEARS
2013-2021
MILLENNIALS
PROCURED

ONE WORLD
ONE SCHOOL

$ 50 MILLION
WORTH SCHOLARSHIPS
(Rs 5 BILLION)
I continue to learn

MILLENNIUM

ROOTS SCHOOLS

Promoting schools as
global enterprises; and
students as global
entrepreneurs. As
Millennials we endeavour
reach every part of the
globe.
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Chaudhry Faisal Mushtaq TI
Chief Executive Officer
Roots Millennium Schools & Colleges, The Millennium University College Pakistan

As we reach 33 years of academic excellence - more than one quarter
of a century, Roots Millennium Schools & Colleges today is
synonymous with 'academic excellence', 'student achievement',
'social entrepreneurship', 'opportunity' & 'discovery' for students,
parents, teachers and community. Students who study here are
passionate about their subjects and qualifications and are dedicated
to expanding their knowledge of the world around them. In the
sphere of college education, Millennium Roots remains a place that
dared to be a little different. It is our academic focus and personal
attention to each and every student that makes us distinct.
At Millennium Schools & Colleges, students are taught to dream, to
aspire for heights of excellence and build their lives on the belief
“Sharing is the essence of human relationship”. We aim to teach the
essential values of humanity, and these dreams turn into reality when
roots students break all world records and score top positions in the
world in all National and International Examinations - attain perfect
scores in SAT-II 2400/2400, receive admission offers in the top
national & international universities with full scholarship in the
disciplines of physics, social sciences, arts, technology and
engineering programmes at world top universities including MIT,
Oxford, Cambridge, Yale, Princeton, Harvard, Columbia, Yale, Cornell,
Dartmouth, NYU, Hongkong University, Mount Holyoke College,
Reed College, Welsley College, Boston University, Bilkent University,
Stetson University, Drake University, University of Rhode Island,
Amherst, LSE, UCL, Kings College, Warwick, Manchester, Agha Khan
University, GIK, LUMS, IBA, UET and many more.
As a National Guidance Counselor and Student University
Applications Sponsor, I work very closely with each student and I take
pride and honor in announcing that my students across Pakistan
have won scholarships in excess of $50 million over the last 7
academic years, which is testament to our commitment to their
career choices and university application support. Our students have
not only made Roots Millennium Schools proud but in doing so, have
made history in Pakistan by blazing their way to the Ivy League, MIT,
Wellesley, Williams, Babson, YaleNUS, Vanderbilt, Cornell, NYU,
Oxford and Cambridge Universities over the last few years. Our
mission at RMS is to provide each student the opportunity to achieve
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his/her academic and personal best within an International
educational environment that encourages leadership, character,
community service, actively embraces cultural diversity, and
acknowledges and accommodates the individual needs of students.
Moreover, I would like to thank each one of our students, teachers,
guidance & career counselors and parents in support of our
endeavors and commitment towards quality yet inclusive global
education. I congratulate Team Roots Millennium on the 33 year
Celebrations of Roots Schools.
With warm regards,

Faisal Mushtaq
Chaudhry Faisal Mushtaq TI
Chief Executive & National Guidance Counselor
n
Recipient of National Civil Award Tamgha-i-Imtiaz
n
500 Most Influential Muslims of the World 2014-17
n
Counselor of the Year Award 2014
n
Best Educationist of the Year 2015
n
Best Young Entrepreneur of the Year 2012 & 2013
n
Intel Technology Leadership Award 2009-2014
n
Microsoft Showcase School Award 2014 & 2016
n
Member National Society of High School Scholars
n
Chair CRI - Roots Confucius Classroom Pakistan
n
Member WWF Board of Governors Pakistan
n
Member CCH Board of Governors Pakistan
n
National Book Ambassador 2015 & 2017

follow me on

@faisalmushtaq18
ChaudhryFaisalMushtaq
cfm_78
faisal.mushtaq@rootsschools.edu.pk
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Muneeze Muzaffar

Zarina Sadik

Principal
Flagship Millennium Campus, I-9/3, Islamabad

Principal
Future World School, DHA Lahore

The Millennium Education system has evolved, transformed and
expanded over the period of three decades not only into a hub
of academic excellence but an institution that promotes beyond
classroom learning. At Millennium schools we believe, the
changing paradigm of the 21st century requires redefining the
words “Education”, “Curriculum “, “Teacher” and the “learner
“.One major factor running through our board of directors'
strategic plan is the strong belief that if we are to build a world
class school system, we must go beyond mere tinkering with
existing structures and bring about a complete paradigm shift ;a
shift that will influence social change and communal
reengineering as referred by our visionary CEO, Mr. Faisal
Mushtaq T.I. All Millennium schools operate upon this
philosophy. My college campus in particular is a fine example of
this. Being a Cambridge and IB certified institution, It is a house
of opportunity where talented youth from all across Pakistan is
given a chance to study and transform their lives within this
magical glass building. Unlimited merit, talent and need based
scholarships are offered to support high achievers, sportsmen
and deserving students equally in line with this.

placements, Millennium flagship campus I-9, Islamabad has
always been at the forefront of the most educational and
recreational events taking place in the region as well. Through
our signature events like Millennium Model United Nations we
provide platform to our millennials to learn to engage in
meaningful dialogue regarding significant local and global
issues, and eventually form practical solutions to overcome
them. This process not only increases their awareness regarding
current affairs, international relations and their significance in
the modern world, but also instills in them the essential qualities
of leadership, negotiation and effective communication. This
entire ecosystem is designed to produce critical thinkers who
can think on the spot, present themselves persuasively and rally
support for significant causes. Global Entrepreneurial week's
focus is to identify and promote young entrepreneurs and
inspire and encourage them to take up new ventures through
guest speakers and panel discussions with young successful
entrepreneurs and sports event like Olympiad enhance the
spirit of physical fitness, healthy competition and
sportsmanship.

I feel immense pleasure in being at the helm of Roots
Millennium Future World School, the hub of Academic
Excellence and Holistic Development. At Future World School
we strive towards excellence, not only in an academic direction,
but also in the race of life. Here, we aim to provide the best
possible quality of education in the conventional and emerging
branches of learning for the Millennial Child.

With student centered approach, competent and professional
management team work hand in hand with outstanding faculty
to ensures the academic excellence whereas students affairs
coordinators, outreach officers and guidance counselors
engage students in diverse range of activities related to club and
societies, welfare and community services and global out –reach
programs to enrich their portfolio. In addition to this, foreign
languages like Chinese, French and German are also taught in
collaboration with Confucius and Goethe Institute free of cost to
all grades to bring in Language diversity and proficiency. All
these strategic measures to equip our students fully with
knowledge and essential set of skills play an instrumental role in
the university placements of students and their subsequent
success in professional lives.

Putting it in a nutshell, we at Millennium Education System
understand that the current focus of intellectuals of the world
has shifted from specialized knowledge to a more holistic
development of the individual. Therefore, it is not only
important for one to excel at what one does academically or
professionally only but also to have the perspective and insight
to be a responsible and more adequately; a global citizen with
the essential traits of empathy and international mindedness
and our dedicated team of educationists work cohesively
towards achieving this goal.

FWS recognizes the importance of individual students’
strengths, and works towards fostering them to reach the
optimum potential. Future World School provides students with
a new learning experience where technology blends seamlessly
into a broad-based curriculum, facilitated by well-equipped
classrooms, and experienced teachers who are hands on with
the latest methodology in teaching, learning, and classroom
practices. We believe that education is all about learning and not
teaching. For this very reason, right from the beginning we
inculcate in our students the habit of “critical thinking,” from the
very beginning.
We are a “connected and listening school.” My doors and those
of my Counsellors and Section Heads are open all the time for
parents and students, as we believe in the unbeatable trio of”
Parent, School and Student,” to work together without pilferage
to achieve the optimum results for each child. Portfolio Building
and Student Counselling is our Forte, and comes along with the
package we call the Future World School.

The Roots Millennium School System is the only institution in
Pakistan that provides Career Counselling, Coaching and
Mentoring to all its students who enter into the Cambridge
System of education. All credit to our CEO, Chaudhry Faisal
Mushtaq, for establishing an institution with a vision of sculpting
the future of its students, hence the future of our country.
We have a dedicated team of Guidance Counsellors, who leave
no stone unturned in ensuring portfolio/profile building of the
students so they attain placements in the universities/schools of
their dreams. Only 7 months into our existence in Lahore, our AS
students have bagged 6 acceptances from IVY League Summer
Schools, and one from Stanford University. Many more awaited.
This itself speaks volumes towards our commitment towards
owning our students, and ensuring a secure path that leads
towards the fulfilment of their goals in practical life.
The Roots Millennium Future World School is also a candidate
school for IB at the DP level. We are committed to excellence
and are very positive that we will bring about a very positive and
novel impact on the Educational Ecosystem of Lahore.

Adding to this academic excellence and global university
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Imran Iqbal

Tehmina Khalid

Principal
The Millennium Universal College, Gujranwala

Principal
Roots Millennium Schools & College, Khyber Campus, Peshawar

An educational institution is a place where the students are
encouraged to say:
“I see it, I get it, I can do it.”

Dear Millennials!

At Roots Millennium Schools, students are taught to dream, to
aspire for heights of excellence and meet the challenges the
world throw at them once they leave the institution. We aim to
build concept about society, life and the world at large in order
that our students realize that they are an integral part of society
and their efforts energies should not just be for the goal of
promotion.
Here it is our most important responsibility to equip our
students with skills and character to challenge what needs
challenging and support what needs supporting. We encourage
each one of our student to dream big, to have hope, to never
give up and have the courage, confidence and tenacity to
overcome obstacles and hardships. Our students work with a
number of guidance counselors full time available on campus to
select appropriate courses, apply to colleges, or pursue summer
placements.
It gives me immense pleasure to congratulate Millennials,
Parents, Teachers, College Management and our visionary CEO
Sir Faisal Mushtaq on the successful completion of another year
and the achievements, accomplishments that our students got
in terms of acceptances and scholarships in the world top
universities i.e. (Harvard, Yale, Brown, Dartmouth, Bates and
many more).

12
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At the Queensbury Campus one of our key strengths is our high
quality teaching. The teachers along with the administrative
leadership and counselors put in an extra effort to challenge
each student’s skills and nurture his/her personality. This year
with the first batch of A-levels graduating, I was proud and
pleased to assist them with their educational career. The
counseling opportunity provided by our counselor, Miss Hina
Amjad has made it possible for the students of Gujranwala, to
think and act out of the box.
The college environment encourages students to take decisions,
enhance their analytical skills, organize events like Millennium
Model United Nations, Olympiad, Global Entrepreneurship
Week, through which they learn to manage conflicts, learn,
unlearn and relearn while doing so. College life is all about
opportunity, discovery, exploring talent, breaking stereotypes,
sports, academic excellence and responsibility towards the
community as active global citizen.
“The will to win, the desire to succeed, the urge to reach your full
potential; these are the keys that will unlock the door to personal
excellence, ultimately leading to outstanding results.”
I am very proud of my students who have maintained the rich
legacy of this great institution by attaining outstanding results,
University acceptances and academic scholarships worth
millions of dollars.
All I want to say is that Millennium Campus gave students the
vision & orientation To DREAM BIG!

Testimonials

You are at the cross roads of entering new vistas to pursue your
Future Goals in your careers and very soon you will set foot in
your practical life Insha’Allah. As your principal I have some
advice for you in pursuing your life goals.
You must remember a few things in life and in my view the most
important of all is to remember that every society has an
established set of virtues and vices and it takes conscious and
unconscious measures at various levels to promote the virtues
and eliminate the vices. Civilization do not rise out of a skeleton
of mere ideas and abstract concepts. Civilization finds a concrete
shape in the practical behavior of a nation, based on righteous
teaching and exhibiting those teachings in setting personal
examples. You will soon be citizens of a Global Society and you
must remember your role in making this world a better place for
yourself and for the Future Generations of our beloved
homeland Pakistan. To achieve this very significant aim it is
imperative for you to exhibit yourself and inspire others to adopt
human virtues like honesty, truthfulness, hard work, simplicity,
hygiene, etiquettes, patriotism, mutual love and sincerity, social
and civic sense, obedience to law and tolerance etc. You are
Millennials and throughout your association with The
Millennium Education you have been taught values and virtues
through various student engagement programmes mainly in
your Clubs & Societies besides being embedded in your
curriculum and everything we do daily at College. I am already
anticipating to see glimpses of your endeavors on the pages of
your Year Book soon.

Testimonials

Remember as Millennials you are ambassadors of your Alma
Mater and you have to show the world through your actions that
you are equipped with Real Education; that aims at cultivating
disposition of curiosity and inquiry in learners along with
fostering creativity and promoting moral thinking, feeling and
action. You have been trained to develop self-realization so that
you are fully able to utilize your true potential and become
liberally educated persons. You Millennials are the harbingers of
CHANGE in the society and you must promote social solidarity,
citizenship and civic-mindedness in practical life that you are
about to step in as Pakistanis in a couple of years’ time. You must
keep away from the deleterious effects of racism, provincialism
and close-mindedness. You must develop religious faith as well
ideological purity and must know how to balance interests of
self and the wider community to foster skills like rationality and
critical thinking that would enable you to cope with Practical Life
in the requirements of the 21st century.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Ambreen Malik

Fareeda Bibi

Principal
Roots Millennium College - Karachi

Principal
Roots Millennium Schools & College, Hill View Campus, Mirpur

RMC Karachi established its footprint in Clifton Karachi in 2017.
It offers the University of Cambridge A Level Programme.
Heading an institution with a diverse range of courses offered
is not an easy task, but it is certainly very satisfying to know that
such diversity can be successfully managed with the support of a
team of competent and enthusiastic young people giving their
best to their programmes.
The young men and women who come seeking an educational
qualification that will open doors for them as entrepreneurs or
as service-providers or as employees of reputed organizations,
come to an institution like RMC with the hope and vision of a
bright future. We take it upon ourselves to help them through
the challenging intellectual and skill-related tasks that are
dictated by every programme.
The role and support of highly qualified and experienced faculty
members cannot be overlooked by any means. RMC Karachi is
fortunate in this regard and will continue to ensure the

14
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contribution of highly- rated faculty.
The involved commitment of Guidance Counsellors, Admissions
and Outreach Officers, and all other co-curricular and extracurricular staff continue to strengthen as time goes by. Students
are able to avail many opportunities of local and foreign travel,
competitions, presentations etc. in the years to come. Our very
first Ivy League acceptances have rolled in for certain highachievers with whom we share their pride. Internships and
professional connectivity is undertaken to enrich and benefit
long-term possibilities for students in their respective fields.
Last but not the least, the generous scholarships offered at RMC
give unexpected opportunities to deserving students and can
provide life-changing benefits for whole families.
I extend my best wishes to all who are associated with RMC
Karachi and pray that it proves to be the agent of change that it
has determined to be in the futures of all concerned.
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Thousands of candles can be lit from a single candle, and the life
of the candle will not be shortened; knowledge and insight does
not decrease from being shared. We, at Roots Millennium,
nourish our students, kindling the flames of curiosity, zeal and
zest within them. We promote the highest standards of
education and achievement for all pupils, and try our level best
to provide them with the best opportunities to succeed as
citizens in the 21st century. The students of today, being the
visionaries and torch-bearers of tomorrow, are supported and
encouraged in such a way that they become well-equipped to
tackle the challenges they may face, accordingly.
With the dawning of new times, hurl the winds of change,
bringing with them their own set of unforeseen obstacles and
impediments. At Hill-view, Mirpur, we take it upon our selves to
ensure that when faced with testing trials, our student's flames
don't turn to smoke, rather that they thrive on account of the
expertise cultivated within them; scaling the summits of their
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respective potentials. Developing not merely skilled
professionals and entrepreneurs, but well-rounded personalities
is something we take great joy in. We take a wholesome and
multifaceted approach; fostering leaders as well as team players,
'doers and achievers' as well as keen observers, be or be not the
odds in their favour.
As a wise person once stated, 'Each of us is born with a box of
matches inside us but we can't strike them all by ourselves.’
I express my deepest gratitude towards my team, whose
consistent efforts and relentless endeavour have made it
possible for us to continue innovating and inspiring modern
education standards, with highly acclaimed academic
excellence of students. The have taken it upon themselves to fuel
our students to prosperous peaks. And Sir Faisal, whose brilliant
ideology, dynamic personality and motivation really levitates
our students to towering heights.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Asma Rabab
Guidance Counselor
Flagship Millennium Campus, Islamabad

Counseling, for me, is changing perceptions. From the first day
of being a counselor till date, I have had nothing but praise for
this beautiful profession. In the brevity of our short lives, not
everyone is given an opportunity like this, changing
perceptions; changing lives. One cannot fathom the
responsibility and pressure a guidance counselor entails when it
comes to student engagement for their college applications,
summer applications, subject choices, and in general about their
profile building.

Farhan M. Naeem
Senior Manager Guidance Counseling & University Placements
Department of International Qualifications - DIQ

I am Farhan Naeem and I am working as a Senior Manager
Guidance Counseling & University Placements Department of
International Qualifications - DIQ. Our goal is to assist students
with overcoming barriers that may prevent students from
achieving their academic success and portfolio building that
they strive for reaching at an IVY League or top university of the
world. We aim in providing outstanding career counseling
services students, families, teachers and administrators in order
to maximize student success. Besides working closely with our
students on their university applications we work on
development and implementation of comprehensive school
counseling programs and train the young counselors at all the
branches nationwide.
Applying for Undergraduate study or any form of higher
education can be a very demanding experience for young
students as they juggle their academic and extracurricular
priorities with standardized admissions tests and planning out
their college applications.
Often the stress of deadlines leads to ill-advised decisions about
which colleges to apply to, how much financial aid to apply for,
which program would best fit a student's abilities, etc., and every
year many exceptional candidates are unable to find a place at
the schools of their choice.

applicants to make timely decisions to maximize their chances of
attending a college that's right for them.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk

Counseling students is more than just helping them choosing a
list of colleges, writing essays, and filling in their applications. It is
based on an in-depth relationship with the student which delves
into their lives, who they are, their goals & aims, and what they
hope to be. Finding the right fit for the student is the most
crucial aspect of guidance counseling and I believe that is where
the true essence of counseling shines.
I always tell my friends and family, that I am changing lives, one
at a time.

The Millennium Schools, Counselling Department is honoured
to have Sir Faisal Mushtaq as a National Career Counselor with
the team of other guidance counsellors at Millennium Schools
campuses nationwide. Together we have supervised hundreds
of successful admissions to top universities in US, UK, Canada,
Australia, China, South Korea, Turkey, Singapore and the UAE, as
well as local institutions such as LUMS, IBA, NUST and etc.
We offer college counselling services as several multi-sessions
for individual students, covering areas such as customized
admissions counselling for each student, assisting with college
essays, personal statements, references, etc. Personalized
counselling for career options and college admissions is being
offered to individual students to assist them with their
applications and prepare a customized plan for each candidate.
Students are catered on the basis of their academic and
extracurricular abilities. Detail sessions for college selection is
held, and the applicant is guided through the key dates and
activities of the admissions process.
Our mission is to help students with their journey through high
school in terms of their academics, career planning and personal
& social counselling.

Educational counselling, especially in the area of college
admissions, can structure the application process and drive
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As a Guidance counselor, I have had the opportunity to counsel
students on a one-on-one basis regarding their subject choices
while getting admission into A-levels based on their future
aspirations relevant to their career options, further leading to

handling their undergraduate college applications as soon as
they transition into their final year of A-Levels.
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Maimoona Hasnain
Guidance Counselor
Future World School, Rawalpindi

I Maimoona Hasnain, certified Guidance Counselor by British
Council and College Board work closely with each student with a
mission to provide them the best opportunities to achieve his /
her academic and career goals. Besides working on the
university applications I help all students in the areas of
academic achievement, portfolio building, personal/social
development and career development. Thus ensuring today's
students become the productive, well-adjusted adults of
tomorrow. I take pride and honor in stating that my students
have won $20 million over my five years of experience at The
Millennium Education-TME and have recorded acceptances
from IVY league universities and well reputed leading
universities across the globe.

Testimonials

We at FWS offer world class college counseling services as
several multi-sessions for individual students, covering areas
such as customized admissions counseling for each student,
assisting with college essays, personal statements, references,
etc. Personalized counseling for career options and college
admissions is being offered to individual students to assist them
with their applications and prepare a customized plan for each
candidate. Students are catered on the basis of their academic
and extra-curricular abilities.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Asad Bashir

Sharmeen Amir

Senior Campus Manager & Counselor
Flagship Millennium Campus, Islamabad

Academic Coordinator Cambridge IGCSE III
Flagship Millennium Campus, Islamabad

Being associated with Roots Millennium Schools since 2012, I,
Asad Bashir, have had the honor of contributing to this
esteemed organization in diverse roles at various positions.
Currently working as Administration and Communication
Manager & Career Advisor, I was provided with the responsibility
of maintaining contact and forming linkages with all the
universities of the world. In this regard, I have formed linkages
with MC-Turkish Universities including METU, BILKENT,
SABANCHI and many more while also formulated ties with
leading Pakistani universities including LUMS, IBA, NUST, GIKI
and Agha Khan, among others.
Under the revered guidance of our CEO, Sir Faisal Mushtaq TI, I
have ascertained skills of multi-tasking and varied abilities of
leadership, management and administration. My role has been
to support students in spheres of academic, career and social
counseling. In this aspect, with the aid of the entire managerial

staff of MC, I have organized various annual and social events
including Olympiads, MMUNs, Farewells, and High Achiever
Ceremonies. Students at MC recognize me in assisting them with
their profile-building, sport events/championships and
counseling them in personal and professional development
tasks.
From management to the teaching staff, MC has dedicated itself
to recognize each student’s dreams and goals, providing them
with the aim to achieve their superior potential and, hence,
delivering them a platform to live their dreams. Our Principal,
Ma’am Muneeza Muzafar has been a source of consistent
support and with her profound directives; MC has established
itself in a league of its own. With this, I would extend best wishes
to the outgoing batch of 2017-2018, with the hope that they will
live exemplary lives with utmost potential!

My journey with Millennium Schools started around six years
ago. During these years, I have seen Millennials building a
tradition of excellence at Millennium Campus. I take pride in
being a part of a school where every student can find an avenue
for success and in being a community where everyone in the
Millennial family strives to find the best in themselves and
others. The entire staff works very hard to create a positive
environment where every person’s unique strengths and talents
are celebrated. We have a culture of high expectations for
students and staff alike and it is our sincere goal that each and
every one of our students graduates with a plan for the future

and with the skills necessary to be successful in anything they do.
The combination of focusing on our students’ academic success
as well as their social and emotional well-being creates an
environment where our students do amazing things every year.
I am proud to be a part of the tradition of success that has been
built over many years at Millennium Campus under the dynamic
leadership of our CEO Mr Faisal Mushtaq and Principal Ms
Muneeze Muzaffar. I wish my students a successful future and
look forward to a great year ahead.

Aliya Ejaz

Sajida Chaudhry

Section Headmistress AS Levels
Flagship Millennium Campus, Islamabad

Headmistress A Level
Future World School, DHA Lahore

I Aliya Ejaz, headmistress AS Levels feels very much rewarded,
accomplished and contented with our every year’s increasing
success stories. What a pleasure it is to be a part of strong and
productive team working under the leadership of a visionary
leader, Sir Faisal Mushtaq TI.
An effective school is a place where one learns about the totality,
the wholeness of life. Hence, At RMS, our aim is to develop
students to view themselves as learners and to think what it
looks like to be a good learner and a thinker. We strive to travel
beyond the boundaries.

We genuinely recognize youth as an agent of change. They are
the nation builders and It is our fervent belief, that the years our
students spend with us enables them to equip with leadership
and managerial skills, taking positive risks, viewing errors as
opportunities, working to recover from mistakes, setting goals
and planning with purpose.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you all our stakeholders for having bestowed trust and confidence in us, truly it is
our driving force. Together we celebrate excellence , our college
has achieved in being a better choice in education.

We believe that each and every student has some talent. We
have high expectations of our students, and we have high
expectations of ourselves to help our students learn and grow
into well- rounded citizens and critical thinkers.
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My journey with Roots Millennium started one year ago. It was a
transformation from Policy making to policy implementation. I
have faced challenges but I take pride in being a part of such a
system where teachers, administration and higher management
are striving for creating an environment where learners can have
an open and creative mindset for better critical thinking skills,
learn how to build strong supportive relationships, understand
their own impulses and develop empathy for others.

capital and safeguarding the environment we live in. These skills
are crucial to tackle the trials our students will be exposed to in
their respective fields. We encourage them to see the world from
a global perspective and this is based on our highly respectable
CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq's vision. As a head of college years I am
extremely impressed by the commitment of our CEO to the
provision of a first-rate versatile education system for the
students in our state of art facility.

I believe that our policies define the philosophy behind modern
day education. Our students, once they enter the world will face
challenges beyond the likes of what we have seen in history.
There are entirely new arenas where they will compete with the
rest of the world, and without proper background and training
they will not be able to overwhelm the rest of the world. Skills in
debate, understanding of the infrastructure, effective use of
technology, managing financial resources, utilizing human

We at FWS Lahore are very passionate about students' being
empowered to succeed. We integrate the concept of STEM
learning in our millennials, hence they are better equipped to
face the challenges of the society once they leave the safe
bounds of this institute.

Testimonials
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Fizzah Mushtaq

Sassi Memon

Headmistress A Level
The Millennium Universal College - Bahria Springs Rawalpindi

Headmistress A Level
Roots Millennium College, Clifton Campus, Karachi

At TMUC Bahria Springs our initiative to explore new frontiers
has led our students to one of the most dynamic academic
programs nationally and globally. TMUC Bahria Springs has built
a strong academic tradition and applied innovative analytical
teaching methods that promote a well-rounded student while
excelling the student’s gifts and talents. Mediocrity is not
acceptable for any student. The foundation of our curricular and
instructional practice is based upon our respect for the unique
learning styles of students, and an understanding of the needs of
the internationally mobile child.

My journey at RMC started 4 years back. I take pride in being a part of
a system where everyday the faculty, administration andhigher
management puts in immense effort to groom the students. At RMC
the entire staff works very hard to provide students with a holistic
approach towards education. Our learning does not stop inside the
classrooms. We give exposure to our students through a number of
Clubs and Societies, Inter College Competitions, Model United
Nations, Olympiad, Excursions, Mentorship Program, Global
Entrepreneurship Week, etc. Through all of these out of class learning
and hands on experience we have seen our students groom over
these 2 years. This in-return gives them an edge in university
placements over other students.

“Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs
to those who prepare for it today.” -Malcolm X

their strengths. It is with these ideals we ignite minds and shape
futures of our students. I firmly believe that quality is never an
accident, it is always a result of intelligent effort in right
direction. The academic and co-curricular activities integrate
the talent of students with the opportunities in various domains.
While I as Headmistress along with my dedicated team of highly
experienced teachers, academic coordinator, career counselor,
students affair officer endeavor to empower students to become
productive members of an ever changing global society, ample
emphasis on the value of compassion, sharing and
understanding is paid to harness the pursuit of excellence
holistically.

We have a dedicated Guidance Counsellor who leaves no stone
unturned in ensuring portfolio building of the students so they attain
placements in universities of their dream. Our students have bagged
acceptances from IVY League Summer School and Columbia
University. This alone speaks about commitment towards owning our
students and making their dreams come true. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of our stakeholders for their trust and
confidence in us. I wish all of our students a successful future and a
great year ahead.

At TMUC Bahria Springs we challenge our student to work on
their weaknesses and explore, excel, and become masters of

Meena Nasir

S. Nauman Wazir

Headmistress O/A Levels
Roots Millennium Schools, Khyber Campus, Peshawar

Guidance Counselor
Future World School - Lahore

It gives me immense pleasure to be able to connect with you all
through this Year Book 2019! A year full of high expectations as
well as challenges at the same time. I personally believe that real
education is one which exists in an environment where paradox
can flourish and there can be freedom within boundaries where
risk can exist in a safe environment and where our differences of
opinion are as important as our similarities. Having worked for
the System for more than a decade, I am a witness to all the
above happening here in our system where there is a strong
focus on our leadership development and thinking skills of our
students so that they are successful in their practical life ahead.
Roots Millennium Colleges is all about opportunities and
dreams come true. Here only getting good grades do not
matter, it is about your wholesome disposition and is about
getting a good life and contributing to the society as well. Really

The challenges students face when they enter A-level from O-level
are overwhelming, and in addition to that they now face the burden
of maintaining a balanced profile, keeping a strong academic
performance and participating in co-curricular activities can become
an extremely tedious job. The experience a student gains in these two
years of high school forms the basis of their education and career in
the future, and hence, at FWS, one of the primary areas of focus is to
prepare students for university – the most defining time of a young
person's life. The aim is to empower students to hold together a
superior academic profile along with an exceptional non-academic
portfolio so that they have a world full of options to explore when it
comes to deciding which university to attend, and which career path
to pursue.

supplement the counselling process, offering students the
opportunity to have their questions answered first hand. FWS has
had the pleasure of hosting reputed institutions from the USA,
United Kingdom, Australia and Asia in the past. Guidance counselors
are constantly expanding outreach in order to be able to provide
students with an increasingly comprehensive range of higher
education options in all regions. FWS values genuine academic
effort, and I help students work toward realizing their real academic
potential. The members of our faculty work closely with me to ensure
that all students receive the support that they need, be it help with
time management or understanding complicated concepts. We
guide students with respect to their learning aptitude and
individuality.

At FWS we work closely with our students throughout their A-level to
help them manage efficiently their tasks and meet deadlines. The
school believes that providing students with accurate information
alongside encouragement and hands-on guidance is the key to
effective guidance counselling. University information sessions
conducted by international/ local representatives and college fairs

We at FWS believe that whether it is academic achievement or the
university selection and application process, each student is the
driver of his or her future. The more effort a student puts in, the
greater the rewards. Hence, while the road ahead is long and difficult,
FWS will provide a great deal of support as well as invaluable
guidance during each student's learning process.
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proud of my students from Khyber campus for Internationally
making it to the word top universities and nationally getting into
Institutes like LUMS NUST and GIKI. Here I would like to mention
that all though we are a nine years program in IGCSE , in A levels
it has only been our fourth year in Peshawar and we have been
able to create this magic all due to the vision and support of our
exemplary CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq TI, our dynamic principle
Ma'am Tehmina Khalid, our vibrant Guidance Counselor Ma'am
Nazia Shah Kakakhel our committed campus manager Sir Zain
and my dedicated and professional team of teaching faculty.
I wish our Millennials to a bright future with a much-deserved
destination to make their dreams come true. With a lot of
happiness and best wishes to all my students. Make your dreams
come true!

Testimonials

Testimonials
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Nazia Khattak

Aaliya Saeed

Guidance Counselor
Roots Millennium College, Khyber Campus, Peshawar

Guidance Counselor

As a counselor at The Roots Millennium School & College
Khyber Campus since 2018, I have had the most enjoyable
experience of helping overcome the barriers for our students in
achieving their desired dreams. My job has been to prepare
students for all the Co-Curricular and academic Activities
outside the class room and maintaining their profiles so that
they are able to achieve their desired results. By sharing their
educational experiences and their skills and talents I have made
a difference in the lives of many students from the same
platform, not only as a counselor but as a proud Millennial
parent as well.

It is indeed a matter of great honour to be associated with this
prestigious institute Roots Millennium Schools. Working here in
the capacity of a guidance counselor has provided me with the
opportunity to help my students with their profiles, academic
and career developments making them to progress in a holistic
manner. No doubt it is a fact that the student of this era of
technology is demanding and is fully aware of its choices for the
upcoming life.

It has given me all the pleasure to become their mentor and
above all a friend to the struggling students, some in distress,
could always walk into my room to discuss their problems which
they face. I have already been working with the teenagers and
grown up students in Pakistan as well in a World Bank funded
TVET (Technical and vocational Education) with the Education

Roots Millennium Schools, Hill View Campus, Mirpur

Ministry Kabul Afghanistan and could see the challenges the
students face. Yet I am unable to share the joy of being in my
own home town and helping the students here, it has given a
lifelong relationship with the students and their families. I am
overwhelmed to see the influence as a counselor we make in the
lives of our students, we are always excited to open the doors to
all our students and families and we are looking forward to
another wonderful experience with the Millennials. What could
be more exciting then to share the joy of being able to develop
ourselves with the wonderful opportunities the Millennium
Campus provides us as counselors in the Annual Counselors
Colloquium and various different events organized exclusively
for the counselors Nationally & Internationally. It's a meaningful
journey to be at the Millennium campus and be able to reach out
to the students not only face to face but virtually after the
COVID-19. We have never missed an opportunity to get in touch
with our Millennials online and make them feel comfortable and
feel at home even while the situation seemed very tense.

Therefore, our purpose at TME Hill View Campus is to guide
students towards the best opportunities by supervising them
individually and in groups related to their subject choice,
university applications and meeting the deadline on time;
juggling with and overcoming all of their stress and anxiety.

Ume Aman Sadia

Zaineb Altaf

Guidance Counselor
Roots Millennium College, Clifton Campus, Karachi

Guidance Counselor & Academic Coordinator
TMUC, Queensbury Campus, Gujranwala

Education changed my life and nothing makes me happier than
turning that hope into a reality for others. A scholar, with a
masters from Australia, and an academic and career counselor
by profession, I am jack of all trades and master of one. The love
and passion I have for education is deep rooted. I grew up
knowing the value of education. I do not just respect the very
essence of what it is but am in perpetual awe of the power it
holds. So it is not a surprise at all for me that after years of
experience in the counselling field, I ended up in this wonderful
institution. Ready to pour whatever knowledge and expertise, I
have, into it.

I would be a part of. But it is nothing short of exhilarating being
able to do what guidance counselors do. The gratification one
derives by the warmth of the human interactions, the love and
hope that a counselor can be a source of for students and the
smile on their faces when they get that acceptance from a
university they applied to, is unmatched. When my student
received a 100% scholarship from Yale for the Summer Program
last year, I felt like I was going to attend that Ivy League myself
and for me that is a dream come true. With yeses from Oxford,
Stanford, Yale, Brown, Princeton and NYU and many more
achievements, I can't wait to not just conquer the rest of the
world.

The world of counseling was what I had planned for or knew that
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The Millennium Universal College is a wonderland for all those
who dream high and want to mark their name in history. Two
years back when I joined TMUC I never knew the vital role this
institution would be playing in my life. TMUC has given me an
opportunity of personal and professional growth through
rigorous trainings and workshops.
Sir Faisal is not only empowering and strengthening his staff but
also preparing a youth who will serve the nation and make their
country proud one day. Our students are assets of our institution
and we are trying very hard to transform them into productive
members of the society. We cherish our students for their
achievements, we stand with our students in their failures so that
they can get back on track and can work more rigorously toward

Testimonials

Helping them in true manner to bring their dreams into reality is
most satisfying task.
We at Hill View consider counseling as a team work which
consists of the hard work of our principal, administrators,
counselor and teachers. It is truly the effort of us all as a team
that our pioneer badge of A-levels is succeeded in grabbing
international scholarships and university acceptances in some of
the esteemed institutes around the world. We ensure to provide
finest prospects to the learners to satisfy their quest for best.
I wish all my students a successful and a bright year ahead.

their marked goals. Nowadays education is not just about
gaining knowledge, it’s the acquisition of skills, building
character, transforming them as per today’s requirements and
nurturing a leader within every individual.
I would like to congratulate all A-Levels students for their
outstanding results and for their acceptances in top-ranked
universities worldwide. Undoubtedly there is no match of the
services that are provided by TMUC. I will sum up by thanking Sir
Faisal, our Principal Sir Imran Iqbal for their guidance and
support and my colleagues who have always assisted me.
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AYESHA SAMRA KHAN

HAMZA M. KHAN

AQSA JAMALI

Pakistan Studies (Top in World)
Islamiyat (Top in World)

Mathematics (Top in World)
Chemistry (Top in Pakistan)
Computer Science (Top in Pakistan)

Business Studies (Top in World)

ABEEHA SHOAIB

ZAURAYZ KASHAN

NAIMAL SHERAZ

Economics (Top in Pakistan)
Business Studies (Top in Pakistan)
Commerce (Top in North Pakistan)
Accounting (Top in North Pakistan)

Computer Science (Top in Pakistan)

First Language English (Top in North Pakistan)

M. HASHIM KHAWAJA

MAHA SHAHID

SALMAN QAMAR

Biology (Top in North Pakistan)

Pakistan Studies (Top in North Pakistan)

Physics (Top in North Pakistan)

MISHMA ZAFAR

MARYAM SHAHID

SANIYA DIYAR

Global Perspective & Research (Top in North Pakistan)

Physics (Top in North Pakistan)

Urdu (Top in North Pakistan)

CAMBRIDGE
INTERNATIONAL
EXAMINATIONS

OUTSTANDING
CAMBRIDGE
LEARNER AWARDS

MAY - JUNE 2019
&
OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 2020

#Millennialdreamscometrue

CIE High Achievers
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Abeeha Shoaib

$90,000/-

shares her success story

Scholarship
for 4 years

$140,000/-

€57,000/-

$257,704/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

I am proud to be a Millennial.
Spending 5 years at an institution I
call my second home made me
realize my goals, talents and
passions. Most importantly, it made
me understand who I am. This
personal understanding allowed me
to obtain a well-rounded high school
experience at Roots Millennium.

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$15,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

$16,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

From extra-curricular participation
in Chinese language competitions to
academic excellence programs,
Roots has continuously provided me
with opportunities to explore my
skills and excel to my full potential.

Acceptance

The highly supportive teaching
faculty and my guidance counselor
Sir Farhan Naeem encouraged me to
achieve 4 distinctions and numerous
worldwide university placements.
A major lesson I learned at Roots was
that there is no limit to the dreams
you can achieve. Assisted in every
possible way by my coordinators
Mam Sharmeen Amir and Mam Aliya
Ijaz, my esteemed principal Mam
Muneeze Muzaffar and respected
CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq, I have
accomplished this far more than
what I had initially thought possible.

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

Recollection of the fond memories
made at Roots will always bring a
smile to my face, no matter where I
go. This prestigious institution has
effectively shaped my personality
over the past 5 years, successfully
preparing me to step into the real
world! The hardships faced, and
goals achieved during my school life
will continue to guide me
throughout my life journey.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Muhammad Ahmed Shah

shares his success story
A bond of over 13 years lies between
me and a home- Roots Millennium
Schools. An institution that saw me
grow up to be who I am today and
me who saw the institution build up
to what it is today. Education is only a
part of what Roots have contributed
to my life: experience, opportunities
and life lessons. And this
contribution attributes to the
institution’s overwatch on me while I
matured as a multiple-time Head
Boy, President and even if I rocked
Sindhi Balochi Dresses in the
President House in Representation of
the Institution.

$111,760/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

But in all those moments, all those 13
years, there belong exact memories
that carry for a lifetime. Memories
that give you endurance, agility in
life and the ability to remember
where you came from. Those
memories cannot be founded
without those special people- Ma’am
Sabina Zakir, Ma’am Aliya and Ma’am
Bushra - which Roots brought into
my life.

World’s Best: John Hopkins,
Northwestern, Vanderbilt, Colgate
and Richmond.
For the years to come, Roots will
carry its weightage in what I aspire to
achieve become, for the institution
will always have a part of itself in
every action and success of mine
because Roots will forever remain
embedded in me.

And even in the last moments of A
levels, Roots gave me a stepping
stone, a platform to ascend my
future and achieve the desired
feeling of belonging amongst the

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021
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Qasim Mudassar

shares his success story
$100,000/-

$120,000/-

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

The time I have spent at Roots
Millennium has been short but
eventful. The journey started near
the end of 2019 when I made a highly
controversial and challenging
decision to move to a new school in a
new city by myself. On top of that, I
moved from a highly prestigious
institution like Aitchison College,
which made many questioned my
decision. Luckily, I am glad to say it
was the right move, and the decision
turned out to have a fruitful
outcome. The three most valuable
assets Roots has taught me are
independence, hard work and
confidence. If it weren’t for the

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$165,600/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

$148,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

people I have met here, I can’t
imagine how tough my time would
have been. When it comes to hard
work, all the credit goes to my
teachers, who taught me to
persevere and helped me excel in my
studies despite the hardships that
came with the pandemic. Lastly, I can
undoubtedly give all the credit and
appreciation to two people when it
comes to confidence. Principal
Ma’am Muneeze, who has been
there for me every step of the way,
encouraged me to participate in all
events and host some highly
memorable ceremonies and Sir
Farhan Naeem, the man behind the

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

success. He has indeed been the
most outstanding academic
counselor I could have ever asked for,
clearing my mind that was full of
doubts regarding whether I would
ever be able to go to a good college
and helping me land acceptances
from the top universities in the
world, something I thought would
never happen. All good times come
to an end, but memories last forever.
I will definitely hold the memories I
have made here at Roots Millennium
close to my heart forever as I say
goodbye and move on to more
incredible things in life.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Aqsa Jamali
Scholarship of

$254,120/for 4 years

PKR 40,659,200/shares her success story
It feels like yesterday when I decided
to move across the country, with big
dreams in my mind, to attend Roots
Millennium Schools, Flagships
Campus.
Little did I know that this institution
would set me up for success in life. I
have grown immensely in these two
ye a r s , b e i t e m o t i o n a l l y o r
intellectually. I honed my leadership
skills and share my passion for
theatre through my student council
position as the President of the
Dramatics Club. Moreover, the
internship opportunities allowed me
to gain hands-on professional
experiences which wouldn't have

been available to me at any other
institute.
All the educational aspects aside,
Roots gave me long-lasting
friendships and memories that I will
cherish forever.
I want to thank Sir Farhan Naeem,
who made the stressful college
application process a smooth one.
His office became a safe haven where
I annoyed him with my countless
queries for days until I was satisfied
with my application. Finally, all our
efforts bore fruit, and I received a
full-ride scholarship to Sewanee: The
University of The South.

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

Furthermore, I wouldn't be where I
am today without the constant
support of the school admin, my
teachers, and my friends, who made
sure I was working to the full of my
abilities. Moreover, I can't be grateful
e n o u g h to M a ' a m M u n e e z e
Muzaffer for treating me like family.
She will always remain an inspiration
to me. At last, I'd like to say goodbye
through this quote:
"How lucky I am to have something
that makes saying goodbye so hard."

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Abdullah Bin Masood
Scholarship of

$224,000/for 4 years

PKR 35,840,000/shares his success story
I am Abdullah Bin Masood; the headboy of the student council. I would
like to take this opportunity to
appreciate all the help, guidance and
mentorship I have gotten from all my
teachers and counsellors throughout
my academic journey. I remember
coming to Roots Millennium College
in AS Level and being extremely
confused, I had no idea which
subjects to pick, which teachers to
choose and was extremely
intimidated by the entire university
application process. But then
through long informative and fun
discussions with my counsellors and
my teachers I got direction and was
sure of what I had to do.

$96,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

For this reason, I would like to thank a
few very important people that I met
and developed a bond with
throughout my time in Roots;
starting with my Counsellor ma'am
Asma Rabab, who beared with my
pointless questions and not only
guided me throughout the university
application process but had
extremely random and fun
conversations with me. Secondly, Sir
Farhan Naeem, who's office served as
my go-to place in case of any query
or simply to enjoy some gossip,
thirdly, my Head-Mistress Ma'am
Aliya Ejaz who always kept me busy
and made sure I attended all my
classes so that I don't slacked off.

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

And lastly, our Principal Ma'am
Muneeze Muzaffar, who believed in
my abilities from the very first day
when I stepped foot into Roots
Millennium College and kept
motivating me through my time here
at School. Because of the constant
support and hard-work of all these
people I was able to bag an
acceptance and scholarship from my
dream university; Georgetown
University in Qatar. Due to this
a m a z i n g h o m e - l i ke f r i e n d l y
environment at Millennium College,
I can safely say that Roots has
moulded me into a much better
person, well-suited to take on the
challenges that life has to offer.
www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Minal Nadeem

shares her success story

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

$64,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

I still remember walking on this
campus for the first time, not
knowing anyone here and stressing
that what will a newbie like me do?
But here I am today with a heavy
heart, saying my last goodbye with
memories I'll hold on to forever.
There may be tears, laughter, a whole
range of emotions, but not because
we are heartbroken, but because we
reflect on our time at the flagship
campus with fondness. There have
been tough times, but above
everything, as a batch, we have
always persevered when we've
needed to most and always made
the most fun out of everything that
Acceptance

Acceptance

has been thrown our way. I have
cherished each and every moment
spent here, from crying my heart out
to my coordinator Ma'am Aliya Ejaz
in her office to stressing over college
applications with Sir Farhan Naeem,
My guidance counselor and parttime father; God bless this man for
shaping our future and with zero
exaggeration, let me tell you all Sir
Farhan Naeem is the heart and soul
of this campus. Little did I know in my
last year of A-Levels, I'd be applying
for Head girl, and here I am today
addressing you all as one. Heartiest
Thanks to Ma'am Muneeze Muzaffar,
Our Principal. I look up to and aspire

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

to be a strong-headed woman. She
has built up my confidence and
morale these two years and has
made me realize that you get
everything in life fair and square, and
nothing is gained without hard work
and effort. Words fall short and won't
be enough to thank my peers who
have seen my tantrums and still
coped with me. Thank you to our
teachers for supporting us no matter
what and putting up our quirks and
craziness.
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$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$100,000/-

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$139,320/-

Maheen Arshad Raja

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship of

$112,000/-

$144,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

for 4 years

$140,000/-

PKR 23,040,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

shares her success story
$88,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$144,000/-

$60,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$112,000/-

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

A year ago, looking at kids entering
Sir Farhan's office at 8 in the morning
and leaving at 2 in the afternoon, I
always wondered what they are
doing for so long? Aren't they bored?
Never in a million years would I have
imagined myself repeating the same
pattern. Every morning looking at
the high achiever's pictures made me
wish that someday I could be there
too. And now, being here feels like
something totally unimaginable. I've
been in Roots for the past 2 years,
and it's safe to say that these years
have been the best of my life, from

making friends who constantly boost
my morale in everything to sitting in
Sir Farhan's office and working on the
university applications. The family in
Roots that I have made the ordinarily
dense process of applications a
delightful journey. Sir Farhan and
Ma'am aliya always made sure that I
take all of my classes to achieve my
desired grades. Our principal, Ma'am
Muneeze, who always had a smile on
her face whenever she saw a student,
assured me that I have someone on
my back.

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

Though my time in the Roots
millennium was not long, I'm proud
to say that it was a life turning
experience
And now, in the end, IM PROUD TO
B E A N A L U M N I O F R O OT S
MILLENNIUM 2021 COVID edition
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Batoor Shah
Scholarship of

$120,000/for 4 years

PKR 19,200,000/shares his success story

€48,000/-

$84,000/-

I am glad to have found a friend,
mentor, and counselor in Sir Farhan,
who spent countless hours working
on my applications with me. From
the first day of application season, he
has been there to push me forward
to experiment creatively and take
calculated risks with professionalism.
Giving me room to always express
myself while making sure I was
headed in the right direction; he
deserves appreciation and gratitude
for helping me get into top schools in
several countries.

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

I would also like to thank Ma’am
Zeenat and Ma’am Darakhshan, who
taught me the teachings of science

$97,760/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

and life. Watching these two
superwomen work tirelessly to
ensure their students are well catered
for drew me closer to what The Roots
Millennium school system is all
about: dedication and hard work. I
have been supported by them
during the 45 minutes of class time
and after school, and during the
holidays. Their efforts in breaking the
syllabus into fun-sized achievable
bits are why I have discovered my
passions and learned to appreciate
the differences across natural
sciences and observe how they all fall
together and work like clockwork.

Muneeza and Ma’am Aliya, whose
discipline encouraged me to achieve
the grades I needed to get into my
dream college. They made sure
students weren’t only aware of the
countless resources available to
them but also used those resources
to their full extent, making the school
one big family that works on the
p r i n c i p l e s of te a m wo r k a n d
communicative power.
The lessons that I have learned from
Roots and memories that have
etched themselves in my heart are
something I will carry with me no
matter where I go.

Lastly, I would like to thank Ma’am

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021
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Zalish Noor

shares her success story
Ro o t s I - 9 h a s g i v e n m e a
professional, high school, tailormade experience. Not only has it
been the crux of my university
application, but it has also honed my
interpersonal skills and has prepared
me for the practical world. I am in
extreme gratitude to Ma'am
Sharmeen, who introduced me to
Ma'am Muneeze. My first interaction
with Ma'am Muneeze was on the
phone when I was in London, and she
was the epitome of extreme
efficiency, professionalism and
approachability. Her response was
swift because it was the deadline for
my medicine application. She then

directed me to Sir Farhan. Sir Farhan
used all of his resources and energy
and worked after school hours to
submit my UCAS application. He is
the holy grail to guidance for
university applications. I am highly
indebted to my maths teacher, Sir
Farooq, who has been highly
committed and a constant source of
help. He would reply instantly with
detailed answers to my math
questions, even in the holidays. My
biology teacher, Ma'am Darakhshan,
a world-class teacher, allowed me to
question and taught us to expand
our intellectual horizons beyond the
syllabus. She is a highly dedicated

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

teacher that even though she was
tested positive for Covid19 and was
very sick, she carried on with her
online classes. I was exposed to a
ver y intellectually stimulating
environment at school. My peers
were ver y welcoming and
consolidated. They were a constant
source of support, and I have
unforgettable memories with them.
From Ma'am Sharmeen, Ma'am
Muneeze, Sir Farhan, Sir Farooq,
Ma'am Darakhshan to the students,
they will be forever etched in my
journey to med school. They have
left a long-lasting imprint, and I am
forever indebted to them.
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Muhammad Hunain Asif

shares his success story
The last 2 years of my academic
journey have been the cream of my
studies until now. The Roots
Millennium School has provided my
friends and me with a very fitting and
enjoyable learning environment that
literally made our life decisions. First,
as my guidance counselor, Sir Farhan
offered me all the help that I needed
in making my Career choices and
applying to colleges inland and
abroad. It was due to his aid that I got
accepted into NYU for the 2021 fall

Acceptance

semester. Second, Ma’am Zeenat is
the teacher who taught me
chemistry and influenced me by her
words and actions. The Roots
millennium teachers were always
t h e re to h e l p d u r i n g t h e s e
challenging times of Covid and
would respond back to me even after
school hours. Third, Ma’am Aliya
kept us in a line and ensured that we
made full use of our school hours. It
was due to her discipline that most of
us achieved the excellent grades that
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we needed. Finally, Ma’am Muneeze
and Sir Faisal Mushtaq always
inspired us to perform well in all
fields of life. These years hold a very
dominant place in my heart, and I
will consistently implement these
teachings in my life.
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Isbah Khan
Scholarship of

$212,000/for 4 years

PKR 33,920,000/shares her success story
My experience in Roots can be
articulately defined as a constant
discovery of myself and my life
journey. Often consumed by the
notion of learning about the world in
its entirety, I walked in Roots with a
clueless head and little idea of how
to. Yet, I felt more at home in no time
than I would have imagined too. The
tinted glass building felt like a world
on its own, where you could
constantly build and rebuild yourself
while it gave you the free space.

Every corner of it will always be a
look back now to some of my fondest
memories. The counselor's office felt
like a retreat, where I was always
understood. The rooftop was a safe
haven after a day of trying to be
responsible and stuff. As someone
who enjoys intellectual discourse
and feeling like I have a mind of my
own, classrooms were always much
more than my teachers' confines. I
thought I could set my footing a little
better, stand a little taller, and grow a
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little more. And as I walked out the
college gate for the last time (little
did I know), I walked out with friends
that have formed a place in my heart.
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Afnan Asad
Scholarship of

$212,000/for 4 years

PKR 33,920,000/shares her success story
" We l c o m e t o t h e w o r l d o f
opportunities" were the words that
captivated me and inspired me to be
a part of Roots Millennium. It just
seems like yesterday when I joined
Roots Millennium Schools, which is
now a second home. I have been in
this prestigious institution for 8 years
and have concluded my A levels from
Roots Millennium College. As I now
take a step towards university after
my A levels near its end, I feel
tremendously privileged and proud
writing this testimonial to distinguish
my school's efforts into paving the
way to my achievement. I would start
by thanking Allah Almighty, my

$88,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

parents, and my teachers, principal,
and counselor Sir Farhan Naeem,
who helped me foster my aims and
ambitions in the best possible ways
and value my future. My journey at
school was highly gratifying, and I
have made enduring bonds and
memories which I will cherish forever.
I also met some of my very best
friends in high school. Achieving all
of this, friends, memberships to
academic clubs and good grades
made up my first successful
experience in high school.The
university application cycle was
tough, and it sounded no less than a
nightmare to me. It was time-
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consuming too. Handling my A levels
and applications was challenging,
but I remained patient and indeed,
after some time, the fruitful results
starting coming in. I started applying
to universities not sure that will I be
able to make it into the top places I
was used to or not, but due to
guidance given by my counselor Sir
Farhan, I have been accepted into my
dream universities and am awaiting
more acceptances. I think I could not
have made a better choice than
joining Roots Millennium, indeed a
world of opportunities.
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Ayesha Ahmed Pirzada
Scholarship of

$219,200/for 4 years

PKR 35,072,000/shares her success story

$120,000/-

$88,000/-

For me joining Roots Millennium
College Campus for my A-Level was
primarily to fulfill my dream of
getting good education. However,
my journey here at MC gave me
much more than just quality
education. It was filled with a drive,
motivation and encouragement to
achieve my dreams, and most
importantly, it comprised of a
promise that my dreams were
possible. For this I would like to thank
S i r Fa i s a l M u s h t a q f o r h i s
commitment to provide the best
education and facilities for
millennials across Pakistan, our
Principal Ma’am Muneeze Muzaffar
for her untiring efforts and faith in

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

her students’ abilities and Ma’am
Aliya Ejaz; the A-Level Head for
going the extra mile to make sure
that we get the best of high school
experiences. Today, I am enrolled to
study in my dream university NYU on
a full scholarship. It was possible
because of the miracle God sent me
in the shape of my Guidance
Counsellor; Ms. Asma Rabab, who
helped me in every aspect of my
application. I could approach her at
any time and she helped in guiding
me through the tedious application
process as I had absolutely no idea of
how to go about the applications
process. But it did not just end with
my applications. Later, she facilitated
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me once more with issues that
occurred after my admission. Had it
not been for the hands-on advice
and counselling services that I
received at Roots MC, I would never
have been able to navigate through
the problems that I faced. The steady
presence and unwavering positivity
of my Guidance Counsellor kept me
motivated, even when I would
otherwise have lost hope. I thank my
Counsellor for all that she did and
continues to do, and once again I
thank Roots MC Campus for helping
me get to the destination I had been
struggling towards my entire life.
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Ammar Akbar Khan

shares his success story
It gives me great pleasure to say that
I have been privileged in selecting
Roots Millennium College as my high
school. It is a place that has it all; with
best academic standing it offers a
highly energetic campus life and a
blend of diverse extra-curricular
activities that videographers and
photographers like myself thrive on.
Our Campus is always bustling with
activities and is surely the most
happening school in the region. I
come all the way from Wah, yet I look
forward to my time at College, each
day and the long commute has never
made me feel any less enthusiastic
about getting to Campus.

$140,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

From the start of the final year of ALevel, I got the chance to work with
the Counselling Department of MC
Campus, on my college applications.
Like all other experiences at MC, this
too has been exceptional with
Ma’am Asma Rabab; my assigned
Guidance Counsellor. During the
application process she was always
available - regardless of the time of
day - to answer our questions and
clear our doubts.
She always had our backs and
motivated us to complete the
applications ahead of time. Without
her help the chances of me getting
accepted into a university would
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have been pretty slim, let alone to
get acceptance in a university like
NYU. Ma’am Asma has been a great
help in ensuring that I get accepted
in my dream university NYUShanghai, which not only supports
my future aspirations but is best
suited to me as a student.
Last but not the least, I would like to
thank our Principal; Ma’am Muneeze
Muzaffar for her encouragement
during MMUN’21, my final event in
School. Her feedback on each of the
videos I made was positive and gave
me a sense of accomplishment.
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Hamza Bin Tahir

shares his success story
My major reason for coming to Roots
Millennium Schools' was to take
admission at one of the most
renowned colleges of Pakistan, Roots
Millennium College Islamabad. Here
in Roots MC, I have made spectacular
memories and lifelong friends and
participated in many extra-curricular
activities. The time I have had at
Roots MC is simply outstanding.
Thanks to the friendly teachers and
supportive staff, I could easily adjust
in the challenging A-Level classes.
The environment of the classrooms
pushed me to my limits and allowed
me to involve myself completely in

my studies. Online teaching facility
was out-class and helped me prepare
for my exams by providing me newer
skills to gel into the global world that
we live in. It was a wonderful
experience that gave me more
confidence in my own abilities.
All the management staff at Roots
Millennium College is superb and
cooperative and they make sure to
accommodate each student as much
as they can. The bond I have made
with the Academic Head of A-Level;
Ma'am Aliya Ejaz has added more
value to my time at Roots. It is from
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here that I got admission in one of
the most competitive universities of
the world, i.e., NYU. It could not have
been possible without the consistent
support and guidance of the
Counsellors at Roots Millennium
College and the direct supervision of
Ma'am Muneeze Muzaffar. I would
like to thank
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Mattee ul Haq Ghauri
Scholarship of

$140,000/for 4 years

$10,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

PKR 22,400,000/shares his success story

$110,000/-

$60,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$216,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$40,000/-

$151,200/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

I remember thinking eight years ago,
not believing that I could do O/A
levels. Roots made it all possible for
me. These eight years in Roots were
challenging yet memorable. I met
new people, made friends, won
tournaments, but the best part was
organizing MMUN's and Olympiads,
as these events were the only thing
that kept us sane after the rigorous
study schedules.
Attending my first high achievers'
ceremony in 8 grade, I made a vow to
myself that one day I'll be there on
the stage talking about my

acceptances and scholarships
abroad. Today, due to my teachers
and my counselor Sir Farhan and my
hard work and struggle, I made it. I
got more than five acceptances with
scholarships.
Moreover, I would also like to thank
Ma'am Aliya for accompanying me
throughout A levels. The college
harbored a perfect environment for
students, and it became the ladder
for us to climb to our success and
goals and groomed us for the
upcoming challenges of the world.
Hence, a big thank you also goes to
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our principal Ma'am Muneeze and
the CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq without
whom all of our journeys would be
incomplete.
My advice for the juniors is that no
matter what, do not let anyone tell
you that you cannot do something.
Do what you want and never take no
for an answer and keep working hard
as Roots is the best place to provide
you with opportunities for the future.
Proud to become an Alumna of The
Roots Millennium Schools. Class of
2021, we did it!
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Mahd Ahmad Fayyaz
Scholarship of

$170,400/for 4 years

PKR 27,264,000/shares his success story

$100,000/-

$50,000/-

I had always looked at the yearly high
achievers' book with awe and
admired the students who had
achieved a great deal in landing into
Undergraduate Programs offered by
leading Universities of the world and
improving their portfolios, which
made me reconsider my thoughts.
Naturally, therefore, university
applications were the best means of
doing so, and I got into filling up
those long and dreary application
forms - sometimes even taking days
to complete them. But I think those
tiring days did pay off.

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$112,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Getting into desired universities and

$57,776/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

that too in the preferred major
seemed like an unachievable goal,
but with the unwavering
commitment of my counselor, Sir
Farhan, this dream of mine was given
life, and our efforts came to fruition
when I got numerous acceptances
from universities throughout the US;
a goal of every learner but the reality
of a few, and that too in a field of my
interest! To further add up on my
happiness, Florida State University, a
reputable research university, also
recognized my abilities and awarded
me with an Out-of-State Tuition
Waiver Scholarship, accounting for a
100% reduction of out-of-state fee,
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in recognition of my outstanding
academic performance. Truly an
honor for me!
I believe that the competitive
environment and excellent teachers
and counselors are the recipes for
success at Roots. I had heard
wonders about its counseling and
faculty, and it is safe to say that they
have lived up to my expectations.
Moreover, it is rightful to say that
Roots makes your dreams come true
as it did mine. Without a single
doubt, future batches are in good
hands.
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Fareeza Yazlyn Fazal
Scholarship of

$80,000/for 4 years

PKR 12,800,000/shares her success story

Acceptance

After travelling to Pakistan from my
hometown Dhaka, one of the most
important decisions that my parents
and I had to make was the choice of
the right High School for me. We
looked up several options and finally
settled for Roots Millennium College.

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

$48,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

$56,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

The type of suppor t and
motivational push I got from the
Principal at Roots MC; Ma’am
Muneeze Muzaffar and my Guidance
Counsellor Asma Rabab, is
something beyond words can
explain. With only two days left for
submitting university applications,

Ma’am Asma helped me as a
superhero would. I cannot possibly
think of any other institution that
could have provided me a remotely
similar type of support.
I am so grateful to Roots for pushing
me, as a student; to dream bigger,
target higher, and expose me to a
world full of great opportunities.
Being a student from Bangladesh,
RMS has made me feel welcome and
in no time it felt like home to me. It
was almost like I have been here my
entire life.
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Ma’am Muneeze greeted me with
open arms and provided me with all
the special support I needed, as I was
joining in the middle of the year. She
always had an open-door policy for
all of her students. With the grace of
the Almighty, I am grateful for
having the opportunity to study at
RMS. With Roots being my eleventh
and final school, I can boldly say that
RMS is the best school I ever
attended and I am so thankful to be
graduating from here.
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Yasir Farzan Siddiqi
Scholarship of

$110,000/-

$124,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

for 4 years

$100,000/-

PKR 19,840,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

shares his success story
$126,000/-

$80,000/-

I am Yasir Farzan; a proud millennial,
studying in Roots Millennium
College Flagship Campus since
Grade7. Over these years, my
teachers' guidance, my Principal;
m a ' a m M u n e e z e M u z a f f a r 's
owner ship, and motivational
conversations of Sir Faisal Mushtaq,
made me groom myself, and believe
in myself. Coming to Roots for my ALevel & O-Levels has been one of the
best decisions I have ever taken in my
life. From top-of-the-line facilities to
the unparalleled counselling and
faculty, Roots as always provided
with more and more of everything
that I wished for. I have not only
remained the office bearer of

Scholarship
for 4 years

$108,000/-

$52,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$92,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Students Council of the Campus for
consecutive 4 years, but also excelled
in academics throughout IGCSE and
A-Level. I learnt to dream and follow
them too. But it didn't stop at
dreaming, Ma'am Asma Rabab
helped me in getting my dreams
come true as well, and I got accepted
in 10 universities in USA, and that too
with substantial scholarships. My
placements have all been possible
only due to the tremendous effort
put in by my teachers, my Counselor
Ma'am Asma Rabab. She guided me
exactly where and how to apply and
helped me through each and every
phase of my applications. She was
there for my assistance 24/7 and the
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8-4 school hours were only a fraction
of the time that she needed to work.
My admissions at several universities
has come about as a result of exactly
that, because not everyone gets to
go to colleges abroad. Students of
several other schools now see
guidance from external
consultancies for the admissions, but
here at Roots, we are saved from all
that hassle. The driving force behind
it is the dedication put in by none
other but sir Faisal Mushtaq! He
ensures that each child is looked
after properly and undoubtedly, that
is why #millennialdreamscometrue
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Mahbub Alam Siam
Scholarship of

$20,000/for 4 years

PKR 3,200,000/shares his success story

$27,664/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$168,000/-

$44,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

“The road to freedom–here and
everywhere on earth- begins in the
classroom.”–Hubert Humphrey
I am glad that I made the right
d e c i s i o n of c h o o s i n g Ro o t s
Millennium Schools six years ago
when I was completely clueless and
uncertain about my future. RMS has
paved the way for me and made me
the person I am today. When I start
reflecting on my experience as a
millennial, I can certainly say there
were stressful times when I thought I
should give up everything and
escape, but there were also many
amazing moments where I learned

and grew as a person through the
opportunities that RMS provided
me.
I thank each and every member of
the Roots Millennium staff. You made
our learning experience so delightful
and memorable. I am highly thankful
to the teachers who have guided me
through my academic journey
Ma'am Zeenat, Sir Farooq, Sir
Shehzad without whose remarkable
efforts I would have collapsed due to
academic pressure. I am also very
thankful to Ma'am Muneeze for
being a wonderful principle and her
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ability to communicate with the
student body and for always
prioritizing the welfare of the
students. Lastly, I would like to thank
Ma'am Asma Rabab for her patience
and unconditional support in
helping me with my university
applications.
I’ll cherish the countless memories
that I have made at Roots
Millennium Schools. I’ll miss the
amazing people I met here the most
and I wish them the best of luck for
their future.
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Zaurayz Kashan Shan

shares his success story
Roots Millennium, one of the largest
educational institutions in the
country, has been my home for the
past 12 years of my life. I will be
forever grateful to this school, to all
the teachers from first grade till my A
levels who have helped me grow into
the man I am today. Also, to Sir
Farhan, my counselor helped me day
and night through my college
application process and got into a
summer program at Stanford.

Acceptance

Roots have always given it all for its
students. The coordinators and
principals have always been very
involved with each student and have
paid proper and equal attention to
e v e r y o n e . I c a n' t h e l p b u t
acknowledge how professional and
hardworking the whole staff is and
how they're possibly the best people
to have around you through your
high school.
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A level year is the most hectic part of
a teenager's life, but Roots made it
much easier for my friends and me.
Ever y friend that I've made
throughout these years can vouch
for this, and that just goes to show
how remarkable this institution is.
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Hamza Muhammad Khan

shares his success story
Roots Millennium has been a roller
coaster journey for personal growth,
confidence, courage, and success.
The IBDP program is a
comprehensive program that
equipped me with the knowledge
and skills to excel in life. The
instructors of each subject were
patient, understanding and highly
s k i l l e d . T h a t 's w h y I wo u l d
recommend this program to any
newcomer joining the flagship
campus. My educational experience

Acceptance

Acceptance

in Roots Millennium has been kind
because of the friendly students,
administration and faculty. I feel
fortunate to have been a part of a
program that enabled me to have a
thoroughly enjoyable high school
experience! I would like to thank Sir
Faisal Mushtaq for providing us with
best resources, Ma'am Muneeze
Muzaffar to guide us and encourage
us to do better, and Sir Farhan for
always believing in me giving wings
me to fly. Most importantly, I would
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like to thank my teachers for
supporting and encouraging me in
all these years. Roots Millennium
Schools has shown me the path to
success and walked with me along
the way.
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Naimal Sheraz
Scholarship of

$104,000/for 4 years

PKR 10,920,000/shares her success story
Roots Millennium Schools’ have
been like home for me since so many
years. RMS provided me with
countless opportunities and made it
possible for me to bag a distinction in
IGCSE English. I would like to thank
Millennium College and Sir Faisal
Mushtaq, the entire staff that took
the skills that I had and enhanced
those skills. They helped me flourish
and never held me back from
becoming the person that I am
today, with the success that I gained;
be it of achieving a distinction or
getting admitted in University of

Connecticut; a Public IVY League
University in the United States.
I would like to thank my Academic
Coordinators; Ma’am Aliya Ejaz,
Ma’am Sharmeen Amir and my
Principal; Ma’am Muneeze, who have
all been absolutely wonderful in
looking after me and facilitating my
academic and personal progress.
Not only did the many facilities and
academic advantages that Roots MC
provides appeal to me personally,
but the emphasis that is placed on
the value of one’s ethics, morals and
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compassion greatly appealed to me.
Roots MC is not only a fine institution
that offers subjects that perfectly fit
my interests along-with rigorous and
thorough teaching, but it has also
created an environment that
encourages personal and
educational growth side-by-side.
The sense of community, of
belonging, of acceptance and
inclusivity drew me to Roots MC, and
I can only say that students’ here are
encouraged to be better members of
the community, as well as the School.
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Syeda Neha Wajahat

shares her success story

$100,000/-

$97,760/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

I remember my first day at Roots
Millennium College Campus; socially
anxious and confused, I met Ma’am
Aliya Ejaz; the Academic Coordinator
for my Class. Her warm welcome and
energy immediately made me feel at
ease. From that day till now I have
constantly found her and Ma’am
Muneeze Muzaffar; our School’s
Principal, to be very appreciative of
everything that I achieved, which
made me confident about myself in
every way. Here at Roots MC, I have
been blessed with two of the most
supportive academic heads that one
can ask for.

One of the main things that bought
me to Roots was its famous college
counselling. I can say hands down, I
would not be writing this testimony if
it wasn't for all the efforts my
Guidance Counsellor Ma’am Asma
Rabab put in my applications. I still
remember her making me complete
my application in her office and
reviewing my supplements at 2 A.M.
in the morning. Sir Farhan Naeem,
our Head Counsellor, made me
familiar with the ground realities and
gave me the best advices related to
applying in countries other than the
United States. He has always been an
asset to Roots Millennium Schools’
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and I am proud to have been
affiliated with him.
Under the dedicated mentorship of
Sir Faisal Mushtaq; CEO of Roots
Millennium Schools’ have groomed
my academics, activity profile and
most importantly my own
personality, in more ways than I can
say. I will soon graduate with
confidence and determination set to
achieve goals that I had only dreamt
of and considered achievable
because of Roots.
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Sana Ali Memon

shares her success story

$64,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

I have been a member of Roots
Millennium Schools since grade 4. It
has been a wonderful experience
and I have made so many friends
during my time at Roots. The faculty
is amazing and very helpful. My AS
and A Level headmistress is mam
Aliya- the best advisor one could ask
for. Very new to the flagship campus
of Roots, I didn’t know much about
the campus, faculty, and the campus
atmosphere, but she proved to be a
helping hand during my time here.
Recently, I began my journey of
university applications, specifically

for the U.S. I got immense support
from my counselor, Miss Asma Rabab
throughout the process. She advised
and helped me in various areas of the
process, including how to search for
best universities for the field I am
planning to step into and write the
perfect essays due to which I have
received various acceptances as well.
During the process, I can now
successfully say, I have discovered
many sides of myself as well- I sure
knew my nature and personality but I
never had the correct words to
describe it. Now I do! The application
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process and my time at Roots has
been more than just a normal routine
of going to school/college, studying,
and writing college essays. It is an
experience of a lifetime and I will
cherish it forever. Therefore, I
suggest Roots to continue these
efforts and activities so that many
other students can benefit and
achieve their goals as well. Under Sir
Faisal Mushtaq, I can ensure that
Roots will continue to achieve more
milestones and enhance its activities.
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Maryam Khan
Scholarship of

$100,000/for 4 years

PKR 16,000,000/shares her success story

$24,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$110,000/-

$84,000/-

Studying at Roots has indeed been
like a rollercoaster ride of fun and
energy. From MUNs to concerts and
after school stays to university
application sessions, it all feels like a
fairy tale. I'm not sure if I would ever
be able to pay back what Roots
Millennium College has inculcated in
me in terms of confidence, selfesteem, and value-building but here
I am sharing my wonder ful
experience of the distinguished
faculty and exceptional support
system. Be it the counsellors, the
teachers, the faculty, the principal or
even the admissions officer,
everyone from Roots MC has always
stood by the student body through

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

thick and thin. Being a part of the
student council at Roots has also
been incredible. Serving as the
President of Photography Club and
Director Photography for
Millennium Model United Nations
(for 2 consecutive years) and being
Ma'am Muneeze's and Sir Faisal's
favorite student photographer, I
have genuinely learned a lot.
To make my firsthand experience of
applying to universities around the
globe wor thwhile, both my
counsellors from AS and A-Level,
Ma'am Maimoona Hasnain and
Ma’am Asma Rabab (respectively),
have helped me in every aspect of
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the entire procedure. They have both
been there at all times when I needed
them to help me with applications or
general queries about universities,
and put their best into my struggle
and endeavors.
Just to put it out there, a shout-out to
Roots MC Flagship Campus for
making my college experience one
of a life-time, an experience that I will
always look up to. Thank you for
helping me through my low days and
cerebrating me on my best. Thank
you for countless memories that I'll
cherish in years to come.
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Syeda Amna Ayaz
Scholarship of

$92,000/for 4 years

PKR 14,720,000/shares her success story
Hey everyone, I am Syeda Amna
Ayaz, a student of Roots Millennium
Flagship Campus. Last year was a
period of uncertainty for all of us,
switching between on-campus and
online classes every other week.
However, every time we stepped into
the campus, from then every
moment was cherished.
O u r S c h o o l ’s a d m i n i s t r a t i o n
including the Principal; Ma’am
Muneeze Muzaffar, the Academic
Head; Ma’am Aliya Ejaz, PTIs’,
Campus Manager; Sir Asad Bashir
and the Counsellors all made sure

$114,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

that even during COVID times our
life on campus was not dull. We had a
concert, welcome party, and in my
opinion one of the best Millennial
Model United Nations which showed
that with teamwork, even during
these testing times, events can take
place and be made successful.

management, faculty and the
student body at-large on projects
that fostered advancement in many
different realms of the overall
student experience. From presenting
workshops and advising peers to
organizing awareness drives, being
at Roots MC enabled me to make the
most of my time at the institution.

My academic journey during AS and
A-Level at MC presented me
countless opportunities for
c o m m u n i t y s e r v i c e , s e l fimprovement and overall
development. I found great pleasure
in working with the wonderful
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Kinza Zahra

shares her success story
When I told my friends and family
that I wanted to join Roots, they
weren’t too keen on the idea.
Everyone kept telling me that I was in
for a huge disappointment, as Roots
wouldn’t match my expectations. I,
however, found Roots Millennium
School to be entirely different from
their description. It has been the
institution that helped me discover
myself. From being an introvert
teenager who'd never take part in
anything to becoming a new and a
better version of herself; this
transformation was to die for! And it
wouldn't have been possible without

Acceptance

the love and support that people at
Roots MC have showered me with.

University of St. Francisco in
Computer Science.

When I started my University
applications with Ma'am Asma
Rabab; my Guidance Counsellor, I
never felt that I was away from home,
even during this special pandemic
situation. We stayed late in the office
or when we did our countless Zoom
meetings, those were the moments
that I can never forget in my life. She
helped me a lot with my essays and
everything and our countless efforts
got fulfilled, when I got acceptances
from Arizona State University and

I must say that credit should be given
where it is due! And I credit a lot of
what I have accomplished in my
College years to my Principal; Ma’am
Muneeze Muzaffar, our Academic
Head; Ma’am Aliya Ejaz, my
Guidance Counsellor; Ma’am Asma
Rabab and the administrative team
of MC and special credit to Sir Faisal
Mushtaq for providing us with a
plethora of opportunities.
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Muhammad Zain Ali
Scholarship of

$32,000/for 4 years

PKR 5,120,000/shares his success story
I believe that my decision to come to
Roots Millennium College for my A
levels was the right one for me. The
institution has taught me a lot like
learning how to interact with people
in a completely new environment
which was definitely something I had
to get accustomed to. It was
inevitable that a place like this would
certainly facilitate my growth as an
individual, as everyone be it the
sports teachers to our coordinator
Ma'am Aliya Ejaz was quite
welcoming, to say the least.
During A-Level classes, regardless of

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

the pandemic and the countless
obstacles it brought, learning how to
communicate through email for the
first time in my life was quite a
challenge but Roots MC was the best
place to overcome challenges such
as these. The online classes offered
by the College were unmatched by
those of any other institution and
made remote learning an interesting
experience.
For College applications, Ma'am
Asma Rabab; my Guidance
Counsellor was always there to guide
and assist me. She helped me
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navigate the dreaded application
process through all kinds of
platforms of communication,
regardless of time, as she made sure I
did not lag behind in meeting the
deadlines set by my colleges.
The memories I made during these
two years are definitely worth
cherishing just like the valuable
learning experiences, and I hope that
the school only adds to the value it
currently provides to its students in
the future as well!
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Isra Naseem Cheema
Scholarship of

$140,000/for 4 years

PKR 22,400,000/shares her success story
I have been a student at Roots
Millennium College Flagship
Campus, for around 3 years now and
it has been a phenomenal journey so
far. I was fortunate enough to have
experiences in these past few years
that have changed me for the better.
Through these experiences, I have
achieved a greater understanding of
myself and know my footing in the
world. These experiences would not
have been possible without the
Roots MC administration including
the Principal; Ma'am Muneeze
Muzaffar, Section Head; Ma'am Aliya
Ejaz and my teachers, who have
guided me every step of the way.

$97,760/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Along with that, under the guidance
of M a ' a m A s m a R a ba b ; m y
Counsellor, I now have a clear view of
my future and am excited to achieve
everything that I have wanted.
The best thing about Roots
Millennium College is the student
body, that feels like family now. All
the friends I made in Campus and my
peers have helped me become who I
am today and supported me
through all the ups and downs of ALevel classes. I will always cherish the
countless memories I have made
with them and I will miss them the
most. It has been a great experience
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working with them in my position of
the President of the Debating
Society, the Millennial Model United
Nations of both 2019 and 2020 and
so many other events. Thinking
about the Welcome Party 2020 and
our performances and all those
practice sessions makes me nostalgic
and I hope that Roots MC continues
to be as vibrant as ever. I wish the
very best for the futures of my juniors
and friends and hope we can reunite
someday.
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M. Hamza Zaman

shares his success story

$148,000/-

$172,800/-

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

My admission in Roots Millennium
Flagship Campus was not a preplanned decision, as such, but it
definitely has been the best decision
I have ever made, not just
academically but also with relevance
to profile-building activities. During
the short span of time that I
remained a student at Roots MC, I
couldn’t help but notice the
extraordinarily great number of
activities that were organized on
Campus, even during the Covid-19
pandemic. It helped me make great
friends and work with them in
organizing events. I remember how I
thoroughly enjoyed being a DJ in

some of the promo events held
before the Millennium Model United
Nations ’21.
The faculty at MC is outstanding and
have proven themselves to be the
best especially during the
challenging ‘COVID-19’ time when
the classes has to be switched to
online mode quite frequently. Last,
but not the least, the guidance I
received from the Counsellors for my
college applications has been the
reason for my acceptance in some of
the best universities in the US. My
sessions with the Guidance
Counsellors had always been fun and
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i nte r acti ve , maki ng me fe e l
comfortable in discussing my ideas
for college essays in complete
confidentiality.
Overall, my College experience at
Roots MC has been amazing.
Everyone on Campus has been very
kind and cooperative. People here be it students, the management or
the Principal; Ma’am Muneeze
Muzaffar - are all very welcoming
and thanks to them it did not take me
l o n g to a d j u s t to t h e n e w
environment.
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Hyosuk Song
Scholarship of

$72,000/for 4 years

PKR 11,520,000/shares his success story
Change is a process that I thoroughly
admire and incline with. I have been
blessed to see another year full of
surprises and turning points, as each
phases of life teaches me the lessons
and mistakes of some choices that I
truly regret. Now as I leave into
elsewhere, specifically to another
country, I am grateful that I am ready
for what is to come and feel more
driven and composed to continue
with whatever life throws at me.
My short 2 years in Roots Millennium
has given me time to find new
hobbies and opportunities that I
continue to develop and enhance. It

gave me time to find new ways of
overcoming problems and maturing
more as a person. The school really
gave me the freedom to decide on
my own whilst also giving advices on
what could be the best decisions and
a leap forward into the future. And
for that I am eternally thankful.
Even in the midst of the pandemic
which occurred between the end of
my 11th grade, the school has been
very supportive and responsible for
not just myself but all the students. I
want to thank my Class teachers for
being so patient and understanding.
I am also thankful for the school
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faculty team and Mam Aliya for
helping me out whenever I had
questions or needed assistance. I
would like to thank Mam Asma
Rabab for assisting me with the
application process and being ready
to help anytime.
To the upcoming students, I wish that
they learn great values and
experiences not just academically
b u t s o c i a l l y, s p i r i t u a l l y a n d
individually. Think deep, but don’t
sink.
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M. Furqan Memon
Scholarship of

$148,000/for 4 years

PKR 23,680,000/shares his success story
Entering the campus on my first day
here at Roots Millennium College, I
saw the place which would be my
new school for the next few years. I
can gladly say that my time here at
Roots was everything I had expected
and more. Not only was the faculty
here extremely cooperative and
helpful but being surrounded by
talented and well-groomed students
really allowed me to become the
best version of myself by
participating and being proactive.
The supportive nature of the
Academic Head; Ma’am Aliya Ejaz

$64,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

made it easy for me to adjust in an
environment which was so very
different from the one I had been in
at my boarding school. Everyone on
Campus was incredibly warm and
welcoming and that is why it did not
take me long to fit right in.
Academically, I could not have asked
for better teachers as the guidance
and lectures by the hard-working
teachers here were on point and
helped me make the most of my time
at MC.

continuously taught and supported
me throughout my university
admissions experience, and the
accessibility of the Counsellors made
the applications process an
experience worth having. This
College has become a place close to
my heart, with an unforgettable
management team and student
community that I’ll always be
thankful for.

Roots Millennium College has
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Amarra Mudassar
Scholarship of

$96,000/for 4 years

PKR 15,360,000/shares her success story
I want to confess that I owe an
enormous debt of gratitude to the
following people who contributed to
my success and transformation to
become a better person. First of all, I
would like to thank Ma’am Asma
Rabab at Roots Millennium College
Campus; the selfless soul who
generously shared her time,
knowledge, and wisdom to help me
overcome my shyness and embrace
my distinct personality. Ma’am Asma
was always an email away, ready to
lend her support even as late as 2:00
A.M. and offer advice; the unique
rapport we have developed is
something I value greatly. My time at

$104,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Roots MC has been eye-opening,
thrilling, bizarre, but I believe that I
have emerged a better person at the
end of the day. I am very proud of
being a part of an institution where
there are so many admirable people
to look up to and have cause to be
inspired. Every experience has its ups
and downs but I'm grateful that
when I did have any issues, there was
always someone to listen and
counsel me. I learned that regardless
of where you find yourself at the
moment, where you are intended to
be is where you will find yourself
next. It is with great regret that I have
to graduate and say goodbye to my
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second home. I look forward to
staying connected with all the
friends I met here, like Hashim
Khawaja and my personal
counsellor; Mahad Ahmed Fayyaz
who have always been by my side
whenever I needed them, and know
that we will meet up in different parts
of the world to reminisce about these
wonderful years. With a heavy heart,
I bid farewell to all the wonderful
people I met at Roots MC, till we
meet again; ciao!
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Saad Ali Memon

shares his success story
Roots Millennium School - a
wonderful school- why do I say that?
I joined Roots in 4th grade and since
then, it’s been an amazing journey,
with no looking back. It is this school
that has taught me to be who I am, to
develop a broad vision and
understanding of all that goes
around us. It has been in Roots MC
that I stopped being a carefree
person and grew into this mature
individual who notices the little
things and takes up the responsibility
of handling difficult situations
himself.
Roots Millennium Schools’ – both the

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Campuses that I have been a student
of - have boosted my abilities and I
have achieved many things, for
example I received successful
positions in International Kangaroo
Linguistics Contest and YCT due to
the brilliant efforts by my teachers.
My experience at Roots has brought
the most out of me. The atmosphere
at Roots is great and everyone is
friendly, helpful, cooperative and I
have made many friends. Under the
provision of Sir Faisal Mushtaq; CEO
of The Millennium Education, Roots
Millennium Schools’ have always
excelled and I am certain it will
continue to do so.
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When the College Applications
began, I applied to many universities
with the help of my Guidance
Counsellor, Ma’am Asma Rabab. She
helped me in every aspect of the
university application process and
hence, I got acceptances from a
number of universities including my
dream institution; University of
Connecticut! Had it not been for the
excellent guidance of the Principal;
Ma’am Muneeze Muzaffar, our
Academic Head; Ma’am Aliya Ejaz
and the Counselling Department, I
don’t think I could have come this far
in life.
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Ahmad Rahman Syed

shares his success story

$96,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$18,000/-

$97,760/-

The decision to choose Roots
Millennium College was a tough one,
as I was already going to one of the
most academically renowned
schools’ in Islamabad. It was only
when I joined Roots Millennium
College Flagship Campus that I
realized how much more an
institution can offer apart from
academics. The place was brimming
with life, all sorts of extra-curricular
and co-curricular activities, great
teachers, Academic Head who would
indulge us but at the same time keep
a vigilant eye on our attendance
record, and the ever-engaging
Counsellors. Another fun aspect was

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

the Admission Office where Ma’am
Sana Momnani would always be
ready to encourage us in making the
most of our academic journey.
Everyone on Campus has always
been so supportive, kind and
sympathetic that it makes me
wonder why I didn’t think of coming
here earlier. At School, all the
teachers and classmates contribute
to create a nice and comfortable
atmosphere which is a true reflection
of a dynamic Campus run by Ma’am
Muneeze; the Principal.
It has been really nice working with
Ma’am Asma Rabab; my Guidance
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Counsellor on the university
applications and I couldn't have
achieved the success I did without
her guidance. With all the help I
received the application process
became so easy, good and quick and
I really appreciate Ma’am Asma’s
c o n s t a n t s u p e r v i s i o n of m y
applications as she always kept a
check on my progress and guided
me to the right track if something
was not in place. For this and
everything else, I would like to thank
Roots Millennium College and the
people that make it second home for
students like myself.
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Anam Gul
Scholarship of

$40,000/for 4 years

PKR 6,400,000/shares her success story
I am delighted to share my thoughts
and experience of Roots Millennium
College Flagship Campus. My life at
Campus has been amazing in many
ways, as I am very keen student; not
just in my academics but in cocurricular and extra-curricular
activities too. I was thrilled to join
Roots MC Campus as I instantly got
the chance to become a member of
some of the best Student Societies
and Clubs, like the Foreign
Languages Club. It harnessed my
passion for learning German
Language and gave me the
opportunity to actively participate in
activities that helped in improving
my proficiency in this language.

Another Club that I am proud to be
associated with is the Ted-X Club, for
which I was elected as the President.
My induction for this Club added to
my responsibilities as a student, but
has truly been an experience of a lifetime. My time at Roots Millennium
has simply been the best and most
memorable of all my adventures. My
School has been a second home for
me. I still recall the time when I
stayed in School till late for a MakeUp Artistry Contest; learning so
much from the time I spent working
on my project on the theme
‘Domestic Violence and Acid
At t a c k s ’. I t g a ve m e a n
understanding of the plight of the
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victims of such attacks and helped
me empathize with those who suffer
from incidents like these. My Journey
also includes an amazing chapter of
applying to international
universities. I was lucky to be a part of
an institution where everyone was so
supportive during my college
applications process. Sir Faisal
Mushtaq (TI); CEO of The Millennium
Education made sure that we had the
best of Counsellors. I was fortunate
to have Ma’am Asma Rabab as my
Guidance Counsellor, who helped
me a lot and guided me through the
process. All in all, MC is the best of
places to be in and its hard to count
the memories I have made here.
www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Meeral Ahmed

shares her success story
Arriving from an American school in
Mexico City, I was new to Islamabad
and the British education system.
From my first day here, the warmth
of the students, staff and teachers
made me feel at home. Since then,
Roots has been a place of support,
self-realization and growth for me.
Academic and extracurricular
activities introduced me to a
diversity of ideas and interests I
didn’t know I had. From A-level
lessons in sociology to a journalism
internship at a local magazine, Roots
has made me more open minded,
intellectually curious and better able
to hold my own inside and outside of
the classroom. This was advanced by

my involvement with the debating
society, and later its committee,
which fur thered my public
speaking/interpersonal skills and
forged life-long friendships. Biweekly sessions - with their
accompanying wins, losses and
moments of public embarrassment enabled me to overcome a longstanding fear of impromptu
speaking. A-level assignments, and
debating competitions alike, moved
me to push myself to think critically
and question conventional wisdom.
In the process of considering
alternative/unexpected points of
view, I was able to overcome my own
preconceived notions.
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This instilled within me an
understanding of the importance of
looking beyond face value and
understanding ideas I don’t agree
with. This, in turn, has changed the
way I engage with the news and my
friends, teachers and family. It also
inspired an interest in current affairs,
politics and international relations beyond the classroom and
occasional competition - which has
informed my choice of course and
university in the near future.
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Muhammad Taha

shares his success story
I was mesmerized when I entered the
Roots Millennium College premises
for the first time. An air of
congeniality, joy and that feel to
achieve success took me in. I could
not be happier than when I was
welcomed at the institute so warmly
by the Principal; Ma’am Muneeze
Muzaffar and everyone else in the
school management team,
counsellors, teachers, and members
of the student community.
The day I started my life at Roots
Millennium College por tfolio
development, character-building,

Acceptance

critical thinking, extra-curricular
activities and being socially active
became the standards that I had to
achieve. Roots MC made me
passionate to achieve more with its
innovative approach to education.
The School’s focus on developing
millennial skills in students has
helped me become a productive and
responsible person.
Talking from experience I can say
with assurance that the expertise of
the Guidance Counsellors at Roots
MC regarding university
applications’ is of the highest quality.
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Having gone through the drill of this
c h a l l e n g i n g p ro c e s s , I h a ve
witnessed how innumerable
students like myself are placed in
world-class universities where they
continue on to the path of success.
I would like to thank Sir Faisal
Mushtaq; CEO of T.M.E. and
everyone at Roots Millennium
C o l l e g e f o r t h e m o t i va t i o n ,
encouragement, support, help,
assistance, kindness, and guidance
that I was given so generously and
look for ward to being an
ambassador of the College in a
global community.
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Arshiyan Mir
Scholarship of

$110,000/for 4 years

PKR 17,600,000/shares his success story

$86,000/-

$146,000/-

I am lucky to find Sir Faisal Mushtaq
as a blessing in disguise. Good
teachers are rare, but Sir Faisal
Mushtaq is a driven, organized
teacher who develops a passionate
relationship with his students. He
embraces an opportunity for
professional development, which
makes him an ideal leader. Sir, I’m
highly thankful to you for giving me
a chance and opening new horizons
of success for my future. Ma’am Aliya
played the role of an inspirational
figure during my stay in college.
Ma’am Muneeze has been a great
source of support and motivation for

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

me. Her ability to connect with the
student body and her
communication skills are truly
commendable.
Last but not the least, Sir Farhan
Naeem has genuinely been one of
the most fantastic counselors
anyone could ask for. Mentors like
him are not easy to find these days. I
really am thankful for his time,
patience, and ability to always make
a boring situation enjoyable
suddenly. He was always patient with
me and listened to all my ideas. I owe
all my achievements to him. I have
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received scholarships from many
universities just because of him. He
taught me that I could achieve more
than other people or I expected that I
was capable of. I really feel blessed to
have him around me in college who
guided me to the best of his teaching
abilities. Millennium college is
known for its teaching faculty, but
teachers like Sir Farhan are assets of
our institute. Sir, I thank you and
respect you from the core of my
heart!
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Zain Ali Chaudhary
Scholarship of

132,000/for 4 years

PKR 21,120,000/shares his success story

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$10,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Roots Millennium School is a great
school to learn and to become a
better student. The curriculum here
is very challenging. We have yearround science fairs and numerous
educational and fun activities. This
not only provides you with
knowledge but let you have fun at
the same time. If you listen and
follow the directions of your teachers
and counselors, there is no reason
why you should not pass with flying
colors. From the very first day, Roots
have provided me assistance in every
way, not limited to academics. It has

Acceptance
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led me and guided me toward my
future and career. Roots Millennium
is not just a school; it is a charter
school providing education and
developing entrepreneurs. Although
we do exceptionally well in
academics, that's not what we're all
about! Here at Roots, we have
various clubs, i.e., Ar t Club,
environmental club, Spelling Bee
Club, music club and even robotics
club, so much more to look forward
to. We also participate in many inschool and out-of-school activities.
Roots have also helped me to
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achieve my much-awaited goal of
studying abroad with a good
scholarship. I must mention that it
would not be possible without my
guiding star Sir FARHAN (counselor),
other staff members and my dear
teachers.
Personally, if you are lucky enough to
attend Roots, you will be able to
absorb all the fun.
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Zohaib Ali
Scholarship of

$84,000/for 4 years

PKR 13,440,000/shares his success story
So, guys, let me just start by saying
that life's just way short of making
bad decisions, especially when it
comes at the expense of your future.
The world is a wild rollercoaster, but
it's you that steers this monster's
direction. Allow yourself to feel
successful even for a bit because this
rowdy world will make you roll down
the hill even if you have climbed it by
persecuting a tremendous number
of challenges until you show your
strength and ability or, in the short
potential, to steer the roller coaster.
Roots Millennium School has
provided me with tools to pave my
road towards success as I had an
Acceptance

opportunity to learn under the
influence of the best teaching staff
and environment, which significantly
impacted my knowledge. But like a
roller coaster can't run without its
track, in the same way, there is no use
of learning without the
understanding of its practical use
until Roots taught me that how to
manage things and execute them
which then I applied to my
knowledge and had a better
experience of how to put it in
practical use.

people's POV, concepts, and
approaches to a problem. This
became possible because of the
fantastic programs at clubs offered
by my school.
Roots Millennium School and their
Guidance Counselor Farhan Naeem
made me choose the right university
from the acceptances at different
colleges. A special thank you to
Principal Muneeze Muzaffar and
Academic Coordinator Aliya Ejaz.

A diverse student body gave me a
better understanding of different
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Shahkar Ali
Scholarship of

$110,000/for 4 years

PKR 17,600,000/shares his success story
When I came to the school five years
ago, I had a dream to lead the
students in any way I could, and I
kept on working hard for it, and at
last, I had accomplished it by
becoming the Sports HEAD 2020/21,
and all of this was possible because
of the trust and support from the
school in every way. I would like to
thank my teachers, coordinators,
school staff, Principal Ma'am
Muneeze Muzaffar, and Sir Farhan
Naeem. He has helped me in my
college application process and
providing me help in every step in

every possible way. Above all of this, I
want to thank my Wonderful
coordinator Ma'am Sharmeen who
has always been with me no matter
what always helped me out in every
situation I got into; from the first day
I was under her protection, she
always loved me as her son. It breaks
my heart to say goodbye and that all
of this beautiful journey is to end, but
the Memories, the time spend, the
Friends we made, and the Family we
choose is what always remain with
us. So here I'm, Shahkar Ali, Sports
Head 2020/21 and a proud
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millennial saying his last Goodbye to
ALL. Let me tell you one last thing it's
on you that how you want it to Be
and End, so from this beautiful
opportunity on this great platform, it
is a must for all of you to make
something out of it and make it best
for you, Best of Luck Millennials.
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Hareem Fatima
Scholarship of

$8,000/for 4 years

PKR 1,280,000/shares her success story

$24,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$10,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$8,000/-

$16,000/-

2 years ago, I came to Roots
Millennium, a casual, non-serious
teenager with no real purpose. Born
and raised in a naval family, I had
been following the conventional way
of living inside the comfort zone I
had created for myself. One of the
best decisions I've made in my life
was to go past the door of the
counselor's office. Sir farhan, my first
counselor, introduced me to summer
program study, and with his
encouragement, I got into Ivy
League summer schools. My A levels
started off slightly disappointed as I
did not get my expectations met by
SAT score. However, my counselor Sir
Farhan never lost his trust in me. On

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years
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the contrary, he encouraged me to
focus on other factors of my college
application. Consequently, in my A2,
I had one of the best- and wellrounded college applications in the
school; Sir Farhan's trust in me
reaped fruit in the form of a very high
SAT score too. Thankfully, I got into
the Appalachian state university,
Beykent, Kadir, Sabanci university
turkey on excellent scholarships.
Thus, I will be the first person in my
family to study abroad, that too in
such a prestigious university. Most
importantly, I cannot ignore the
massive support I received from the
Roots Millennium family. Sir Ali
Mehdi, Sir Kaman Yousaf, and Sir
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Abdul Salam always maintained a
friendly and supportive relationship.
Likewise, Ma'am Muneeze has been
very cooperative and motivating.
Not to forget the Roots Millennium
staff. What makes Roots Millennium
different is the amount of faith they
place in their student. The trust they
placed in me was a stimulant to me
and one factor in my success. I would
like to thank my respected teachers
and counselors, especially Sir Farhan
Naeem - more a friend than a
counselor. While I chase my dreams
in Italy and around the world,
Millennium will always remain a part
of my identity.
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Sidra Younas
Scholarship of

$103,200/for 4 years

PKR 16,512,000/shares her success story
I chose Roots Millennium Schools for
my A-levels because I knew that I will
be out there testing my limits and
seeking discomfort. The motto I go
by, “grow through what you go
through,” has been with me all along
with these two years, a testament to
the fact of me growing and learning
as an individual.
Roots have provided me with an
exceptional educational and life
experience- from all the science
Olympiads to organizing events and

$60,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

certificate ceremonies- saying that
they have been an experience of
their own would be an
understatement. Roots truly have
shaped me into the person I am
today, way more confident and
determined to pursue my goals.

am forever grateful to Sir Yasser, Sir
Faizan, Ma’am Zeenat and Ma’am
Darakshan for all the efforts and
motivation they have projected and
helping me through these two years.
It was a ride in the journey that I’ll
never forget.

I would like to thank Sir Farhan for his
guidance through the application
process and for making it much
easier to go through (the punctuality
he has shown is commendable, and I
really appreciate that). In addition, I
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Umair Khawar
Scholarship of

£8,000/for 4 years

PKR 1,600,000/shares his success story
Roots Millennium Flagship Campus
is a great school to learn and to
become a better student and person.
The curriculum here is intense and
challenging. We have numerous cocurricular all year round. If you listen
and follow your teachers' directions,
there is no reason why you should
not pass with flying colors. I attended
the same public school up until

$88,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$68,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

IGCSE 3. When I came to the Flagship
Campus, I expanded my knowledge
and improved in what had been
troubling me for years at my other
school. Flagship Campus isn't your
average school. Although we do
exceptionally well in academics,
that's not what we're all about! Here
at Roots, we have various clubs, i.e.,
Art Club, Go Green Club, Spelling
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Bee Club, and so much more to look
forward to. We also participate in
many in-school and out-of-school
activities. We have also held
numerous bake sales, which profits
have all gone to charity. Personally, if
you are lucky enough to attend
Roots, you will be able to absorb all
the fun, factual days here at Flagship
Campus.
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Shahbano Gul

shares her success story
Choosing the right school for A levels
is not a straightforward task. You
have to evaluate the available
options on a variety of things. I
considered my chances based on the
following: academics, networking
opportunities, and sports. Based on
the above factors, I am glad I chose
to come to Roots Millennium School
(RMS).
Its experienced teacher's Roots
provided me the best academic
environment. Even during the
difficult times of the COVID19
pandemic, the teachers made

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

continued efforts to minimize the
negative impact of the lockdown on
students. As a result, I always felt
surrounded by a sound support
system.
During my AS level, before the
pandemic, I got to participate in
sports and represent RMS as its
basketball team player. I also served
as Deputy Director Registrations for
Millenium Model United Nations
and acquired the required exposure
and experience. Being able to hold
the official position of Vice President
and President Sports Society in the
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past two years, I underwent selfgrowth and gained the confidence to
lead a successful life.
RMS proved to be better than my
expectations and provided me with
opportunities for professional
growth. With the efforts and
guidance of my counselor and
teachers, I was able to get
a c c e p t a n c e f ro m m y d re a m
university LUMS. Now that I am
moving forward to the next stage of
life, I would like to thank everyone at
RMS for the beautiful last two years.
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Aleena Jehangir

shares her success story
Walking down memory lane, I
enrolled in RMS in grade 1 as a timid
girl hoping that my parents made the
right decision to send me here. A few
days later, Roots paved its way for
being my safe space, and I was sure
that my parents made the right
decision. The unconditional support
and help given to me could not have
been sought elsewhere. Moreover,
Roots has taught me that failures are
inevitable in our lives, but with the
right mentors and effort put in, you
can surely overcome it, and this is
why even after 12 years, I consider
my parents’ decision right and Roots
my safe space.
Acceptance

One of the many qualities of RMS is
consistency, the opportunities and
education given are even better than
they were 12 years ago, and this is
due to the undying efforts of Sir
Faisal Mushtaq and the staff. Thank
Sir Farhan for believing in me and
guiding me through every step of
the college application process. All
my teachers and Sir Abdul Salam and
Ma’am Mehreen are the best at what
they do. And last but certainly not
least, Ma’am Muneeze and the
coordinators at RMS for ensuring
uniformity and prestige. All of this
sets apart RMS from other schools
making it the most prestigious
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institution, and I am confident that it
will carry forward this legacy.
Roots will always hold a special place
in my heart because of all the people
that I have met here, the friends that I
made, and the bittersweet
memories. It is with great sorrow that
I must bid farewell to my second
home and my safe space, but I am
sure Roots will always welcome me
with open arms as it did 12 years ago.
#Millennial4ever :’)
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Hassan Farooq Mirza

shares his success story
Keeping in mind that my O levels
were coming to an end, I realized A
levels will be a crucial part of my
academic journey and significantly
impact my future career. So when it
came to choosing the college for my
A levels, I decided on Roots
Millennium College because I was
part of millennium education since
grade 1 and was doing O levels from
Roots Millennium Schools and was
pleased with its educational
environment.
To my surprise, Millennium College

even turned out to surpass my own
expectations with its wide variety of
Extracurriculars, student facilitation,
g l o ba l o u t re a c h a n d c a re e r
formulation. This made me realize
that I had made the best choice of
my life by choosing Millennium
college.
The teaching experience was not
only fantastic, but the teachers also
tried to make everything fun and
easy to learn, just like Albert Einstein
had said, “It is the supreme art of the
teacher to awaken joy in creative
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expression and knowledge.” Apart
from this, the
administration, specifically Mam
Aliya and Sir Farhan, helped me a lot
throughout my A levels, whether on
campus or online and guided me in
choosing my dream university. In the
end, I would like to thank Sir Faisal
Mushtaq for creating such an
excellent educational system which
helped me to get the most out of
myself and aspire further.
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Khalid Mehmood

shares his success story
I have very fond memories of the
Roots Millennium School (RMS). All
my academic achievements are
indebted to my alma mater. I
sincerely thank you all - the teaching
staff, my fellow students and all
employees of the RMS.
I owe profound gratitude to Sir Faisal
Mushtaq. He is the very soul of our
school. Always endeavoring the very
best for us. His accessibility to every
one of his students is quite
remarkable.
I offer special thanks to all my

Acceptance

teachers whose perseverance, firstrate teaching, counseling and
inspiration have played a pivotal role
in my academic achievements.
Exceptional debts of honor are due
to Madam Rozina Asif, Madam Aliya
Ejaz, Madam Muneeze Muzaffar,
Madam Zeenat Yasmin, Sir Abdus
Salam, Sir Amir Yasin and Sir Shahzad
Saleemi. I shall always be thankful to
them for their able dedication and
support.

plans for studies abroad. Their firstrate counseling and untiring efforts
made it possible for me to attain
acceptance at leading institutions of
the world. Shortly, I shall leave the
RMS for London, but it will always
remain in my heart.

My sincere thanks to Madam
Maimoona Hasnain and Sir Farhan
M. Naeem, who helped me chart my
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M. Tayyab Shabbir

shares his success story
Thank you for your immense
patience and unwavering support
through the college application,
answering all the late-night texts and
sitting for hours on end editing my
10s and 100s of drafts. I learned a lot
more than I ever expected from this
application process, thanks to the
wonderful team of experienced
professionals at Roots Millennium
Colleges, especially Sir Farhan.

and beyond for its students the way
this school did for me and all of its
other students. I am beyond grateful.
I would recommend this College to
anyone without a doubt in my mind
as there is no other school quite like
it, which I am pretty sure had been
made pretty clear by the brilliant
acceptances, so many of your
students have gotten over the past
few weeks.

I have never seen a school go above

This is a genuinely outstanding
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school, and the time I spent here was
incredible. The credit goes to Ma’am
Muneeze for leading the
administration in such a great way.
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Umer Saeed

shares his success story
When I was faced with the critical
decision to attend school for A-Level,
I knew very little about Millennium.
Having completed my IGCSE at a
school that I was thrilled with, I wasn't
really expecting much from
anywhere else. Them not offering ALevel was something I was pretty
upset about.
However, as my father and I started
exploring, trying to conclude the
best option, we realized that most
colleges weren't academically
variegated. Extracurriculars, student
facilitation, global outreach, and
career formulation were the factors
Acceptance

left over. The Millennium Education
beat the rest in all of those without
any question. And so we chose and
can say today that we decided right,
for my expectations were left in the
dust, and I most certainly couldn't
have asked for a better High School
experience.
The diversity reflected at Millennium
is unmatchable. I've made wonderful
friends here, with whom I verily hope
to keep the torch of friendship lit for
as long as we live. I have made
friends from all over the country and
a couple from outside too. And we all
say how our friends are the best in
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the world, but when I say that they
are, I say it with all my heart.
However, if it weren't for the
incredible mentors I've found here, I
wouldn't have accomplished the
little I had. So, to the great Sir Farhan
Naeem, my super guidance
counselor, THANK YOU! I really
appreciate you going out of the way
to support not only me but each and
every one of us who has come to you
with and for anything. And then the
wonderful Ma'am Aliya Ejaz, and of
course, Ma'am Muneeze Muzaffar. I
thank you all for your continuous
support and encouragement.
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M. Hammad Yasin

shares his success story
I was in Roots for just two years, yet I
can safely say it was a memorable
experience that I will fondly look
back many years from now. From
rooftop biryani breaks to sitting in
the counselor’s office working on
applications for hours, it has been an
incredible journey. I have studied at
different institutions, and RMS
(Roots Millennium School) has truly
unmatched quality and prestige
throughout my life. Our coordinator
has always made herself available to
us and done her best to make sure
everyone felt included and a part of

Acceptance
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the Roots family. Because of Sir
Farhan, my counselor, I have gotten
acceptance from my dream colleges.
Despite being busy with his other
students, he made sure no one was
left out and was more like a friend to
many. I applaud the management for
remarkable dealing with the
pandemic by carrying out efficient
online classes and supporting and
guiding the class of 2021 in this
challenging time.

considerably short period. These
values will stay with me for the long
road ahead, and I owe it all to RMS. I
feel prepared to start a new chapter
of my life and head on to university.
RMS has been a satisfying and
bittersweet end to school life. I am
sincerely proud to be a Millennial.

RMS has been successful in instilling
necessary values in me in a
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Shaiza Rashid
Scholarship of

$16,000/for 4 years

PKR 2,560,000/shares her success story
I came into Roots as a person who, at
that time, had no sense of direction
and no clear goals as to what I
aspired to become. In these 2 years,
Roots nurtured me, provided me
with guidance and refined me as the
person I want to become and the
career I aspire to be in. I still
remember the first day I walked
through the doors. In these 2 years at
Roots, I have grown out of my shell

and forged lifelong friendships that
would have other wise been
impossible had I not continued in
Roots.
In A2, when the time for applications
begun, it was with a chat with Sir
Farhan, my guidance counselor, who
reassured me to not worry about my
applications and even if I put in the
work now that I will be able to reach a
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good place for my undergraduate
studies and he was right as I was able
to secure admission at my dream
university in Turkey. I am eternally
grateful to all my teachers at Roots,
who have provided me with
invaluable skills and lessons and my
friends with whom I have had the
privilege to make memories that are
sure to last a lifetime.
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Haleema Aamir
Scholarship of

$8,000/for 4 years

PKR 1,280,000/shares her success story
“Shoot for the stars!”, “Achieve your
absolute!”, “Do the impossible!” We
all heard these before, but no one
told us HOW? This two-year high
school journey in the roots
millennium has changed me as a
person. I always wanted to join an
institute where I will be provided
with numerous opportunities and an
encouraging friendly environment.
At that time, I couldn’t find a better
option than RMS. Today, standing
at this point with multiple
acceptances and scholarships is what
I dreamt of in A-Levels, but it all
became a reality, all because of my
hardworking counselor Sir Farhan. I
Acceptance
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couldn’t have achieved those
acceptances if he weren’t there for
help.
Roots Millennium Schools is intact
and the epitome of a friendly
growing environment. With everwelcoming administration and
cooperative faculty, I was given
nothing but a chance to grow and
prosper. I created the memories I will
always cherish and found the most
genuine people that I’m for sure
sticking to for the rest of my life.
From best teachers in Islamabad to
outstanding counselors. I decided to
settle for nothing but best. This
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credit goes to none other than the
CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq for always
providing the best to his students,
the principal Ma’am Muneeze
Muzaffar for
always being there for me, the
academic coordinator Ma’am Aliyah
for always looking after me and
keeping me out of trouble. These two
years were a roller coaster ride, and
today I graduate high school with my
aims set and my head up high. Proud
to become an Alumna of The Roots
Millennium Schools Class of 2021.
WE DID IT!
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Rahim Khan

shares his success story
From Waking up at 7 am every
morning with dynamic energy to
rushing straight to Sir Farhan's office
to ask about any minor
inconvenience I had and from
spending hours in his office writing
essays to fight over who would pay
for KFC, I grew up.
The last 3 mesmerizing years I've had
in this school have shaped a new
Rahim. The teachers, the staff and

the coaches here see potential in
every student whether they top
studies, spor ts or ar ts. The
experience and the exposure to the
different teaching styles and
attitudes have given me a different
perspective on life.

school.' Which made me feel safe
and proud within the walls of the
millennium college.
Don't worry, Millennials; you're in
good hands.
Rahim Khan, signing off.

As Ma'am Muneezay once quoted, '
a son of a general and a son of a
janitor are both given the equal
rights and opportunities in this
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Amna Jamshaid

shares her success story
My journey at Roots Millennium
began in 2017. I arrived here, not
expecting much like my previous
schools and enrolled in the IGCSE
program. Little did I realize that my
life would change in the most
incredible of ways. Back at my
previous school, I wasn't the loudest
student or the brightest. But there
were a few things I was really good
at. One of them was football; I really
became myself when playing, and it
felt different; it felt relaxing. So when
I arrived at Roots Millennium, I was
pleasantly surprised at how fantastic
the sports facilities were and how
talented the students were. Unlike at
my previous institution, I quickly

made friends here by finding likeminded people who shared the same
values and dreams as me. When
you're studying at a place where the
student population is so diverse, you
don't really need to fit in because
you're not odd in the first place.
During the three incredible years of
my life that I've had the opportunity
to spend here, I cannot describe how
beautiful my experience has indeed
been. I've made great friends, that
have always been like family to me,
with students and faculty alike. Roots
Millennium allowed me to explore
one of my greatest passions;
photography. It has been enriching
for me, and I've been able to give
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back too. I've been privileged to have
the best internship opportunities
and learning experiences available to
any student in this city, all thanks to
this institution. The teachers here are
more like parents, the ones that let
you live life to the fullest and want
only the very best for you, all the
while being the most qualified at
their job; teaching. Then there's the
staff. Everyone from the school
guard to the counselor has always
greeted me with a smile and always
made me feel exactly at home, which
brings me to my last point. I never
knew I would have to, but it's time to
say goodbye, we've all had a rough
year, but we got through it together.
www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Muhammad Majid

shares his success story
If I was asked to describe my entire
experience at Roots in one word, I’d
say “transformative.” The past two
years have drastically changed my
identity in ways I never could’ve
imagined. I walked into the walls of
the school’s glass building a deeply
introverted guy, often within myself.
Not only did the people around me
give me the confidence to truly
showcase my personality, but they
also inspired me to imagine a more
fantastic future for myself. Almost
every interaction was helpful in its
own way: my friends would indulge
my fantasies of getting accepted to
my dream college, while my

counselor would give me brutally
honest reality checks. I like to
describe my journey as “fumbling
around in a dark tunnel with no idea
where to go” because I really,
honestly did not know what I was
doing (all the way from AS to A2, I
was perpetually clueless).
Looking back, it makes me beyond
grateful for my friends- two people
in particular; you know who you arewho stuck around for every second
of this incredibly chaotic part of my
life, and for my counselor, for
tolerating my endless questions and
tangents. My time at Roots was two
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years of highs and lows and
everything in between. There were
moments when I felt unstoppable,
on top of the world, and there were
moments when I felt beyond lonely,
alienated from everyone around me.
But all those memories, even the
terribly painful ones, hold great value
in my heart. They were lessons in
trust, friendship and strength.
It’s strange to see this chapter of my
life end, especially without closure.
But I am grateful for the time that I
did get, and I’m excited to see where
I go from here.
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Hisham Salman

shares his success story
My journey at Roots Millennium
began in 2008 as a kindergarten
student. Since then, I have had a
wonderful experience at this
institute, and with every passing year,
my potential and skills were
enhanced by the highly esteemed
teachers. I believe that this institute
stands out in providing an excellent
professional and familial
environment. Besides learning

experiences, I got the best internship
and sports opportunities too.
Furthermore, the faculty and
administration at the school were
always accessible, sociable, and
helped to support me since the first
day I arrived.
I am thankful to Maam Muneeze,
who cares about each student’s
academics and is keen to attain
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International acceptance in various
International universities. I was never
a top-ranked student in my class, but
she has an optimistic approach in
encouraging and valuing her
students. Last but not least, I am
grateful to Sir Farhan, who has been
e x t re m e l y pa t i e n t w i t h m e ,
advocated my case, and facilitated
finding an appropriate university.
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Nabeel Ahmed

shares his success story
Two years ago, I remember joining
Roots Millennium as a shy sixteenyear-old. I now leave as a much more
mature and personally enlightened
woman. These past two years have
been a whirlwind of lessons, most of
which I learned the hard way, as most
important ones do, a roller coaster of
emotions, if you will. But it was these
lessons that made me grow, showed
me myself and brought out qualities
in me that I never knew existed.
It was my immense luck and fortune
to have found teachers and friends

who believed in me when I didn't
even believe in myself and a faculty
that stresses the importance of a
well-rounded education and
therefore extends education beyond
t h e c l a s s ro o m b y p ro v i d i n g
programs that both cultivate its
students intellectually and prepare
them for the professional sphere.

big thank you to my teachers for
always being patient with me and
helping me do my best till the very
end. Even though I am sad to see our
journey come to an end, a part of me
will cherish you forever. Hence, I
dedicate this success story to you; it
wouldn't have been possible without
YOU! Love you all.

Moreover, I am eternally grateful to
Sir Faisal Mushtaq for providing us
with the best resources; Ma'am
Shazia for her undying support and
encouragement. Most importantly, a
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Avinash Kumar

shares his success story
I became a part of the leading
Millennium education system in
August 2019. Having done my O
level as a private candidate who was
homeschooled, I was not expecting
much from anywhere. But
fortunately, Millennium proved me
wrong. At first, life was a bit difficult,
but within a month, the friendly and
caring environment urged me to
believe that Roots is not only an
institution; instead, it is a family of
highly caring mentors and helpful
friends.
First of all, I am very fortunate to

have spent two years with teachers
and the management, who were
always there to help and transform
my deficiencies into strengths. The
never forgettable part is that
whenever I shared my problem with
whomsoever- teachers, coordinator,
principal or counselors- their
treatment was a consolation in itself.
They treated the issue like their own
and never sit back in peace until the
problem was sorted thoroughly.
Roots is the institution where I
encountered inter-school societies
for the first time in my life. Roots
developed my personality and skill
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set through productive activities,
and the TED-ED club was one of
them. Roots have the paramount
potential to transform the novice
into precious stones.
To conclude, Roots is the factory of
transforming personalities and
achieving academic milestones
through the mechanism of highly
hardworking mentors. In the end, I
thank Roots from the bottom of my
heart for such an experience.
#THANKYOUROOTSMILLENNIUM
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Sajawal Mushtaq

shares his success story
I would like to start by thanking all
my teachers that I have had the good
fortune to learn from over the past
two years at Roots Millennium
College. My teachers, mentors and
counsellor have been an
unbreakable support throughout my
years at College and most of my
achievements are massively imputed
to these wonderful people. I am both
happy and sad, simultaneously,
happy for getting accepted at one of
the top universities around the globe
and sad for not being the part of this
prestigious institute anymore. I
would like to thank the principal,
Ma'am Muneeze Muzaffar, who
works tirelessly to ensure that

everything is running smoothly at
the campus. The coordinator, Ma'am
Aliya Ejaz, in both AS and A-Level for
her friendliness and deep interest in
our academic and personal wellbeing. She has always kept a check
on me and I appreciate her support
during the mock examinations and
Cambridge registrations. Special
thanks to my counsellor, Ma'am
Asma Rabab who helped me in
shortlisting colleges, writing my
college essay and in making me
understand university applications. I
literally had no idea that joining
Roots Millennium College will turn
out to be one of the best decisions I
would ever make. Everyone, from the
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principal to the support staff, is so
amiable and supportive. The faculty
is as encouraging as they are skilled.
Lastly, I would like to advise my
juniors to bring positivity and
confidence in themselves, and never
to underestimate their abilities. If I
were to share one of the many
lessons that I learnt at Roots MC, I
would say ‘Don't be afraid of
pressure; remember, pressure is what
turns a lump of coal into a diamond’
as was rightly said to us by our
mentor Ma’am Anna Faisal during
the Investiture Ceremony of the
Student Council 2020 - 21.
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Muhammad Shaheer
Scholarship of

$92,000/for 4 years

PKR 14,720,000/shares his success story
I came to the Millennium campus
with high hopes of exciting years
ahead. The pandemic, however,
became a slight obstacle in
experiencing an exciting time.
Online classes and limited oncampus days was a bit upsetting as it
was challenging to adapt to them.
That being said, the quality of
education did not drop a bit.
The university application process
was one of the first times I felt like I
have to make a long-term decision of
what I want to study and wherefrom
and it was a challenging decision. As
an indecisive individual, I didn't have

a plan and was lost between which
universities to apply to. My Guidance
Counsellor; Ms. Asma Rabab told me
about my options to universities that
I had originally not thought of.
Unable to visit these universities it
was hard for me to even consider
them for higher education. However,
my counsellor was a valuable
resource. As a high school counsellor
with abundant knowledge in her
field, she embodies the essence of a
wise educator and, after investing
much time into my passions and my
personality, she really helped me find
the best-fit university for me, and in
particular, found an atmosphere and
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place that I feel comfortable and
happy in. With her help, my difficult
problems didn't seem so difficult.
And I was able to successfully apply
to my university and got accepted to
in one of the universities of my
choice.
The time we had on campus was
m a d e m e m o r a b l e d u e to a
commendable job by the
management through organizing
MUN and other fun filled activities.
The campus had an awesome feel to
it. I had a great time socializing and
making new friends.
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Adel Safi

shares his success story
When I first came to Pakistan 6 years
ago, I didn't think my life could get
any worse. I had no friends, a huge
culture shock and no sort of
direction: for me, Roots changed all
of that. I met an incredible faculty,
friends and motivation with what to
do with my life. Before Roots, I had
never cared or even knew about the
joys of academic and personal

successes; that does not mean my
whole journey was stress or
turbulence-free; I've taken risks with
educational programs and not
always gotten the best results, but
even through trials and errors I've
learned lessons, and more
importantly, always had support to
lean on in my difficult times. Roots
have given me a sense of community
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and purpose I don't think any other
institution could've instilled in me;
they've given me opportunities to
grow as both a student and a person
through interactive classes,
internships and rigorous academic
programs and today because of the
school I'm one step closer to
achieving all my dreams.
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Samama Bin Asad

shares his success story

$100,000/-

I started my journey with Roots as an
A level student back in 2019. The
thought of studying under the new
teachers was somewhat
overwhelming. However, soon, due
to some very friendly teachers and
supporting staff, Roots became my
second family. Had it not been Sir
Faizan’s unique way of teaching and
the highly supportive Ma'am
Fareeha, my first year at Roots would
not have been as memorable as it is.
Amidst the pandemic-stricken year
of 2020, I shifted cities and thus,
shifted campuses as well. As a result, I

Scholarship
for 4 years

$148,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$120,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

again found myself amongst some
unfamiliar faces. However, yet again
Roots did not disappoint me for I
found the staff at the new campus
equally suppor tive and ver y
welcoming. Here, Ma'am Aliya and
my subject teachers ensured that I
did not find myself out of place and
due to their efforts, I was able to
catch up with my course in no time.
Near the end of my A level, I came
face to face with the dreaded college
applications. It was at this time that I
found a hardworking guidance
counselor in the form of Ma'am
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Asma. Due to her assistance and the
right guidance my college
applications process was a breeze. In
the end, I take this great opportunity
to thank each and every member of
Roots whose hard work and
diligence ensured that my A level
years went by smoothly. Thanks
everyone!
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Mohammad Hamza

shares his success story

$80,000/-

Roots Millennium College has played
a key role in making me the wellrounded person that I am today. Like
the blue glass-building of my
Campus, I see myself shining in life
with the experiences and memories
that are now a part of me. There is a
lot about this school that I will miss
when I finally move on to follow my
dream of becoming a Computer
Analyst. My college applications are
one of those life-time experiences
which commenced with the help of
my guidance counsellor Ma’am
Asma Rabab, who has been
supportive throughout my quest to

Scholarship
for 4 years

$32,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

study abroad.
I am grateful of the school and its
faculty for granting me the
conveniences to meet many of my
dream university representatives in
the seminars organized by the
school. Through my efforts and the
assistance lent by Ma’am Asma, I
have received many acceptances
with a number of scholarships. I
would also like to thank Sir Farhan
Naeem for his guidance in the
shortlisting of my universities.
There have been many ups and
downs, but having an encouraging
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management team behind me has
pulled me ahead to keep me and my
applications running in the right
direction.
The faith that all hard work and
support put in by me, my parents, the
school faculty and the Principal
M a ’a m M u n e e z e u n d e r t h e
supervision of Sir Faisal Mushtaq;
CEO of The Millennium Education,
have not only helped me reach my
goals and targets but have made me
a better person for future too.
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Kumail Mohammad
Scholarship of

$16,000/for 4 years

PKR 2,560,000/shares his success story
Hello everyone, this is Kumail
Mohammad from Hyderabad, Sindh
previously was studying at The City
School (Jinnah Campus), in 2020
summer I went to do Pakistan tour,
there I met My childhood friends
who were currently Studying at Roots
Millennium Flagship campus
Islamabad. They told me about
Ma'am Sana Shoukat, whom I met
for my admission counseling. She
motivated and encouraged me a lot
to join Roots Millennium. After that, I
visited Roots Millennium Campus; I
met with staff and teachers, and my
journey began.
I got really inspired, and everyone
helped me a lot because I was

$600,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

hesitant in general being too new in
the city, new friends, so they gave
hope to me and my Family that they
will solve all my problems and help
me have a better future.
My journey at Roots was concise as
only I enrolled in my final year of A
level, and it proves to be beneficial
for me. I got to learn so much, lots of
avenues opened for me; while I was
living away from Family, I needed a
lot of counseling and help in which I
got nurtured by all faculty who were
really helpful for me.

helped me a lot during my search for
a University abroad that was
perfectly tailored for me. After
countless sessions with them, I got
multiple acceptance from
universities with scholarships.
All Teachers and Staff were terrific
and friendly, who helped me become
a better person. In the end, I would
like to thank Ma'am Muneeze
Muzaffar, Ma'am Aliya, Ma'am Sana
Shoukat, Ma'am Uzma, Ma'am Sana
Nazar.

My counselor, especially Sir Farhan
and Sir Asad, were really great as they
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Abdullah Farooq

shares his success story
Roots Millennium College is a lot of
things; however, most of all, it's a
place that you can call home. During
my time in this school, I've felt all
sorts of emotions & it's safe to say
that most of them were positive and
encouraged growth. High school is a
time that decides what person you're
going to become in your life, both
figuratively and literally. It's going to
be an emotional rollercoaster, but
you'll get through it, I promise.
College applications are usually the
most challenging part of your senior

year. It also becomes the most
memorable one when your
counselor is Sir Farhan. There's never
a dull moment with this man, be it
your application process or life
advice. The only thing that pulled me
through my stressful application
season was the hope my counselor
always gave me, the support my
friends never failed to provide. The
stress and uncertainty are inevitable,
but if the result makes up for all of it. I
will forever be thank you for
everything this school has taught
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me. The administration and the
environment are incredibly
supportive. The memories I've made
and the people I've met will always
be very, very close to my heart. This
school has shaped me to be the
person I am today, and I will always
be grateful for it. I'd also like to thank
Sir Faisal for always being his
fantastic self & for being the most
incredible mentor out there!
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Inamullah Safi

shares his success story

$16,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Roots Millennium College has been
my home for the last two years. It has
nurtured me as a student and an
individual, with the whole
management team making sure that
the student community is taken
good care of. From the beginning of
A-Level studies, Ma'am Aliya Ejaz,
the Academic Head goes out of her
way to connect with us as students.
Her watchful eye is guaranteed to
keep us on our toes. Then comes the
college application process, where
we get to know a team of brilliant
counsellors.
My college application process

$8,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

started when I got to know my
assigned Counsellor; Ma'am Asma
Rabab. It had been my dream to go
to Canada for higher education, but
like most other students I wasn't too
sure of the college application
process. So, I went to seek guidance
from my Counsellor who was great
help and advised me on the various
aspects of my applications. Thanks to
her, I received acceptances from all
the universities that I applied to
including York University, Brock and
Carleton.

Canada, where I will be able to
display the confidence and skills that
I developed at Roots MC Campus
with the support of our Principal;
Ma'am Muneeze Muzaffar and my
teachers. I must say that my
education could not have been the
same without the backing of our
mentor and the CEO of Roots
Millennium College, Sir Faisal
Mushtaq, who always takes the time
to visit us and has a keen interest in
our campus activities.

I now look towards taking my
academic journey for ward in
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Shahlina Malik

shares her success story
Two years ago, I walked through the
school gates without a single clue of
what awaited me. Fast forward two
years, having participated in MUNs,
contested in elections, attended
some of the top high-school events
of the twin cities and participated in
the council, provided me with the
perfect opportunities to work on
myself and transform into a much
more sophisticated individual, which
when coupled with their dedicated
team of counselors, alongside the

continuous motivation from the
head, Sir Faisal, Ma’am Muneeze, and
Ma’am Aliya have led me to achieve
the goals I had dreamt of. Roots have
given me a vast number of
opportunities in every way, and
these opportunities have promised
me the best future ahead. The
excellence of teaching at this college
helped make the journey through ALevel easier and more comfortable,
and because of this, I was able to
apply abroad. Getting accepted to
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the University of Pacific with a
scholarship could not have been
possible without the help and
support of Sir Farhan Naeem, my
guidance Counselor; I sincerely
thank him for his continued support
and love. He never once stopped
believing in me, and for that, I am
grateful to him.
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Soban Hassan

shares his success story
Before coming to Roots Millennium
College, I had been living in a small
district area of interior Sindh - for
most of my life - which was quite a
limited environment. To elaborate, I
had not had many experiences,
besides the very basic and simple
ones. With the idea to change this, I
joined Roots MC and that did change
me so much for the better.

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

It is the one decision which has had a
great impact on my whole life. I am
now a more self-assured person with
a huge network of friends and so
much to do. I have made so many

Acceptance

friends in the student community of
MC and have been inspired by them
which has doubtlessly brought
positive changes within myself. My
role in the various clubs and societies
of the Student Council enhanced my
understanding of working with
different groups of people. While
changing myself for the better, I live
my life to the fullest with nothing - be
it circumstances, or my own doubts holding me back.

ask and it never seemed that I would
be able to complete them before the
deadlines. However, my counsellor
Ma’am Asma Rabab facilitated me
every step of the way and helped me
in each task. The best part was I could
completely trust her to represent my
w o r k p rof e s s i o n a l l y f o r t h e
universities. I firmly believe that at
any time I contact her, she will help
me and let me know what the next
step is!

Doing university applications was a
daunting task for me. I didn’t know
where to begin or what questions to
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MUTAYYAB IQBAL
Scholarship of

$104,000/for 4 years

PKR 22,400,000/shares his success story
I have been a student of Roots
Millennium for two years, and there
is no doubt that Roots Millennium is
one of the finest institutes in
Pakistan. The teachers here have
given me all the support I needed to
excel in my studies. The school
provides us with high teaching
standards and challenges us to
pursue extracurricular activities. It
gives the students a platform to
follow their dreams and passion. I am
very thankful to my headmistress

Ma’am Aliya who has always pushed
me to work hard and is willing to put
up with students like me is truly
remarkable. The most gracious and
thanks to my teachers who provided
us with support, guidance and
precious life lessons. Many thanks to
my Guidance Counselor, Sir Farhan,
who have been very helpful and
cooperative with my university
application. I appreciate your
consideration and precious time.
Please accept my deepest thanks.
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Lastly, l would like to thank the
school management for providing us
with a safe and clean environment
amidst the covid pandemic. Thank
you all for making these School years
the most marvelous ones.
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Wadood-ur-Rehman Ranjha
Scholarship of

€15,000/for 4 years

PKR 3,000,000/shares his success story
I came to Roots with an aspiration to
get the best out of my life. I believe
that Roots has allowed me to do so. I
noticed that the environment here
was so much like home. The staff was
so friendly with us that everything
felt so natural. Roots have enabled
me to have countless new
experiences and encounters. Time
flew by as I grew as a student and a
person. It only feels like yesterday
that I was a sophomore scratching
his head on his first day. And now
here I am, just about to leave this

$152,400/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

nostalgic building. Over these many
years, Roots has helped me utilize my
skills and abilities to face challenges.
As I am departing this great school, I
am confident that I am prepared for
the next part of my life.

and gratitude at the years spent in
this great institution. I will surely miss
my campus, the environment and
everything that Roots had to offer to
make a difference in my life.

I would like to thank Sir Faisal, Ma'am
Aliya, Ma'am Muneeze and Sir
Farhan for always being there and
guiding students. Time goes on, and
soon we'll all be entering a very
different phase of life. But I, for one,
will look back with nothing but joy
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Hasnain Ali Arshad

shares his success story
My experience at Roots Millennium
College has been, in a word, long. It's
not actually been that long but now
that it's over, (or at least, now that it's
supposed to be over), the whole of it
seems incredibly long ago. When AS
Level began, I was, at least on the
surface, the same person I am now. I
had the same mannerisms, the same
sense of humor, and the same values.
The only real difference I can point
to, without doubt, is the people I've
gotten to know, and a difference in
the way I think.

discipline is done best with an
abundance of freedom. While it's
kind of impossible to provide this in a
conventional college environment, I
think Roots Millennium has gotten
close enough, for me at least. I
remember the first time we had to
write a program in class. We had to
write in groups, and honestly the
couple of months that we spent just
coding in class was some of the most
fun I've had learning anything, and
it's the reason I want to pursue
computer science with any degree of
rigor or drive.

An education wasn't all that I got
from Roots. I've met some pretty
great people here, people with
values, people that are passionate
and driven (that includes teachers
too!). That is due, in some part, to the
culture of this school, and the kind of
attitude that is promoted here. It
encourages people just as passionate
and (at times) over-the-top as Sir
Faisal, and I think people like that are
a wonderful addition to the world.

I think that the learning of a
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Syed Asfar Ali
Scholarship of

$24,000/for 4 years

PKR 3,840,000/shares his success story
"Success is no accident. It is Hard
Work , Perseverance, Learning,
Studying, Sacrifice and most of all,
Love of what you are doing or
learning to do."
My journey in Roots Millennium
Schools (RMS) has been a
rollercoaster ride. Especially these
last years of my high school life.
When I thought I should apply to
these universities, I did not expect to
be accepted by any university.
However, by working hard with my
Guidance Counsellor Sir Farhan, I

achieved my dream.
Joining RMS has proved to be the
best decision I've ever made in my
life. This journey was not what I
expected, but regardless, this path
helped me gain exponential
personal growth and have me adopt
many new positive qualities.
It has been a real game-changer for
my student life because of its highly
qualified teacher and staff with their
unconditional offering of support.
The students were guided in the
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right direction by their respective
teachers and guidance counselors,
enabling them to achieve their
dreams and goal.
This institution is an excellent
platform for all students to achieve
their dreams and goals, primarily
because of Sir Faisal Mushtaq, who
made this opportunity possible for
us.
Class of 2020 signing off
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Moeez Aman Ahmed

shares his success story
Coming from a small school in 2018, I
stepped into the Roots Millennium
Flagship Campus, having absolutely
no idea how it would transform my
life. Not only did Roots help me grow
as a person but also guided me
towards achieving all the goals I
never thought would be possible.
I remember taking my parents to
meet my Guidance Counsellor;
Ma’am Asma Rabab, who would
discuss my future with them for
hours even when the schools were
closed in the summer, be it the
immense work of writing college
essays, submitting transcripts, or

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

selecting the right place for my
applications, I always had her to
guide me.
I am truly thankful to the Academic
Head, and my teachers for their
constant support. Their mentorship
has played a key role in my academic
and personality enhancement at
Roots MC. Without the expertise of
these people, I could never have
improved my academic
performance and could not have
made them proud when I showed
them extraordinary results.

say that during these two years, RMS
has helped me utilize my skills to the
fullest and unveil my potentials that I
never saw in myself before. Although
the last few months have made all
the students panic-stricken with the
outbreak of a pandemic, I would like
to offer my gratitude to our assured
principal Ms. Muneeze Muzaffar and
the brilliant CEO of The Millennium
Education; Sir Faisal Mushtaq for
ensuring our continued progress on
the path of learning and
development.

It would not be an exaggeration to
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Noor Fatima Hashmi
Scholarship of

$92,000/for 4 years

PKR 14,720,000/shares her success story
For the longest time, I have aspired
to pursue a career in Law. The
motivation behind this doubtlessly
comes from my mom; a
professionally competent woman,
however, Roots Millennium College
has been the platform where I could
transform into the person that I
needed to become for the profession
I seek. Roots MC has helped me
prepare for all walks of life, be it to
serve the community better, with so
many bake-sales and charity
projects, or volunteer for welfare

$44,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

activities under the umbrella of the
Social Welfare & Community
Projects Club, or to help my peers in
day-to-day lessons. It has all been
worth the effort and time.
None of this could have been
possible without the constant
backing of our Principal; Ma’am
Muneeze Muzaffar, Ma’am Aliya Ejaz;
the Academic Coordinator or the
vision of Sir Faisal Mushtaq, who
stands like a beacon of light for
students of all ages. "I am proud to
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say that I stand where I am today with
the efforts of my teachers and
counsellors, along with the helpful
resources and ambient environment
they provided so generously. I wish
my school administration, student
body and friends the best of luck for
the future. I hope to see Roots shine
brighter than ever. May the legacy of
success continue!"
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Fatima Nasir

shares her success story

$20,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$32,000/-

$40,000/-

I would like to express my deepest
gratitude to the Management of The
Millennium Education; Sir Faisal
Mushtaq – CEO of T.M.E, our
Principal Ma’am Muneeze Muzaffar,
the Head of A-Level Ma’am Aliya Ejaz
and the Counsellor at Roots
Millennium College Flagship
Campus. In truth, I would not have
been able to achieve being accepted
into all of the prestigious universities
from which I obtained admissions
and was offered generous
scholarships too, without the hardwork of my teachers who motivated
and inspired me, and the constant
support I received from my Guidance

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Counsellor, who guided me down to
the minuscule details and spent
hours helping my find my potential
colleges and universities.
I was glad to be a part of an
institution where the student body is
strong and there exists a great level
of trust in the student community,
teachers and administration. We are
all part of the same team working on
a unified mission; that is to push
students like myself in the direction
of success, be it with the best
opportunities in academics, profileenrichment activities, or college
applications.
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Roots Millennium College put me on
the path to aim higher and overall
has been an unforgettable
experience. The friends I made and
the memories I gathered while
studying at one of the best
institutions in Pakistan, will definitely
last a life-time. I now look forward to
representing my School at my dream
university where I will enter with the
confidence of a millennial who
would be there to make a difference.
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Amna Ajaz
Scholarship of

$40,000/for 4 years

PKR 6,400,000/shares her success story

$20,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$106,000/-

$64,000/-

Coming from New York, I didn’t
know much about the education
system in Pakistan. Consequently,
every college I had heard about was
ver y intimidating because
everything was so new. So I searched
and toured many colleges in Karachi,
and the one that stood out the most
was Roots. Due to its dynamic
infrastructure, it was very appealing
to me as a student. Knowing that
every day when I go to college, I will

be surrounded by a vibrant and
creative environment as I’m learning.

and will continue to be there for
future support.

From Karachi to Islamabad, my
fondness for my college grew.
Transferring colleges in the middle of
A2 is a very stressful process for most
students. However, that was not the
case for me. All the staff members
were extremely welcoming and
would accommodate my every need.
Roots were there when I needed it

Don’t waste your time looking at a
bunch of different colleges. I promise
you no one can give as much as
Roots Millennium College!

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years
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Tamkeen Babar Leghari
Scholarship of

$80,000/for 4 years

PKR 12,800,000/shares her success story
Choosing Roots Millennium College
as my high school seemed like a
natural progression in my academic
journey. Roots MC is a phenomenal
school where the aspirations and
potentials of every student are
nurtured, challenged, fostered and
boosted. The community here is
caring in which every student feels
valued and strives for excellence.

$86,000/-

$100,000/-

MC's commitment to academic
excellence is made clear by the
availability of the best faculty
members across the region. I was
especially happy to study law as one
of my major subjects at Millennium

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

College as I got to learn from the best
teachers and get practical
knowledge of my subject with events
like the Law Moot that I participated
in at T.M.U.C - The Millennium
Universal College. The Students'
Affairs Office at MC ensures that
students get an experience of the
practical world and encourages us to
take part in activities that add to our
knowledge of our respective majors.
Other than that, I have had the
opportunity of participating in
several Model United Nations to
refine my Parliamentary Styles
Debating and Oratory skills. As a
student - thanks to the plethora of
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activities happening at MC - I feel
ready for pursuing a degree in Law
even before stepping in a law school.
One of the best things about Roots
MC is the proactive College
Applications process through which I
got to work closely with my
Guidance Counsellor Ms. Asma
Rabab and had my applications
rolling as early as October of my final
A-Level class. All in all, the rollercoaster ride of A-Level has been a lot
of fun and a time that I am sure to
remember for the rest of my life.
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Malik M. Hashir Safdar

shares his success story
Roots Millennium College is full of
friendly and helpful people, who are
always there to watch out for you.
The day I entered the College for the
first time, I was pleasantly surprised
by the friendliness of the
administrative staff, the Heads
Ma’am Aliya and Ma’am Sharmeen
and the easygoing manner in which
Sir Asad; the Campus Manager,
facilitated with all the little things like
settling in the Campus.
My interaction with the Principal
M a ’a m M u n e e z e a n d t h e
Counsellors was another testament
of the professionalism and care with

which students are treated at Roots
Millennium College. The whole
environment has been so conducive
that my friends and I could have a
journey of a life-time and were able
to create great memories.
The thing I appreciated the most
about our Campus is the highly
competent teaching faculty who
have been a great support even
during the pandemic time, giving us
a flavor of the online classes with
their outstanding commitment and
expertise. As a student of Roots
Millennium College, I am obliged to
have such a marvelous team of
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teachers who enabled me to get
accepted in universities in the UK, my
dream destination and would like to
give thank Ma’am Asma Rabab; my
Guidance Counsellor from the core
of my heart, for making my dream
come true. In addition to this, I would
like to thank all the people who have
made A-Level a memorable time for
me and look forward to seeing the
legacy created at Roots Millennium
to continue.
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Ahmad Faraz

shares his success story
The last two years of my life were
nothing short of a roller-coaster ride.
I still have a very vivid memory of the
debate I had with myself before
deciding to pack up my aspirations
and move to Islamabad to attend
Roots Millennium College. It was a
transition from a different city and I
knew I had to be on my own for the
next two years, at least. It definitely
wasn’t an easy ride but I can
undeniably assure you it forever
shaped my life for the better. Who
knew countless all-nighters, writers
block, multiple basketball injuries,
college application process and the
tears sessional and monthly exams

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

brought to me and my friends would
result to so much growth and
positive development!
However, the Management of our
Campus including our Principal;
Ma’am Muneeze Muzaffar, the
Academic Head; Ma’am Aliya Ejaz,
Campus Manager; Sir Asad Bashir
and the support staff made sure it
was a fun rollercoaster ride for their
students and provided their full
support and encouragement to
guarantee the identification and best
use of each of our individual
potentials for which I am immensely
grateful.
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My experience at MC has taught me
so much, I am glad to say that my
friends and mentors at MC made
sure that I grew into the independent
and self-assured individual that I am.
This will be my final au revoir to Roots
MC with acceptances from 4
different US colleges with the help of
my teachers, and Counsellors; Ma’am
Asma Rabab and Sir Farhan Naeem
who made sure that I along-with
other students got the best of advice
and guidance at all times.
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Abdullah Irfan

shares his success story
Due to the Corona Virus pandemic,
students everywhere had to face
unprecedented complexities in their
school life. During this predicament, I
and my fellow Millennials have
found the Roots Millennium
Administration to be incredibly
considerate and competent. The
frictionless transition between Faceto-Face and Online teaching, the
quick response to students' queries
regarding the novel online teaching
process, and the school's effort to
provide the students with events like
the MMUN even under these
conditions have all made this last
year - which was filled with novelty

and surprises - not just endurable
but a successful year for the students.
The diverse range of Clubs and
Societies is another feature that
make Roots Millennium College
stand out. My friends and I could
participate in so many co-curricular
activities which was a plus point that
made us achieve our academic goals
with ease.

the Campus was more than sufficient
to ensure that I got into the top
Universities in the United States. It
has been an honor for me to be a
student of Roots Millennium College
as the legacy created by Sir Faisal
Mushtaq will stay with me for life,
because of all the unique learning
opportunities that I received here.

Ma’am Muneeze Muzaffar; the
Principal of Roots MC went out of her
way to facilitate me with my College
Applications. With her direction, the
support and supervision
administered by the Counsellors at
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Hunzallah Usmani

shares his success story
Studying in Roots Millennium
College was a totally different and
new experience. To study in a school
w h e re y o u c o u l d n' t e v e n
differentiate between a Teacher and
a Principal clearly showed the
principles on which the school stands
firm for i.e. equality between all.
Roots Millennium College offered
the most concessions to students
during admission as well as
scholarships throughout Islamabad
and Rawalpindi and the
overwhelming support of the
Admission Staff, College Counsellors
and the Coordinators cannot be
compared with any other institution.
Acceptance

Acceptance

Every single issue of each student
was addressed and acted upon as
swiftly as possible, and every
problem was thoroughly heard,
whether it was legitimate or not.
Here in Roots Millennium College,
the teachers were top-class and
multiple teachers were available for a
wide variety of subjects. The faculty
members were always ready to take
classes on weekends too, for the
benefit of students.

with the high standards required by
the School, I had been motivated to
work hard and put in maximum
effort in everything I do. I have
gained so much confidence as I
talked to strangers on a daily basis.
This institution has boosted my selfesteem and made it easier for me to
walk into my future with my head
held high.

Roots MC means a lot to me as a
student, it is an institution that made
me grow as a student and an
individual. To keep me up-to-mark
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Maham Tariq
Scholarship of

$128,000/for 4 years

PKR 20,480,000/shares her success story
Being a part of the student
community at Roots Millennium
Flagship Campus has been
wonderful. I got the chance to meet
and work with brilliant and amazing
people, gain new skills, and enjoy
life-changing experiences.
Meeting juniors and helping them
overcome some of the challenges

Acceptance

Acceptance

they faced has been especially
amazing. I could go on and on and
on talking about all that I enjoyed, as
every moment I got to be a student
at this institution felt like a blessing.
Although, continuing an academic
year amid the COVID crisis proved to
be much more challenging than
usual, I am grateful to have access to
the basic infrastructure facilities,
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which allowed us to have
uninterrupted online classes
whenever necessary.
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Ayla Tariq Ayub
Scholarship of

$163,200/for 4 years

PKR 26,112,000/shares her success story
I still remember my first day at Roots
Millennium College Campus,
everything felt so weird, I felt like an
odd one out, felt like a misfit. I still
remember that by the time first
period was ending I already wanted
to go back home (lol). Honestly
speaking, at that point I could not
have even imagined, not even in my
dreams that one day, this same
school will become something so
important to me, or that it is going to
be the place where I will meet so
many new people, make so many
new memories, a place where I will
be guided towards the path of
success, a place where I will get the
experience of a typical high-school

$110,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

teenager life attending concerts,
numerous events etc. etc. as well as
maintaining a balance in my
academic life. I don't even think that
there is any other school in Pakistan
which maintains a balance between
the party-life and the academic-life
of their students so well and I would
like to thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq for
this. Sir Faisal Mushtaq, who is the
best leader someone could ever
have. The way he actively takes
interest in the school matters, is
something that definitely gives Roots
Millennium School the uniqueness it
holds. Sir Faisal is the one who opens
this new dimension, full of wonderful
opportunities for his students, and
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treats all his students equally without
any discrimination. He truly is an
inspiration to all. Moving on, being a
part of the RMS Family, I got the
chance of being under the guidance
of such experienced and top-notch
faculty members who have been
suppor tive and motivating
throughout my time in this school.
Then of-course comes the Career
Counselor, Ma'am Asma Rabab who
has helped me in my application
process and was super supportive,
and I am so thankful to her for all the
universities I got into. Thank you so
much for everything RMS, it was one
hell of a ride!
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Maheen Zahra
Scholarship of

$128,000/for 4 years

PKR 20,480,000/shares her success story
Roots Millennium College has done
wonders for my educational career.
When I joined this school I was
worried, I may not fit in since there is
hardly a year before I go to college. I
kept thinking that a change of school
in the last year of A levels would
impact my resume for when I apply
abroad. But my opinion changed
completely in just the first two weeks
of joining Roots. The teachers, my
peers, even administration were all
s o h e l pf u l , w e l c o m i n g , a n d
motivating they made me feel like I
could achieve anything I set my eyes
on. My teachers have been my best
mentors, counsellors, and educators

Acceptance

$96,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

guiding me through every slightest
problem I faced academically and
otherwise. I will be eternally grateful
to them and my friends, my
classmates, my juniors for being such
an amazing company and for being
there for me whenever I needed
them. Roots has been a grooming
place for me and I look forward to
applying everything have learned
here in my coming years of college.
My dad always said life is nothing
without some important qualities.
Honesty, loyalty, determination, and
hard work. These qualities are the
key features I have not only
witnessed but perfected in a
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prestigious institution like the
Millennium College. I hope I can
sustain these qualities completely
and truly in all stages of life. Applying
abroad was something I thought of
as an impossible challenge but the
career counsellors at RMC made it
seem like a piece of cake. I am
honored to be accepted by so many
prestigious colleges with
scholarships and I am glad that Roots
Millennium College was the stairway
to success for me.
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Saad Tashfeen
Scholarship of

$30,000/for 4 years

PKR 4,800,000/shares his success story
The last five years spent at the
Millennium College Flagship campus
have been so much I could ever
imagine. The learning environment
where one can explore their innate
talent is the critical factor of this
campus. When I am about to enter a
new stage of my life, I am a more
refined person with memories and
relationships I shall cherish. Sir
Faisal’s energy boosters, whenever
we contact, whether it’s a formal
meeting in a conference hall or just
an informal interaction in the lobby,
always encouraged me to work hard
and achieve more. I am really
grateful for everything he does for
his students and for their future. The

dynamic Principal Ma’am Muneeze
Muzaffar and her deep
understanding of the university
application process have further
supported me to excel in academics,
but her encouragement really
helped me develop confidence by
taking a leading role in MMUNs and
Olympiads. Thank you, Ma’am, for
always being there to support a
s t u d e n t l i ke m y s e l f. A l l m y
coordinators have been
tremendously supportive in steering
my peers and me towards our goals. I
am really thankful to Sir Farhan, My
guidance counselor, who has always
pushed me towards something that I
believe was impossible. The Amazing
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Faculty here is the success factor of
this institution; from classroom
teaching to personal one-to-one
moral lecture, everything was so
encouraging. I am genuinely
thankful to all my teachers for
making me the person I am today.
My favorite aspect of Millennium
College has been the community
and how engaged and proactive it is.
It is a community that is
compassionate and values teamwork
and personal development. It has
been an incredible journey at Roots
Millennium College, full of immense
growth and countless lessons.
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Zaheeb-ur-Rehman

shares his success story
Roots Millennium College is
re n o w n e d f o r i t s to p - n o tc h
academics, and the availability of the
best teachers from the twin cities is
what makes being a millennial a
great experience. The faculty and
staff members of millennial family
are really cooperative and their
expertise exceeded my expectations.
Roots MC also offers diverse range of
extra-curricular and co-curricular
activities with more than 24 clubs
and societies. As a student, I thrived a
lot on the sports activities OnCampus and could be found in the

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

basketball court during my free time.
All the other sports were also very
engaging like snooker and handsoccer, and made coming to school
even more fun.
My advice to all the students out
there would be to make sure that you
meet the Guidance Counsellors as
they would be the people helping
you plan your future goals and can
navigate you successfully to your
dream career-path. I personally
invite you to be part of this millennial
family as I had a great experience
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and you would too. Getting to know
people like Ma’am Muneeze
Muzaffar; the Principal, Ma’am Aliya
Ejaz; the Academic Head, Campus
Manager; Sir Asad Bashir and the
Counsellors would surely make ALevel education a journey worth
making and would leave you with
long-lasting memories.
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Muhammad Saad Asad
Scholarship of

$116,000/for 4 years

PKR 18,560,000/shares his success story

$62,000/-

I have been studying at Roots from
the day one of my school life; and it
has been an exhilarating experience
all through. Since when I first walked
in through the doors, Roots has
provided me with the best education
and oppor tunities that were
possible. With teachers and admin
that were geared towards making
me achieve my best and settle for
nothing less than that, I came out of
my comfort zone.

Scholarship
for 4 years

$169,200/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$120,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Roots pushed me, a naturally shy kid,
towards being more and more
proactive; it made me someone who
was willing to take initiatives. Being
Acceptance

the President of the 4-H Youth Club
taught me how to lead, how to plan
and how to execute those plans. It
taught me about success and failure
and the importance of knowing how
to deal with each.

give me invaluable advice on the
quality of my college essays and
lastly, Sir Faisal Mushtaq who
brought together such great people
to create such a great team of
mentors.

Having completed my high school
and when I think about all the people
who had a part in constructing me as
I am today. People like our Guidance
Counselor Ma’am Aalia Saeed and
my Academic Coordinator Ma'am
Sara Zahid, who were always there to
help me through my application
process, or like our Principle Ma’am
Ferida Bibi who took out her time to

Due to all of their investment in me, I
was finally able to get accepted into
my first choice college at Minerva, a
college with the lowest acceptance
rate in the USA. At the end of the
journey, starts another and I hope I
will carry all the life lessons I have
learned at Roots into Minerva.
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Zayn Tariq
Scholarship of

$120,000/for 4 years

PKR 19,200,000/shares his success story
I have been a Millennial for 13 years
now, and it has truly been a one-of-a
kind experience. I can comfortably
say that I will graduate from a place I
can call home. Having received
several scholarship-offers from the
top USA universities is a dream in and
of itself. Thanks to Sir Faisal’s initiative
in bringing A-levels and a highly
qualified guidance counselor to
Roots Millennium Hill View Campus,
which made this all possible.
Roots Millennium has helped me to
push past my limits and aim for the
sky in order to achieve my target
goals both academically and

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years
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extracurricular-wise. For instance, I
had been the Vice President of the
School Sports and Games Club in the
year 2018-19 and the President of
the Sports and Games Club, 2020-21;
which made me capable of
leadership skills, organizational skills
and multitasking. It’s just because of
the coaching and guidelines being
provided by my teachers and
management at school that I am able
to understand and analyze situations
with my own intellectuality. It was a
valuable educational experience.
Moreover, in Roots I have made
quite a few friends and will definitely
be taking with me the great
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memories of the trips, the concerts,
the welcome parties, the Olympiads
and much more.
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq, my
principal Ma’am Ferida Bibi, my
coordinator Ma’am Sara Zahid and
the guidance counselor Ma’am Aalia
Saeed, to help us all reach to the best
place in future and to go beyond our
abilities. TME has definitely given me
lifelong experiences and has
prepared me to go through the
roller-coaster ride which lies ahead.
Proud to Be a Millennial!
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Chaman Gul Shakeel
Scholarship of

$86,000/for 4 years

PKR 13,760,000/shares her success story
Studying at Roots Millennium School
has certainly been an enlightening
journey, Alhamdulillah!
The
nurturing home created by my
teachers, counselor and my fellows
has always helped me to view the
sunny side of life... Two years back
when I joined this place, the Roots
Millennium Schools Hill View
Campus, little did I know that a lot of
excitingly diverse opportunities were
awaiting for me.
Getting accepted from and being
qualified for a scholarship to Siena
College; has truly been a cherry on
the top kind of experience and has
allowed me to open up and polish

my abilities. I found out who I was
and what I am capable of. This life
changing experience would not have
been possible without the consistent
support of our principal Ma’am
Ferida Bibi, my guidance counselor
Ma’am Aalia Saeed and the daily pep
talks with Ma’am Sara Zahid. Every
day spent with my insightful teachers
and listening to their lifelong advices
will always stick to my memory, as
well as the special moments I had
with great friends!
By getting the diverse opportunities
like participating in club activities I
found a better version of myself and
by having achieved the place of Vice
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President and then President of The
Library and Reading Society, I could
not have come across a better
chance to reflect upon interesting
ideas with interesting minds.
We all dream, we all wish - and the
most special of things and people are
those that help our dreams come
true. My school will always remain in
my heart; and this place that has
inspired me a lot to strive hard and
has always radiated vibes of success
and encouragement, with an
environment that has always backed
me up to spend my life learning as
much as I can.
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Jazza Sundus

shares her success story
Joining Roots Millennium School was
one of the best decision of my life.
My educational experience at Roots
Millennium has been a great journey
of a lifetime. Over the past few years I
have made a lot of exciting and
unforgettable memories; the
moments that I will always cherish.
My school has not only prepared
myself for the tough challenges but
has also enhanced my leadership
qualities and communication skills.
My time at Roots Millennium Schools
brought the best out of me, both
academically and extra-curricular
wise too. I was able to be the part of
some momentous events. Getting
acceptances from different

universities to being elected as
Deputy Head Girl of the school; to
organizing Badminton matches in
Olympiads, taking part in Bake and
Sale events as Treasurer of 4H Youth
Club; collecting donations for
Zenithers (a school based charity) as
a President of Social Action,
Community Service and
Volunteerism Society, all these
accomplishments and activities have
not only boosted my confidence but
also enhanced and refined my
overall personality; I became capable
of discovering my philanthropic side.
The people I have studied with are a
mini institution themselves, I learnt a
lot from them.
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Lastly, I would like to thank our
worthy CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq, my
principal Ma’am Ferida Bibi, my
academic coordinator Ma’am Sara
Zahid, my guidance counselor
Ma’am Aalia Saeed, my worthy
teachers Ma’am Shaista Ilyas, Sir Bilal
Zafar and Sir Shakir Abassi for their
endless support and
encouragement.
In the end I will like to say one thing
to my juniors that always believe in
yourself, no matter what others say,
do what makes u happy and don’t let
anyone try to tell you who you are,
you should become a definition of
your own.
www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Hadi Raza Syed
shares his success story

I remember that when I joined RMS,
with every inch that I moved
forward, there were many skeptical
thoughts in my mind because the
platform was totally different; but
each passing day taught me how fun
and exciting education can be.
Frankly speaking, Hill-View was
never just a four-walled building to
me. It was home. I have made some
very close friends who’ve helped me
through everything. One person in
particular, who taught me to become
Persistent of my school club and
chase my dream without
compromising it on small issues was
my respected teacher Sir Bilal Zafar.
The grades I have today is because of
Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

his dedication and teaching, so hats
off to a teacher who was more like a
mentor. Roots has provided me with
academic excellence in a highquality learning environment and
unparalleled opportunities; whether
it be Olympiads, Bake and Sales or
participation as a candidate in
Elections 2019, it has never fallen
short in inspiring students to move
forward.
Many of you might get encouraged
by this and may lead your mind and
heart down similar path. Know that it
is more important to be happy too,
because life gets better when you’re
laughing, right?
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Last but not the least, I would like to
thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq, my
principal Ma’am Ferida Bibi, my
academic coordinator Ma’am Sara
Zahid and my guidance counselor
Aalia Saeed for their unlimited
support and care. Furthermore, I
remind you: don’t wait for the
opportunity, create it, because
difficult roads often lead to beautiful
destinations. These past years have
taught me that life is not meant to be
taken too seriously; rather, every bit
of it should be enjoyed...
Consequently, I know there’s a long
beautiful journey ahead, awaiting
me!
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Ahmed Abdullah
Scholarship of

$86,000/for 4 years

PKR 13,760,000/shares his success story
I wouldn’t qualify for the term “pure
Millennial” yet I somehow find it
more intriguing since my decision to
join this institution was merely
practical. The regrets being zilch, I
actually outweighed my
expectations when I received my first
call to an International University.
Growing up in the same school since
forever had me a little fearful of
adjusting in this environment. To
some, the opportunities may seem as
an academic barrier although I was
only inspired when I got to be not
only the part of Olympiad, Bake and
Sales, but also the Secretary General

and later vice president of 4H Youth
Club.
The fact that this school does not
confine opportunities to its premises
but also gives us a chance to interact
with the outer community is
fascinating. I got to be a part of a
youth initiative Zenithers (a schoolbased organization) through my
school with the objective of helping
the underprivileged children of our
society, enabling me to develop
qualities like empathy and goodwill.

faculty who have been this much
invested in my future: Sir Ahmed,
Ma’am Aalia Saeed, Ma’am Sara
Zahid, my Principal Ma’am Ferida
Bibi and all my teachers. These
figures stood firm as a practical
support through my entire journey.
At last, I’m eternally indebted to my
heroes - my parents and my best
friend. The people who always have
my back when I fall and who inspire
me to be the best version of myself.

I would take this opportunity to
thank our worthy CEO Sir Faisal
Mushtaq and those members of the
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Abdullah Amjad Siddique

shares his success story

I don’t know whether I am good at
decision making or not, but I am
thankful to myself for making the
decision of joining The
Roots
Millennium Schools Hill View
Campus back in 2016 and staying
here ever since. It is a lot more than
just an institution; for me, it is like a
second home.
Before coming to the school, I was in
no position to even dream about
getting placed in a foreign university.
However, after coming to RMS Hill
View Campus, I don’t remember any
time throughout my journey here,
where I felt helpless or alone. It gave
me the most amazing friends in the
Acceptance

world, for which I can never thank it
enough.
My Principal Ma’am Ferida Bibi and
my academic coordinators, Ma’am
Sara Zahid, Ma’am Shaista Ilyas
treated me like a mother treats her
own son, and helped me get in a
good position to secure excellent
grades and build my portfolio.
Roots Millennium Schools not only
asked me to set my goals higher, but
also helped me to achieve those
goals by providing me numerous
opportunities to build my portfolio.
These days, I am getting all ready to
start my life at my dream university,
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but I will never forget that without
the help Roots and my guidance
counsellor Ma’am Aalia Saeed, I
would never reach there. Ma’am
Aalia stood beside me throughout
the whole university application
process, sorted everything out for
me, and made it seem like a piece of
cake.
Thank you, Roots Millennium
Schools for everything you have
given me. Although my time here as
a student has come to an end, I will
always stay a part of The Millennium
Education Network and will always
be proud of it.
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M. Noor Ul Hassan
Scholarship of

$86,000/for 4 years

PKR 13,760,000/shares his success story
I come from a Matric background
and after completing my matric, I
wanted to pursue A- levels to get
qualified enough to acquire
education in international institutes.
At this point my uncle suggested me
to visit Roots Millennium Schools Hill
View Campus. I went to Roots; along
with it I saw some other schools and
eventually decided to be the part of
Roots School.
Now when I look back I think that it
was one of the best decisions in my
life. The last two years have been
really good for me. I made many
memories and a lot of new friends.

$20,000/-

Scholarship
4 years

TME groomed me in a lot of ways.
After coming to TME my confidence
increased, my accent improved and I
also learned leadership and
entrepreneurial skills after joining
the Entrepreneurial Club. I served as
its Vice President in AS-Level and
President in A2. While being in the
club I organized many events and
Olympiads that gave me practical
experience for the future field of my
choice.
Now Roots has paved the way for a
bright future for me as I got multiple
acceptances in International
universities. I want to thank my
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teachers Sir Bilal Zafar, Ma'am Bushra
and Ma'am Shaista for guiding me,
my principal Ma’am Ferida Bibi, our
coordinator Ma'am Sara Zahid for
having faith in me and our counselor
Ma'am Aalia for helping and guiding
me always to get to this point. I also
want to thank our worthy CEO Sir
Faisal Mushtaq for being confident in
the capabilities of students of TME
and providing them with a platform
that helps them reach success. Lastly
I want to say that wherever I go in my
upcoming life, I will always miss these
two amazing years and I owe a big
thankyou to Roots Millennium
Schools for that.
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Abdullah Tariq
Scholarship of

$80,000/for 4 years

PKR 12,800,000/shares his success story
Only 2 years ago I joined Roots
Millennium Schools. But in these two
years, I have done enough tasks that
they may be considered equal to all
the previous years of education,
combined with all sort of academic
and extracurricular activities. I’ve
been to few schools throughout my
life, but Roots Millennium stands out
from all of them. Not only did
everyone there help me in my
studies, but they helped me pursue
my extra-curricular interests. From
becoming the vice president of
Social Action, Community Service
and Volunteerism Society to getting

Acceptance

acceptances and scholarships from
many respected institutes, Roots
definitely had a hand in all of them.
Throughout my time here, all my
subject teachers have helped me in
every possible way. All of them
worked tirelessly and helped me
achieve the grades I have. And that’s
why I would specially thank all of
them. I’d like to thank our principal
Ma’am Ferida Bibi for motivating us
at every step, and just generally
being an amazing principal. I’d also
like to thank our guidance counsellor
Ma’am Aalia Saeed, my academic
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coordinator Ma’am Sara Zahid for
always backing me up and for
guiding me and my fellows and
helping us achieve seats at many
great institutes.
School isn’t usually the best
experience for most, but everyone
here at Roots definitely made it the
best for me. The one thing we can
always remember is to believe in the
beauty of your dreams and that they
are never too big for you to achieve,
have faith in God!
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Muhammad Ismail Khan

shares his success story
Almost 13 years ago, I stepped
through the doors of Roots
Millennium School for the first time
and I have to say, it has been a lifechanging experience since day one.
When I first arrived here, I was a shy
little kid who was too bashful to take
part in a simple game of tag; I
couldn't have ever imagined back
then the person that this magnificent
institution would eventually turn me
into. For me, I was a good student in
studies that helped me to secure
a c c e p t a n c e f ro m m y d re a m
university. By participating in various
competitions such as the organizer
and participant of Olympiads ,Bake

and Sales, welcome and farewell
par ties and several Football
competitions and winning medals in
them, TME made me better than I
ever was; eventually; All this helped
raise my self-confidence, and this
new-found mannerism allowed me
to participate in the organization of
various social events that took place
in the school, under the umbrella of
Millennium Governance System; I
was selected as the vice president of
Microsoft Society of the school. I am
also currently, working as the
president of this Society helping to
nurture my fellow students.
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I would like to take this opportunity
to thank our worthy CEO Sir Faisal
Mushtaq, my principal Ma’am Ferida
Bibi, my coordinator Ma'am Sara
Zahid, my guidance counselor
Ma'am Aalia Saeed, all my teachers
who have taught me throughout the
years, and especially my parents, for
making me the student and more
importantly the person that I am
today. I couldn't be more proud of
and thankful for what I am today, and
I can't imagine what I would be
without the help of this splendid
institution and these wonderful
people that have had my back since
the beginning. Again, thank you!
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Shehreen Irfan

shares her success story
My journey with Roots Millennium
has been 13 years long, and I always
loved joking around with friends
“Roots ko mere se behtr koi nahi
janta.” Certainly, Roots Millennium is
an exception that provided me with
the best education I could’ve found
in the town. Bringing innovative
curriculum and contemporar y
teaching methods to a small town of
AJK, is a favour of Sir Faisal Mushtaq
and his team that parents and
students will cherish lifelong.
At TME I have had the pleasure of
growing up under people like exprincipal Ma’am Sabeen Khalid who
had been the main pillar and I always
looked up to her for her strength and
Acceptance
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diligence, and present principal
Ma’am Ferida Bibi who has so
elegantly kept up with parity and
made her own recognition through
dedication and concern for her
students. More so, the teachers and
coordinators namely Ma’am Shaista
Ilyas, Ma’am Sara Zahid, Sir Bilal
Zafar, Sir Ghulam Rasool and Sir
Ahmed, who believed in my
potential and guided me for the best.
It is because of these competent
mentors that I excelled in my
subjects and undoubtedly their way
of teaching and analysing their
students was the reason. To join
Roots Millennium was undeniably
the best choice. I met some amazing
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folks here at Roots, the faculty and
the friends that stood with me the
whole voyage and hopefully I can
always sail back to them. And
obviously the best memories that I
will forever treasure; whether it was
organising events with friends or
getting scolded for bunking classes
as APJ Kalam said ‘when I look back,
marks never make me laugh but
memories do’.
Thank you to each member of RMS
team, it is because of you guys doing
your job in the best way that we had
a fabulous time here.
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Aisha Fatima

shares her success story
Looking back at the time when I
joined Roots Millennium Schools; I
had no idea that it would turn out to
be one of the best decisions I made. It
is nearly impossible to summarize
my last two years at Roots
Millennium Schools into words; I
hope I can do the justice.
The time at school have been filledup with a life changing experiences. I
have evolved into the person I am
today by the challenges I have faced,
the milestones I achieved, and the
relationships I have made.
We all have certainly graduated as
the Class of 2020-21; amidst many of
Acceptance
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the world crises: climate change,
Covid-19 pandemic and being under
lockdown for many days. But we
made through it!
A big
Congratulations to all my fellows and
friends!
I want to say to my fellow graduates
and upcoming juniors, that I am
leaving you with a word of advice. As
we leave for college, the next chapter
in our lives will begin. No matter
where you are, which college you get
in to, or what subject you plan to
major in; always strive for greatness;
which comes how you choose to
leave your mark on the world. It’s the
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ability to change at least one
person’s life, no matter how you do it.
Lastly, I would like to thank my
counsellor Ma’am Aalia Saeed who
has always been patiently willing to
explain and walk me through
university applications as well as
prepare me for my life ahead. None
of this could have been possible
without the support of Sir Faisal
Mushtaq, Ma’am Ferida Bibi and
Ma’am Sara Zahid.
Thanks to the RMC Team; our cohort
is graduating from one of the most
well reputed institutions in Pakistan.
Here’s to the future and all that it
holds!
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Harris Khan

shares his success story
It has been a great honor to be the
part of a dynamic institution Roots
Millennium College, which is a
gateway to different opportunities. It
is surely a place where all your
dreams come true.
As we entered the senior school
years, along with my interest in
Business Studies, I developed a
special interest in extracurricular
activities and this brought about new
opportunities, which gave the new
realization to my personality,
eventually sparked a new period of
personal growth in me.
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Getting opportunities to participate
Acceptance
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in events like Olympiad, organizing
and managing the whole event,
leading this year’s student council
body as a President for Environment
and WWF Club, and working as a
volunteer for Zenithers (school
based charity), have been some of
the highlights of my great time here
which played a crucial role in
enhancing my leadership qualities
and management skills. I surely
believe that it would not be possible
without the unconditional support
of m y te a c h e r s a n d s c h o o l
management.
As the front part of student council, I
have tried to encourage the student
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body to work tirelessly and to
motivate them to achieve their
dreams. I feel immensely proud and
honored to have led such passionate
and enthusiastic students.
I would like to take this opportunity
through this platform to pay my
gratitude towards our CEO Sir Faisal
Mushtaq who is an international
Guidance Counselor for providing us
with amazing chances, my principal
Ma’am Ferida Bibi, my coordinator
Ma’am Sara Zahid and the guidance
counselor Ma’am Aalia Saeed. I am a
proud Millennial and will always
cherish the memories I made here.
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Muhammad Umer

shares his success story
Roots has been my school since the
very beginning and I have proudly
been its part for almost 2 years now.
People always ask me, “What does it
take to be a millennial?” and I always
say that being Rootsian means you
have to open your mind and think
outside the box.
When I was a young child, I was
always a little bit shy and an
introvert. Upon initially joining
Roots, I hadn't known what I wanted
to be in the future or where I should
direct my energy towards. Roots has
always pushed beyond boundaries.
Ever yone here helped me in
achieving my goals in times when I

did not believe they were even
possible. One thing that has
intrigued me the most about this
institution is that it helps discover
your inner talent, polish it and,
against all odds, make you stand out
in a crowd providing you with the
capability to lead the world. By
participating in and representing my
school at several platforms like
Olympiads, sports events and bake
and sales, I received both recognition
and life-long skills and experiences.
All my teachers are great inspirations
to me as they have always guided me
in staying focused on studies along
with extracurricular activities.
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Enrolling me in Roots was, perhaps,
the best choice made by my parents.
I am pleased to be part of Roots and
am extremely thankful to Sir Faisal
Mushtaq, my principal Ma'am Ferida
Bibi, my academic coordinators
Ma'am Sara Zahid and my guidance
counselor Ma'am Aalia Saeed for
their endless efforts in teaching me
lessons of life and preparing me to
face future challenges. These people
gave me the strength I needed, to
take next step toward achieving my
dream. No doubt, I can say
pompously that I am a proud
Rootsian!
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Saliha Shuaib
Scholarship of

$48,000/-

$96,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

for 4 years

$80,000/-

PKR 15,360,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

shares her success story
$24,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$50,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$76,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$56,000/-

$7,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
4 years

$104,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$189,600/-
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Scholarship
for 4 years

$76,000/-

"The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their
dreams." Throughout my education
career I have been taught by many
teachers among these mentors I
found Maam Maimoona Hasnain,
G u i d a n c e C o u n s e l o r of o u r
prestigious institute, as a blessing in a
disguise who made be believe in my
dreams.

Scholarship
for 4 years

$32,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years
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Perhaps the most difficult thing I’ve
done in my school life up till now was
the university application process.
And I would like to thank my
g u i d a n c e c o u n s e l o r, M a ’a m
Maimoona Hasnain from the bottom

of my heart, for helping me get
through one of the most stressful
times in my life without a single
breakdown. The numerous amount
of hours spent in her office filling out
my college applications have
allowed me to look at things in
different light. Whether it was an
acceptance from my dream school or
a rejection, she would always give
virtual hug (due to pandemic) to me
with the same enthusiasm. These
small gestures led to a very special
bond that I’ve with her.
Future World College has been a
turning point in my life, for which I'd
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like to give a special thanks to Ma'am
Maimoona Hasnain and Maam
Fizzah Mushtaq. And if you'd also like
to read the "YES!" once you press the
View Update button on your
application portal, you ought to join
this incredible school.
There is no limit to dreams, if you
dream big you can achieve big.
Future World College added to my
knowledge reservoir with its best of
curriculums and challenged me
academically in order to experience
what I consider to be the most
rewarding life pursuits: developing
the mind
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Mahpara Wajahat
Scholarship of

$189,200/for 4 years

PKR 30,272,000/shares her success story
$92,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$42,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$20,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$16,800/-

Scholarship
4 years

High school life, an unforgettable
memory in every student’s life.
Before I entered Future World
College, I was so clueless. All I knew
was students go to study abroad but
didn’t know how. And now, it has
been two years, I’m all ready to
graduate with a bunch of
acceptances. I worked hard to get to
this point, but didn’t do it myself, I
owe this to my Future World College.
The opportunities that FWC provides
makes you want to do something in
your life and to achieve something.
Thank you to all the staff, especially
ma’am Maimoona Hasnain for

Acceptance

sharing your time, talent and
knowledge with us. When I visited
the counselor’s office for the first
time, I was impressed with the
counselor’s directive, yet empathetic
approach while speaking to the
students. At that moment I knew she
was the right person to guide me
through this process. Her guidance,
insight, knowledge and support
were invaluable in this college
process! I really appreciate her help
during all phases of high school years
and I’m especially grateful for all the
time she took in making sure each
and every application was the best it
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could be. Aside from her vast
experience and professionalism, her
constant attention and caring makes
her not only a counselor but a great
friend. To Sir Faisal Mushtaq, our
principal Maam Shahmina Kamal
and our A Level Headmistress Maam
Fizzah Mushtaq , thank you for
keeping things running smoothly.
Thank you for making this school a
fun experience for all the students,
not only did we secure our future but
also a lot of memories that I’m going
to cherish all my life.
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Hamna Zulfiqar
Scholarship of

$196,000/for 4 years

PKR PKR/shares her success story

$132,000/-

$40,000/-

As I sit here typing this testimonial ,
so many incidents roam through my
memory and a plethora of exciting
moments bring a smile to my face. I
am very proud pf to be part of Future
World College and I’m happy to be
among the hundreds of success
stories created by the college
management in its very first year of A
Levels. As I am wrapping up my A
Levels and I am excited to join Beloit
Colelge on full scholarship in the US I
am recollecting all crucial times the
school administration has extended
their support to me. I still am unable
to fathom all the work I’ve done in

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$160,000/-

Scholarship
4 years
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this past year to get to where I am
now. College application process is
quite daunting , but I am lucky to
have counselor like Maam
Maimoona Hasnain who made my
boat sail through. She was a constant
support and guidance with her
friendly, patient and positive
attitude. I am also thankful to Maam
Fizzah Mushtaq our A Level
Headmistress who made sure that I
along with all students do not miss
classes and she was always ready to
solve our academic problems there
and then. Amidst the covid 19
pandemic and uncertainties Maam
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Shahmina Kamal our principal
remained a constant hope for all of
us. Today as I write this being one of
those students makes me realize
what magic the FWC blows into your
dreams. The platform I have been
provided is phenomenally bracing. I
am truly thankful to all my school
administration to help me reach a
milestone in my life that I could only
day dream about two years ago. And
I conclude by saying that its is true
that millennials dreams do come
true.
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Syed Shaheer Azmi
Scholarship of

$126,000/for 4 years

PKR 20,160,000/shares his success story

$96,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$110,000/-

$80,000/-

It has been a year since I have been
studying at Future World School and
despite spending only a limited
amount of those school days on
campus, I have had some of the best
experiences and have created many
fond memories worth treasuring.
At Future World School, I always feel
like I am right at home due to the
friendly, warm and welcoming
environment and the tremendous
amount of extracurricular activities
that FWS has to offer which has
allowed me to socialise with a variety
of people and create amazing
friendships.

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
4 years
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Maam Maimoona and Maam Fizza
are some of the most friendly, helpful
and hardworking people I have ever
met in my entire life! Over the past
few months, their motivation has
given me the strength to work and
improve on my university
applications and have helped me
explore a ton of undergraduate
opportunities with the help of
frequent counselling sessions. Their
sincere and dedicated efforts have
helped me reach where I am today
and without their help, I would never
have had a successful and smooth
university application process.
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I feel proud and extremely lucky to
study at such a prestigious institution
where students like myself are given
the platform to grow and gain
exposure to the outside world.
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Aqsa Mahmood
Scholarship of

$156,000/for 4 years

$40,000/-

PKR 24,960,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

shares her success story
$139,212/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$72,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$72,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$40,000/-

Scholarship
4 years

It all started last summer when I
visited Future World College in
phase 8 Bahria Town and met Maam
Maimoona Hasnain. She showed me
a world full of opportunities. I was
skeptical after shifting from TMUC
but my faculty and Maam Fizzah
were the same.
Ma’am Maimoona has truly been an
amazing counselor anyone could ask
for. Mentors like her are not easy to
find these days. A woman who was
my mother, my counselor and my
best friend at the same time. I really
am thankful for your time, your
patience and your ability to always
make a boring situation interesting
Acceptance

Acceptance

out of nothing. She was always
patient with me and always ready to
listen to all my ideas. I remember her
being always so supportive of her
students and always listening to
what they have to say. She has
helped me with not only my
academics but my personal life as
well.
I am extremely thankful to my art
teacher Maam Riffat Ghafoor for
believing in me and my skills and we
developed a strong bond in these
two years. I want to pursue my career
in Fine Arts’ and Maam Riffat has
been very supportive. Two more
people I want to be thankful are
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Maam Fizzah Mushtaq and Maam
Mehak Nadeem for being amazing
mentors.
One may not know what lies in the
future; my experience may not
automatically lead to a promotion in
title or responsibility but studying in
a prestigious institute like Future
World College was both personally
and professionally rewarding. It led
me to become more social and I got
to know how to take responsibility,
with so much exposure and
opportunity I finally knew I was
capable of much more.
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Ali Haris
Scholarship of

$104,000/for 4 years

PKR 10,920,000/shares his success story
Thinking inevitable things like
destiny which in my case happened
to be my friends I made here, in this
school. Other unavoidable things
t h a t I u s u a l l y t h i n k of a re
embarrassing situations I put myself
into but now I merely laugh at them
for those memories made in TMUC &
Future World College are
irreplaceable, something I can hold
onto. As for my teachers, I can never
thank them enough for they have
made my success nothing but easier
for me, my guidance counselor
Maam Maimoona Hasnain for

$100,000/-

Scholarship
4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

supporting and believing in me
when I thought I was a failure. Sir
Faisal Mushtaq, Ma'am Shahmina
Kamal and Ma'am Fizzah Mushtaq
for always backing me up. I can never
be more grateful to all my teachers,
mentors and friends than I already
am. I was given a very progressive
learning and friendly college
environment at Future World.
Despite the covid challenges I
thoroughly enjoyed my college life
with my friends and made memories.
I was honored to be part of student
council and along with participation
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in sport sand community work I
commenced the Blue-Ribbon
Campaign at college.
Today, I want to thank my parents for
their faith in me and supporting me
in the pursuit of my dreams.
For all the students who are reading
this , the only thing you all should
remember is to be yourself. Always
believe in the beauty of your dreams
and that they are never too big for
you to achieve, have faith.
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Snovia Khan
Scholarship of

$139,320/for 4 years

PKR 22,291,200/shares her success story

$140,000/-

The past two years have really
changed me as an individual. Having
to balance studies and pressure of
applying to universities but it taught
me to be more efficient with my time.
At Future World College in Phase 8 of
Bahria Town in Rawalpindi I was
provided with a platform that
triggered my interest in voluntary
community work, inspiring me to
single-handedly initiate a fundraiser
project for an underprivileged
student. Furthermore, a perfect
balance of academic and cocurricular activities, coupled with an
internship opportunity that took me

Scholarship
for 4 years

$34,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$24,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

closer to my career goal, were
lucrative perks.
My dream of studying abroad was
also furthered when I received
acceptances from not one, but many
top universities in USA and Turkey
that I had applied to. Had it not been
for my guidance counselor Ms.
Maimoona Hasnain, the tedious
application process would not have
been so enjoyable. I owe a special
thanks to my principal (Ms.
Shahmina Kamal), my academic
head (Ms. Fizzah Mushtaq) , my
counselor (Ms. Maimoona) and
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teachers, and above all, Sir Faisal
Mushtaq, who not only guided us
every step of the way, but also made
the learning process a rewarding
experience despite pandemic.
Even though bidding farewell to
Pakistan and my friends at Future
World College will be bittersweet, I
eagerly look forward to the next
phase of my life and will forever
cherish the amazing memories from
the past two years, and friendships
that will surely last a lifetime.
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Aleezah Ali
Scholarship of

$110,000/for 4 years

PKR 17,600,000/shares her success story

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$108,000/-

$100,000/-

It feels surreal to say I will be
graduating from school this year. It
seems like only yesterday I was
daydreaming about it as a child; it
feels like those days I dreamed of
came here in a flash. I am very
nervous in anticipation of what the
future holds for me, but I can
confidently say I am prepared for it. I
joined Future World School for my
final year and can now say it was the
best decision. My institute has
provided me with countless
opportunities to excel in my future
endeavours and has given me the
support I needed throughout my

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

final A2 year. These include
opportunities to build my overall
profile to increase my chances of
getting admissions in the top
universities, as well as developing my
soft skills, which are all necessary to
ensure a bright future. None of this
would’ve been possible without the
help of my counsellor, ma’am
Maimoona Hasnain, who guided me
through the whole process of
applying to the different universities
while making sure I was getting the
best of the best. Whether it was
choosing my subjects or degrees,
f i n a l i s i n g m y u n i v e r s i t y, o r
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something as minor as a clash
between my classes, she was very
patient with me throughout and was
always encouraging when I felt
stressed at times. Usually, applying to
universities at this stage is quite
daunting and nerve-racking, but
Ma’am Maimoona made it feel like a
breeze while still having favourable
outcomes. I cannot thank Future
World School and my counsellor,
Ma’am Maimoona, enough for
helping me achieve my dreams.
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M. Roohan Nawaz
Scholarship of

$9,736/for 4 years

PKR 1,557,760/shares his success story
There is, has been, and will always be
a certain group of people whom
inspiration visits. It's made up of all
those who consciously chose their
calling and do their job with love and
imagination. Their work becomes
one continuous adventure as long as
they manage to keep discovering
new challenges in it.”

$96,000/-

Among my high school mentors I
found Maam Shahmina Kamal, lead
of our prestigious institute, as a
blessing in a disguise.

Scholarship
for 4 years

Ma’am Fizzah Mushtaq has been
truly an inspirational figure

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

throughout my stay in college. She
was a great support and motivation
for me in these two years. Her ability
to connect with her students and her
communication skills is excellent.
Maam Maimoona Hasnain has truly
been an amazing councilor anyone
can ever wish for. Thank you for not
only being an excellent educator but
also for acting as a silver lining of
hope in all my dark times. Teachers /
counselors like her are not easy to
find these days. I really am thankful
for your time, your patience and your
ability to always make a boring
situation interesting all of a sudden.
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She never made me lose hope for a
single time.
No doubt Future World is known for
its teaching faculty but teachers like
Sir Falak are assets of our institute as
he always makes sure that I attend
my classes on a daily basis. Sir Bilal
have a special place in my heart as he
was always friendly and supported
me through out the year. He made
me love physics as his teaching
method was one of the best. Sir
Kamran was amongst the very few
teachers who would always want
that the student feel comfortable for
studying chemistry.
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Alizay Jilani
Scholarship of

$40,000/for 4 years

PKR 6,400,000/shares her success story

£5,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$18,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

After moving from my hometown
Lahore to Rawalpindi in the middle
of A Levels and I was really distraught
since moving away from my friends
and that environment was initially
challenging. Covid brought a lot of
stress in my family and I went
through more anxiety with the
change of teachers, staff, class mates.
Little did I know that this Rawalpindi
campus will become my second
home to me where my first visit left
me awestruck after being greeted by
smile and coffee by my amazing
counselor Ms. Maimoona.
For me, “Think big, think beyond”
was not just a slogan but I lived it in

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

reality. And with the warmth and
positivity of Ms. Maimoona I was
able to complete the most daunting
task of college applications and
eventually I received decent
scholarships from almost all of my
universities in my list. I wouldn’t have
made it to this moment alone so, i
would like to thank all of my
teachers, my guidance counsellor
Ma’am Maimoona without whom A
Levels would’ve proven to be quite
difficult to endure. This college made
me believe that, what seems to you
like a Catastrophe could be an
opportunity and for what it’s worth,
it’s never too late.
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I want to thank Maam Fizzah
Mushtaq for always being there for
me and ensuring that I got well
settled in new environment and I’m
coping up with covid challenges at
home. She was always motivating
and constantly encouraging me to
think globally and spread my wings
to take off for the land of rising Sun.
I can now proudly say that coming to
Future World College Rawalpindi
was worth it where I learned, you
must have some vision for your life.
Even if you don’t know the plan, you
have to have a direction in which you
choose to go!
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Ayesha Ahmed
Scholarship of

$110,000/for 4 years

PKR 17,600,000/shares her success story
I have been a student at The
Millennium Education system for
two school years and from what I
have experienced, I can tell you it is a
great school. The teachers are very
reasonable and fair. The staff is
excellent and the rules help keep the
school safe and in order. There is an
equal balance of learning and
reviewing information so that
everyone gets what is to be done and
there's tutoring if we need it. There
are many opportunities for students.
I like that FWC has many activities
available for students. There are
various clubs and the teachers make
the assignments fun with science
fairs and school projects.

$48,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

This magnificent enriched
experience would've have been
incomplete without constant
backing from our CEO Sir Faisal
Mushtaq. He is a driven, organised
teacher who develops an
inspirational relationship with his
students. Ma'am Maimoona Hasnain
has been a great source of
motivation for me in these two years.
Her ability to connect with the
students body and her
communication skills are truly
remarkable. Mentors like her are not
easy to find these days. I'm thankful
for her time her patience and her
ability to make every situation
interesting all of a sudden. she was
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always patient with me and listened
to my ideas. I owe all my
achievements to her. I feel really bless
to have her around me in the college
who actually guided me in the best
of her teaching abilities . No doubt
Future World College is known for its
teaching faculty but counselor like
Ma'am Maimoona are assets to our
institute.
Last but not the least, I would like
thank Ma'am Fizzah Mushtaq for
being the best coordinator we could
ever had.
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Ayesha Tahir Malik
Scholarship of

$104,000/for 4 years

PKR 10,920,000/shares her success story
“You must stand tall and hold your
ground, stare back at fate and fight
for all that could be, never once
giving yourself the chance to wonder
‘what if’. Opportunities are not ever
to be taken for granted.” This is but
one, of the many things I’ve learnt in
all the years I’ve been associated with
Future World College in Rawalpindi.
The institution has presented us with
opportunities galore, avail them we
have and I am honored to have been
a part of it all.
I’ve come to the realization that
everyone that walks into your life
influences your story in one way or
Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

another, some with a greater
magnitude than others, but an
influence nonetheless. In my time
with my college, I was fortunate
enough to have some of the most
amazing people by my side,
throughout all the exams, events and
challenges in general, whether they
c a r r i e d a t i t l e of p r i n c i pa l ,
headmistress, teacher, management,
my brilliant counselor Maam
Maimoona Hasnain or the
wonderfully dizzying array friends
that have now become family. They
all have had their part in making me
who I am today and for that, I am
truly grateful. Everyone here made
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us sail through academic challenges
we faced during pandemic and I am
extremely grateful to Maam Fizzah
for her contribution in our lives.
As I embark on this next phase in my
life, I’m nervous, excited and terrified
at the same time, but I happened to
be walking away with fresh
perspectives, experiences and
relationships that have led to the
some of the most cherished
memories I hold.
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Aymen Masood
Scholarship of

$86,000/for 4 years

PKR 13,760,000/shares her success story
I've been told that the last years of
school are the most important: you
get to choose who you'll be for the
rest of your life. Keeping that in mind,
I'm glad that I had the opportunity of
spending my final school year at
Future World College in phase 8
Bahria Town Rawalpindi.
The two years I spent at Millennium
Education were life-changing and
have enabled me, as a person, to
grow. My first year at TMUC was full
of fun and learning. And I made life
time friendships and made
cherishable memories. I owe a great
chunk of my metamorphism to Allah

for guiding me, my parents for
supporting me, Sir Faisal Mushtaq TI
for inspiring me, Ma'am Fizzah
Mushtaq for keeping me in check
and my teachers for unlocking my
true potential.

Hasnain, who stood by my side all
day, helped me with my applications,
cracking jokes, and overall just being
a great counselor / mentor / mother
/ friend. I'm really blessed to have
such a counselor’s guidance.

As a millennial, I'm privileged to have
received exposure that could not
have been provided in any other
institution of Islamabad, maybe even
Pakistan. Along with the studying
under the tutelage of one of the best
teachers in Islamabad.

Finally, to the newcomers who'll be
joining this school in the coming
years, I leave behind one very
important reminder:
"Hakuna Matata- means no worries.”

I owe a special thanks to my
c o u n s e l o r, M a a m M a i m o o n a
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Eman Amir
Scholarship of

$86,000/for 4 years

PKR 13,760,000/shares her success story
I am EMAN AMIR and I have always
had a diverse cluster of interests and
thus Future World College became
the perfect place for me. I was
provided with all sor ts of
opportunities and I am the proud
HEAD GIRL of Future World School &
C o l l e g e BT R . D e s p i t e c o v i d
challenges on per sonal and
academic level I am honored to say
that our student council was the
most active one. Each and every
society organized a meaningful
activity.
One may not know what lies in the
future; my experience may not
automatically lead to a promotion in
Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

title or responsibility but studying in
a prestigious institute like Future
World College was both personally
and professionally rewarding. It led
me to become more social and I got
to know how to take responsibility,
with so much exposure and
opportunity I finally knew I was
capable of much more as a leader.
I am indebted to my most gracious
guidance counselor Maam
Maimoona Hasnain for being with
me for my university applications
and student council planning and
execution of activities. And I am
thankful to my parents , Sir Faisal
Mushtaq, Maam Shahmina, Maam
Maimoona, Maam Fizzah , Maam
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Hira, Sir Shehzad and all staff
members.
I believe I have the
aptitude of entering an institution
where I can show my full capabilities
and that can nurture and develop my
genuine enthusiasm and a give me
ample opportunity to explore new
interests and shape my existing
talents.
I can now proudly say that coming to
FWS&C was worth it where I learned,
you must have some vision for your
life. Even if you don’t know the plan,
you have to have a direction in which
you choose to go!
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Nofal Bin Adeel
Scholarship of

$156,000/for 4 years

PKR 24,960,000/shares his success story

$92,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$76,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$196,000/-

$97,760/-

I remember the day I joined the
college. I was nervous, clueless and
my introversion made it more
difficult to settle things up. Although,
its been only a year since then but I’m
graduating with making a lot of
friends-akin to family members. My
portfolio had nothing and a
portfolio is a key to the destinations
you want to unlock. But Future
World College made sure that I
utilize my time every efficiently and
effectively, from academics to
internships, from MUNs to clubs
events. All of the teachers would go
out of the way to help you out
wherever or whenever you were

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

stuck. They considered it their duty
and I’m eternally grateful to them.
And one of the most difficult things
in A Level are University applications.
From deciding the university to
completing its application is really
arduous but it all went good because
of my cheerful counsellor, Miss
Maimoona Hasnain. Who helped me
throughout the year, encouraging
me to participate in different events
and being on the frontline to help
m e o u t w i t h m y U n i ve r s i t y
a p p l i c a t i o n s . S h e w a s t h e re
whenever you needed her. I would
say she is one of the best counsellors
I’ve ever met.
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Our academic head Maam Fizzah
Mushtaq was always on her toes, she
remember each and every student,
their subjects, their strengths, their
weaknesses and their achievements.
She remained most accessible for all
queries.
Maam Shahmina Kamal ou principal
and sir Faisal Mushtaq also made
sure that we students get everything
we require and were all ears to our
demands throughout the year. Roots
will always be a part of my good
memories. Thank you again all of
you.
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Haroon Atif

shares his success story
Completing my A-Level from Future
World College in phase 8 Bahria
Town Rawalpindi has been one of the
best decisions I have ever made.
From top-of-the-line facilities to the
unparalleled counselling and faculty,
Future World has always given me
the best of everything.
This year, all of my placements have
only been possible because of the
tremendous efforts put in by my
teachers and my counselor Maam
Maimoona Hasnain. My counselor
guided me through the application
process and was always ready to help
24/7. Irrespective of the time at hand,

I have had unparallel support
regarding my college application. I
would like to take this opportunity to
thank Maam Shahmina Kamal our
campus principal here at the Future
World College for all the work she
and her team do for us.
I am indebted to Maam Fizzah
Mushtaq, our A Level Headmistress
who has been a tremendous leader,
mentor and teacher who has shaped
my life. From her indispensable
advice to her pragmatic efficiency,
she found untapped potential in me
and remained confident in my
achievements.
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From the very beginning, my
experience at this college has been
nothing short of extraordinary, and
I'm convinced it will continue to
shape my future well after I've
graduated. The driving force behind
this is the dedication put in by none
other but Sir Faisal Mushtaq! Sir
Faisal always ensures that each child
is looked after properly and
u n d o u b t e d l y, t h a t i s w h y
#millennialdreamscometrue.
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Syeda Aleena Ahmed

shares her success story

$92,000/-

The past two years have really
changed me as an individual. having
to balance my studies and pressure
of applying to universities has been a
challenge but it has taught me to be
more efficient with my time. I
undoubtedly owe it to my guidance
counselor, coordinator and teachers
who have been of immense support
on my journey.

Scholarship
for 4 years

$60,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$20,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Not only I have become efficient, but
Future World College has made me
more independent in several aspects.
I have received so much guidance
from my subject teachers, and they

Acceptance

Acceptance

have given me a clear picture of what
I wish to pursue in the coming years. I
have base that I need to chase my
dream studying law. This guidance
has been vital in my decision-making
process.
I must acknowledge the contribution
of my guidance counselor Ms.
Maimoona Hasnain in my academic
life. She has been a friend, a mentor, a
guide and a great teacher. She
motivated me to believe in my
strengths and to apply to top
universities. She taught me true
sense of achievement and was there
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for me in all steps of college
applications.
I owe to my parents for all the
achievements I have received so far.
And along with them I thank Sir
Faisal Mushtaq, Maam Shahmina
Kamal, Ms. Fizzah Mushtaq , all my
teachers and all staff of Future World
College who contributed in making
our futures shine.
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Khadija Ahmed
Scholarship of

$44,000/for 4 years

PKR 7,040,000/shares her success story

$20,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

My journey at Future World College
began in 2020 as a totally new
student in the final year of A level. I
can still vividly recall my initial days in
college when I was nervous and shy.
As I joined a new college with a lot of
challenges. Despite pandemic and
online learning I was able to manage
to make new friends , score decent
grades in mocks, participated in
virtual and face to face activities of
student council and in the end
obtain great scholarships from
renowned universities. Two people
were my support system here Ms.
Fizzah and Ms. Maimoona.

Acceptance

I was provided with a platform that
triggered my interest in voluntary
community work, inspiring me to
single-handedly initiate a fundraiser
project for an underprivileged
student. Furthermore, a perfect
balance of academic and cocurricular activities, coupled with an
internship opportunity that took me
closer to my career goal, were
lucrative perks.
This school has always pushed me to
achieve my goals. For this, I would
like to specially thank my guidance
counselor Maam Maimoona, for
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believing in me, because if she didn’t
I wouldn’t have come this far. Her
support and motivation have helped
me stand where I am today.
I thank Future World College and the
entire team for their support, love,
guidance, and enthusiasm for the
student body and making sure that
we reach our true potential. I eagerly
look forward to the next phase of my
life and will forever cherish the
amazing memories, and friendships
that will surely last a lifetime.
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Tayyab Iqbal

shares his success story
Being here at Future World College
Rawalpindi I finally realized how
much there was to learn and that
what all had been left behind that
was to be recollected. This school
shaped me into becoming someone I
could never be myself. It gave me a
platform where I could be free and
firm in my decisions and actually do
something about them. FWS
provided me with an unbiased
platform where I had to strive my
way to the top on the basis of my
skills and talents.
I would like to thank Sir Faisal

Mushtaq for this excellent
opportunity. I would also like to
thank Ma’am Shahmina and Ma’am
Fizzah for guiding and being true
mentors. My guidance counselor
Maam Maimoona for working
equally hard with me and pushing
me to do more than what I thought I
was capable of, and last but far from
the least, my friends, who were there
with me through all the thick and
thin, believed when even I did not
believe in myself.

juniors, I would love for them to stick
by some of the things here. Nobody
will recognize you unless you want to
be recognized, nobody is going to
hold your hand to be on the top
unless you are determined to go
there by yourself. All you need to do
is find your own worth in this place
and figure out your priorities.
Establish a positive relation with your
counselor and trust them more than
you trust yourselves.

As the days come to an end here and
the adventures of A2 await my
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Rahima Ehsin
Scholarship of

$37,800/for 4 years

PKR 6,048,000/shares her success story
A school is not just a building made
of cement and bricks but is actually
the place where children grow into
mature individuals. A school is a
home away from home where we
discover ourselves and are guided
onto the right path. Future World
School & College BTR is an institution
of the highest quality and stands far
above any other in every aspect. Its
distinguished teachers, counsellor
and coordinator help FWS&C
maintain its high academic
standards.
The most important people in this
journey have been my teachers -who

$14,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

not only taught me their respective
subjects but also encouraged me to
ask questions and take part in class
discussions which increased my
interest in their classes as well as
enhanced my concepts. I’m thankful
to Maam Fizzah for her support and
kindness and to keep me on track
with her encouragement.

wouldn’t have been going to further
my studies abroad at one of the
finest institutes including 100%
scholarship from METU. I hope to
achieve even more in the coming
years so I can give back to my
counselor, teachers, coordinator and
my school which has put so much
effort in making me who I am.

Nothing about college applications
is easy but with the help of the best
counsellor Ms. Maimoona, I was able
to achieve more than I expected. I
would like to extend the humblest of
gratitude to my counsellor Maam
Maimoona Hasnain, without whom I

Besides my teachers, my friends have
also played an immense role in my
achievements. They have been by my
side through thick and thin. So, thank
you all.
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Chaudry Usman Shaukat

shares his success story
In life, the best mindsets seem to
understand the notion that "The sky
is the limit." Going forth thinking this
way allows us to turn our dreams into
realities. Given the right tools,
attitude, time, and teachers most
people can reach their educational
goals, possibly beyond.
Being alumni of a prestigious college
like Future World College Rawalpindi
is a real privilege. My last year spent
at Future World College during the
pandemic has taught me in various
ways and proved to be beneficial
because I was able to use all the
Academic and Extracurricular

opportunities available to me in a
very rational behavior. I always
wanted to find qualities hidden
inside me and FWC helped me to
figure out what am I good at.
One of the biggest sources of
inspiration for me during my time at
FWC was my guidance counselor
Maam Maimoona Hasnain. Not only
she motivated us but she was always
there when his any student was
confused about something. Thanks
to her for believing in me and my
strengths. I also thank my
coordinator Ma'am Fizzah Mushtaq,
for always keeping me on track and

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

supporting all of us during these
testing times.
Whenever, I longed to be guided in
true sense my counselor and
teachers were there for me at every
step of the way, and I'm whole
heartedly grateful to the faculty of
Future World College for everything
they've done for me. I wish to be
remembered as one of the brightest
and accomplished students of the
institution.
I am proud to call myself Millennial.
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Jehan Mirza

shares her success story

I believe the greatest thing about
success is its plurality of
interpretations. The word "success"
holds a different meaning for
different individuals. For me success
is excelling in the field of
communication. I understand it’s
rather unorthodox, especially in our
part if the world, to be passionate
about such a liberal field. However, I
have absolutely certain of my
vocation and that l am the truest and
best version of myself when I am
communicating. It has always been
so.

Acceptance

Debates, dramas, friendships,
photography have always been
Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

frequently reoccurring characters in
the story of my life. It made sense to
take communication to an academic
- and subsequently professional level by getting into a college of
communication, interact with
likeminded folks, learn from the
connoisseurs, and develop into a
professional communicator ready to
take on the ever-growing world.
Beyond the walls of the classrooms
Future World College has taught me
responsibility, diplomacy and
commitment. Over these A level
years my college has helped me
through all the challenges I have ever
faced by forcing me to utilize all skills
and abilities to participate fully in

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

every aspect. I have become
organized, learned to multitask, and
above all, learnt flexibility and
adaptability.
At college I made friends that I
believe will last lifetime. I thank
Future World College and the entire
team for their support, love,
guidance, and enthusiasm for the
student body and making sure that
we reach our true potential.
Future World College has prepared
me to move forward and take on
whatever may come next in my life!
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Daniyal Mansoor
Scholarship of

$108,000/for 4 years

PKR 17,280,000/shares his success story

$156,000/-

$44,000/-

$100,000/-

I got the opportunity to have the
best education by one of the best
teachers. At Future World College
BTR it was a valuable educational
experience and I'm lucky to have
one! I got a lot of opportunities to
express myself, it was an amazing,
unforgettable experience, in a way
helped me voice my personality
without having to say a thing.

Scholarship
for 4 years

This school has always pushed me to
achieve my goals in future. Even with
not an excellent GPA score I still
made it to all universities. I am
highly obliged of this opportunity
and I'm thankful to all my teachers

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

who helped me through one of the
most confusing and hard decisions in
life.

remember his long speeches and
support who have brought me this
far!

Special thanks to my counselor,
Maam Maimoona Hasnain. If she has
never believed in me I couldn’t have
come this far, her support and
countless motivation has helped me
to stand where I thought I never
deserved to be. Most importantly a
big thank you to Sir Faisal Mushtaq,
he's a man of his words. His promises
to help us all reach to the best place
in future and go beyond our abilities,
he made it possible for all of us to get
into great universities. I will always

I will never forget the support I
received from Maam Fizzah
Mushtaq. From her chats in corridors
to scolds for attending classes
punctually. She remained a constant
support during virtual and face to
face classes.
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Overall my college was a memorable
time and I will remain in touch with
my friends and teachers.
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Momina Zulfiqar
Scholarship of

$120,000/for 4 years

PKR 19,200,000/shares her success story
$100,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$96,000/-

Entering the enormous Future World
College campus, I never thought that
I leave a much different and better
version of myself. Its four walls have
laid a stepping stone towards my
bright future. Here, I learned that life
is far much more than academics.
Life is working hard for whatever we
want to achieve. Life is realizing the
true faces of people surrounding us.
Life is enjoying the little things
around us rather than seeking
success in the future. This institution
has been my life mentor, and I am
forever thankful for it.

Scholarship
for 4 years

My journey with Future World

$33,600/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

College started long ago, yet each
achievement, each memory, and
each drawback was memorable.
Here, I realized my true potential
through different academic and cocurricular opportunities that were
not found elsewhere. I got the
opportunity to host a cultural
competition, Millennium
Independence Fest, as a president.
Besides becoming the President of
the Sports and Games Club and Vise
President Adventure and Outdoor
Society, this school has always
allowed me to arouse my interests in
other clubs too. All of these
opportunities not only gave me a

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

new life experience but also made
me even more confident and bold.
From the pat on the back from Sir
Faisal Mushtaq for achieving 1st
Position at Rock Climbing to Maam
Maimoona Hasnain for staying
weekends just to help me with my
college application, Future World
College has been my support system
since the day I joined them. All the
school staff has always tried their
best to be there for the student,
either academically, physically, or
emotionally. So, Future World
College is not just a college. It is
home.
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Rabab Fatima

shares her success story

From the very beginning, my
experience at this college has been
nothing short of extraordinary, and
I’m convinced it will continue to
shape my future well after I’ve
graduated.
With top-rated and well-reputed
teachers, really supportive and
helping staff and the best future
counselling, I cannot be more
thankful to every person who helped
me make it this far in my life with
such diverse experience I could not
get anywhere else.
There might be better academic
institutions than Future World
Acceptance

College BTR, but a complete learning
and living high school experience,
you only get here.
I am indebted to Maam Maimoona
Hasnain , my guidance counselor
who gave me a lot of time and
undivided attention in going
through my application portals,
making college lists , checking essays
& supplements. Although we are sad
that we didn’t received our desired
financial aid from US universities but
Im grateful to my counselor who
encouraged me to apply to Turkey
and I received 100% scholarship. Ms.
Maimoona has been a tremendous
leader, mentor and teacher who has
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shaped my life. From her
indispensable advice to her
pragmatic efficiency, she found
untapped potential in me and
remained confident in my
achievements.
I would like to extend the humblest
of gratitude to my academic head
Ms. Fizzah Mushtaq who always
appreciated me and encouraged me.
I am thankful to my German
language teacher Ms. Shehla who
enabled me to pass through German
proficiency tests and prepared me
for Goethe competitions. I will
always remember them all.
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Mubarra Bint Amjad
Scholarship of

$164,000/for 4 years

PKR 26,240,000/shares her success story
When I joined the Millennium
Education System, I was promised a
bright future full of success. At that
time I had little understanding of
what these words meant and treated
the school like any other school in
the city. However, from my very first
week at TMUC I started to feel the
difference. From professional
teaching methodology of the faculty
to Maam Fizzah’s personalized
attention.
After covid 19 our CAIE of AS level
were disturbed and later we were
transferred to Future World College.

Along with my fears, I was hopeful as
our students, teachers and Maam
Fizzah were same. One different
person I met here was my guidance
counselor. Maam Maimoona, she is
well known award holder counselor
in Islamabad. but for me she was
blessing in disguise and she became
the reason for my success for which I
joined the Millennium Education.
Today I am excited to go to USA and
join Knox College as my full financial
need is met and I owe the upcoming
successes to my counselor Maam
Maimoona.

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

My journey with Future World
College BTR has been brilliant and
full of surprises despite covid. We
were exposed to numerous
opportunities which I had not
imagined existed at this level of
study. Today I am a proud millennial
and honored to be a part of the
legacy this school represents.
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Muntaha Mateen
Scholarship of

$80,000/for 4 years

PKR 12,800,000/shares her success story
I strongly believe that Future World
College Rawalpindi is the perfect
place for students to realize their
potential and shape their careers. I
will always remain indebted to roots
for the dedication and support it
gave me in building my career and in
helping me to achieve my goals.
FWC give its student's so many
opportunities to avail and that was
one of the main reasons I continued
studying in this school. There’s a
place for everyone in FWC, and
everyone is treated fairly, without
any kind of discrimination. Not only

$16,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

was I taught by some of the best and
most dedicated teachers, but I was
also surrounded by the most caring
and friendliest coordinator and
counselor that cater to your every
need. Fur thermore, during
pandemic I not just participated but
also took initiative to lead virtual
activities for students. My experience
made me connect with a lot of new
people and find friends that I could
count on for anything. The school is
filled with so many chances and also
always promoting extra activities to
help in developing you as a person
and also assist in the exams. I would
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recommend anyone who wants to
achieve their dreams to spend their A
Levels in Future World College in
phase 8 Bahria Town Rawalpindi. I
think the best word that describes
this school the best is “excellence”.
I would like to thank Sir Faisal
Mushtaq, Maam Shahmina, Maam
Fizzah, Maam Maimoona, Sir
Shehzad and all subject teachers
who have been a very important part
of my journey.
We must not be
afraid of failures, rejections, betrayal
and changes along this beautiful
journey!
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Muzamil Alam Baig

shares his success story

Looking back at everything, I am
grateful for the two eventful years I
spent at TMUC and Future World
College BTR for my A Levels. A Level
has definitely been an unpredictable
journey, but one that I would for sure
want to relive. I strongly believe that
Future World College BTR is the
perfect place for students to realize
their potential and shape their
careers. I have become organized,
learned to multitask, and above all,
learnt flexibility and adaptability. I'm
able to understand and analyze
situations with my own intellect. My
time here has been a valuable

educational experience and I'm
lucky that I got it.
This school has always pushed me to
achieve my goals. For this, I would
like to specially thank my guidance
counselor Maam Maimoona, for
believing in me and her support and
motivation have helped me stand
where I am today.
At this stage, it is impossible for me
to disregard the tireless efforts my
parents made for me till this day.
Contrar y to the conventional
notions, they were always there to
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advise me as a therapist, share my
feelings as a friend, and guide me as
a leader. Their exceptional parenting
is the reason I am capable of
avoiding many traps that teenagers
like me fall into. I am grateful to Sir
Faisal for providing extraordinary
academic facilities and state of the
art facilities with top of the town
teachers, coordinator and counsellor.
Who have made my and my friends A
level journey a memorable one
during pandemic and afterwards.
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Nabeel Khan

shares his success story
The amazing staff at Future World
College from the counselor to the
teachers all work day in, day out to
ensure our success. My counselor,
Ma’am Maimoona who did the
utmost best to ensure a viable future
for me. It was this dedication of hers
that helped me get accepted into
renowned universities from the UK.
The teachers were no less – with their
lectures, notes, tests and extra classes
they helped me achieve a result
respected by universities
acceptances. My headmistress
Maam Fizzah Mushtaq kept me on
track throughout A Levels and

Acceptance

Acceptance

ensured that I was studying whole
heartedly.
I had the opportunities I needed to
think about my future and realize a
dream to pursue. Here I made some
of the most pleasant memories I have
and here I made friends who are like
my brothers. Thinking inevitable
things like destiny which in my case
happened to be my friends I made
here, in this school.
Future World College has provided
me with academic excellence in a
high quality-learning environment,
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and unparalleled opportunities for
social entrepreneurship. Beyond the
walls of the classrooms FWC has
taught me responsibility, diplomacy
and commitment.
I thank Future World College and the
entire team for their support, love,
guidance, and enthusiasm for the
student body and making sure that
we reach our true potential.
Future World College has prepared
me to move forward and take on
whatever may come next in my life!
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Sibte Hassan

shares his success story
High school life plays a vital role in
the careers and lives of every
individual. While at high school
students learn how to prepare for the
practical life and demonstrate their
abilities to manage the little
problems of life. Academic issues and
problems are also the challenges
that bring new experiences and
learning to the students. Among all
these ups and downs if one gets
good mentors in college life who
directs your life to a right path, is no
less than a blessing and without a
doubt Future World College
Rawalpindi has strengthened and
guided my roots to the right path.
Acceptance

We are that batch that faced
pandemic challenges and shift of
campus challenge too. But all our
teachers and academic head
remained the same so we were ready
for the new change.
Future World College has truly been
an amazing counselor anyone could
ask for. Mentors like Maam
Maimoona are not easy to find these
days. FWC has indeed impacted my
life in a positive manner this journey
has helped shape me into a better
individual, it has helped me find my
passion and has motivated me to
achieve my goals. There is a lot of
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diversity in FWC, people from all
across Pakistan and many expatriates
come to study here, so interacting
with them has enabled me to grow as
a person and I believe it has played a
vital role in preparing me for my
university life.
My parents have given me my values
and my school has taught me how to
apply those values to the practical
world. Thanks to the FWC Team, our
cohort is graduating from one of the
most well reputed institutions in
Pakistan.
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M. Yahya Ubbad

shares his success story

Acceptance

Everyone has a place in their mind,
where they know they are meant fit
in, where they will find people like
themselves. A place where they can
be themselves and still have people
to like them, to support them, to
understand and guide them in the
right direction Everywhere you go
you are told and forced to change so
as to fit in.

application process and was always
ready to help 24/7. Irrespective of the
time at hand, I have had unparallel
support regarding my college
application. I would like to take this
oppor tunity to thank Maam
Shahmina Kamal our campus
principal here at the Future World
College for all the work she and her
team do for us.

This year, my placements in USA and
Pakistan have only been possible
because of the tremendous efforts
put in by my teachers and my
counselor Maam Maimoona
Hasnain. She guided me through the

I am indebted to Maam Fizzah
Mushtaq, our A Level Head Mistress
who has been a tremendous leader ,
mentor and teacher who has shaped
my life. From her indispensable
advice to her pragmatic efficiency,
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she found untapped potential in me
and remained confident in my
achievements.
From the very beginning, my
experience at this college has been
nothing short of extraordinary, and
I’m convinced it will continue to
shape my future well after I’ve
graduated. The driving force behind
this is the dedication put in by none
other but Sir Faisal Mushtaq! Sir
Faisal always ensures that each child
is looked after properly and
u n d o u b t e d l y, t h a t i s w h y
#millennialdreamscometrue.
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Ali Haider Tayyar

shares his success story
I can positively say Future World
College Rawalpindi has made me a
better person. It has helped me
develop a positive attitude towards
my studies and discover about
myself.
From teachers to the counselor to
the students, there is such a family
atmosphere that is perfect for
nurturing academic ability. Every
child has dreams they wish to fulfil
hopes of seeing themselves at a
certain level in every phase of their
life. Future world college and my
counselor Maam Maimoona helped

Acceptance

Acceptance

me reach my dream university that
will help me start my higher
education journey and to achieve my
life goals. In these uncertain times of
pandemic my headmistress Maam
Fizzah Mushtaq and all my teachers
remained very supportive and
positive and that’s what stood out to
me and drove me to strive to achieve
what I want to.
My college friends will always be in
my heart and Future World College
Rawalpindi will always be part of me
wherever I go. I would like to thank
everyone who encouraged me in
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sports , academics, university
applications and extracurricular
activities and made me confident as
A Level student. I’m honored to
represent my college as President of
Sports Society and I organized
indoor and outdoor spor ts
competitions. I’m glad I met the
nicest counselor Maam Maimoona
who ensured to help me reach my
dream university.
I thank my parents for all their efforts
in bringing me up and making me
who I am today.
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Youshma Sattar
Scholarship of

$86,000/for 4 years

PKR 13,760,000/shares her success story
Joining Future World School BTR
Schools,
for my A Levels has
definitely been one of my successful
and accomplished life decisions.
Teary and proud, I look back on the
two academic years spent at TMUC
and FWS. With covid pandemic and
face to face life. It has been a roller
coaster ride, its high and low points
have made ever y moment
memorable. I made life long friends
and made unforgettable memories
with them of my college life.
I still remember how I would look at
the clocks in each class or take out

Acceptance

my phone to check the time when
the clocks do not show the right
times, praying that there would only
be five minutes left for the long
lectures to end. Now I would look at
the time, hoping that the seconds
hand would just tick a little slower,
the minutes do not pass by and I
could just sit in every class of mine
forever. I have learnt a lot, and I am
not just talking about the bookish
knowledge that is taught
everywhere else. I have stumbled
upon new friendships, leadership
opportunities, failure and how to
cope with it, and most importantly
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understood the essence of the saying
‘the world does not revolve around
you’.
Towards the end I would like to thank
my counsellor Maam Maimoona
Hasnain for helping me in every way
possible along with Maam Fizzah
Mushtaq and the entire faculty, my
family and my friends for supporting
me in this adventure. I will never
forget what I have absorbed from
this place as I embark on a new
chapter of my life.
I am out!
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Zareesh Faisal

shares her success story
A school is not just a building made
of cement and bricks but is actually
the place where children grow into
mature individuals. A school is a
home away from home where we
discover ourselves and are guided
onto the right path. Future World
College in Bahria Town phase 8
Rawalpindi is an institution of the
highest quality and stands far above
any other in every aspect. Its
distinguished teachers, counsellor
and headmistress help FWC maintain
its high academic standards.
I have had a wonderful two years
long journey with the Millennium

Education. My AS Level was at TMUC
and we all got transferred to FWC for
A2. Despite pandemic FWC has
indeed impacted my life in a positive
manner this journey has helped
shape me into a better individual, it
has helped me find my passion and
has motivated me to achieve my
goals. There is a lot of diversity in
FWC, people from all across Pakistan
and abroad come to study here, so
interacting with them has enabled
me to grow as a person and I believe
it has played a vital role in preparing
me for my university life.

journey has been Maam Maimoona
& Maam Fizzah. Me and my friends
all received personalized attention
by our management and teachers.
In the end, I would like to thank Sir
Faisal Mushtaq for creating a
progressive learning environment
through Maam Shahmina Kamal,
Maam Fizzah Mushtaq, Maam
Maimoona Hasnain and Sir Shehzad
Anwar.

The most important people in this
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Seerat Javaid

shares her success story
Future World College has been a
support system for me.
I have learnt to excel here
academically and have discovered
such wonderful opportunities for my
future. I first stepped foot on the
campus all anxious and nervous but
the feeling didn't last long because
of the welcoming staff and a diverse
student body. Switching schools is
never an easy decision. We got
transferred from TMUC to Future
World College . During pandemic is
was another challenge to face. But I
was relaxed as our staff remained the
same. I take immense pleasure in

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

saying that I met a mentor like Maam
Maimoona who led me to so many
wonderful opportunities.
My mother also always tried her best
to instill a regard for education in me.
However, I was able to put my
abilities to test at Future World
College, where I was guided and
mentored by Ma'am Fizzah Mushtaq
, Maam Shahmina and Maam
Maimoona. She encouraged me to
take part in extracurricular activities.
I want to thank my counselor Maam
Maimoona for helping me get
through my University application
process with ease. She has been
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beyond amazing. I want to thank my
counselor Maam Maimoona for
helping me get through my
University application process with
ease. Maam Fizzah pushed me to
achieve the best of my abilities and
celebrated with me when did ,and I
am thankful for her continuous
support throughout two years.
Last but not least, I am ever grateful
to our great mentor Sir Faisal
Mushtaq for being a source of
motivation at all times and providing
us with boundless resources and
opportunities throughout our time
at FWC.
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Umaima Gul Abbasi

shares her success story
I have had a wonderful journey at
Future World College. My college
has indeed impacted my life in a
positive manner this journey has
helped shape me into a better
individual, it has helped me find my
passion and has motivated me to
achieve my goals. There is a lot of
diversity in FWC, people from
different countries (expatriates) and
from different cities of Pakistan
along with locals come to study here,
so interacting with them has enabled
me to grow as a person and I believe
it has played a vital role in preparing
me for my university life.

Acceptance

This journey has been one of the
most important in my life, and my
time spent studying at Future World
College has been both a rewarding
and eye-opening experience. Over
the course of my time at FWS, I have
gained knowledge as well as the skills
necessary to become successful
outside of the academic
environment. I have not only grown
as a person, but I have also acquired
the foundation for furthering my
formal education and the tools I will
need to shape a career. For all these I
am extremely thankful to Maam
Fizzah Mushtaq for her
unconditional support.
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My time in college has enriched my
life in many ways. It has provided me
with the necessary tools to enhance
my skills more, taught me valuable
knowledge about this diverse world
and people and concepts in general
and eventually will enable me to
hopefully become more successful in
life . I shall remain indebted to my
guidance counselor Maam
Maimoona Hasnain for her support
throughout A levels and she helped
me achieve scholarships from some
of the best universities.
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M. Shayan Amir
Scholarship of

$156,000/for 4 years

PKR 124,960,000/shares his success story

$68,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$68,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

I came to Future World College
Rawalpindi last year along with my
class from TMUC to pursue and how
to attain my goals. During my time
here, the myriad opportunities
offered to me have not only allowed
me to test myself so that I became
well-versed with my strengths but
also armed me with the tools to
illuminate and carve my path ahead.
From purposelessly dragging myself
towards a conventional degree path,
I went to realizing my passions and
working towards them with an aim in
mind. And for that all of the credit
goes to my institution, CEO Sir Faisal
Mushtaq, and especially my
c o u n s e l o r, M a a m M a i m o o n a
Acceptance

Hasnain has not only guided me
whenever I've asked for it but has
made up for times when I failed to
bring my performance up to the
required mark.
From Sir Faisal's jazz motivation to
M a ' a m S h a h m i n a ’s f r e q u e n t
compliments. I'm really thankful to
my coordinator Maam Fizzah
Mushtaq throughout this journey,
because without her moral guidance
and constant support I wouldn't be
standing where I am today. During
this pandemic my counselor kept me
motivated and I was able to achieve
excellent scholarships from top
universities.
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I'm so grateful to her and Maam
Fizzah for making me feel at home.
At Future World, my interest and
passion was respected like it is for
every other student here; my
achievements were celebrated by
each and everyone at school like it
was theirs. I am extremely thankful to
F W C - BT R m a n a g e m e n t f o r
supporting me in all my endeavors.
As my experience at Future World
College comes to an end, I leave
grateful for all that I've learned and
for the experience that have allowed
me to grow both as an individual and
a contributor to society.
www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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M. Osama Javed

shares his success story
"The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their
dreams." My first year of AS level was
at TMUC and when we all were
transferred along with teachers and
Maam Fizzah, the pandemic came.
Our A Level was at new campus in
bahria town phase 8 named Future
World College. From face-to-face
teaching we moved to online classes.
Ma’am Fizah Mushtaq has been truly
an inspirational figure throughout
my stay in college. She was a great
support and motivation for me in
these two years. Her ability to
connect with her students and her

communication skills is excellent.
I never had the idea about global
opportunities and scholarships in
universities. I met Maam Maimoona,
specially, and has been an amazing
counselor anyone can ever wish for.
Thank you Maam for not only being
an excellent educator but also for
acting as a silver lining of hope. I
really am thankful for your time, your
patience. And after all those days of
struggle and efforts of writing and re
writing essays to receiving
acceptance from different
universities I owe all my
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achievements to her. I am what I am
today just because of her. Her clear
approach and guidance sessions
made me more disciplined. I really
feel blessed to have her around me in
college who actually guided me in
the best of her teaching abilities.
I made beautiful memories with my
friends ,my teachers ,Maam Fizzah,
Maam Maimoona , Sir Shehzad and
my principal Maam Shahmina and I
will always cherish it
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Taha Mujtaba
Scholarship of

$110,000/for 4 years

PKR 17,600,000/shares his success story

$84,000/-

My family moved from Oman to
Pakistan and I joined TMUC for AS
Level. I was Mr. nobody there. Along
with my classmates, faculty and
headmistress we were transferred to
Future World School & College BTR.
Here I met few amazing people like
Ms. Maimoona, Ms. Hira and Ms.
Shahmina. Little did I knew that this
place will give me a new identity. My
hidden talents were seen by my
counselor and she encouraged me to
participate in elections. AND yes I
became the first elected HEAD BOY
of this prestigious campus.

Scholarship
for 4 years

$84,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

academic journey and I must
acknowledge the contributions of Sir
Bilal, Sir Najeeb, Sir Zahoor and Sir
Shahid Sir Shehzad and Ms. Amna
from Admin. My college arranges the
best oath taking ceremony for our
student council and Sir Faisal
Mushtaq graced us with his
presence. That day I promised myself
to be an exemplary Head Boy by
leading the student council and
supporting my college admin.
Despite covid challenges our student
council remained very active and we
organized events for each club and
society.

One of the most difficult times for ALevel students is college
applications. From deciding the
univer sity to completing its
application is really arduous but it all
went good because of my cheerful
counsellor, Miss Maimoona Hasnain.
Who helped me throughout the year
by being on the frontline to help me
out with my University applications.
She was there whenever you needed
her. I would say she is one of the best
counsellors I've ever met.
HEAD BOY SIGNING OUT.

Teachers played pivotal part in my

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance
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Junaid Baig
Scholarship of

$38,000/for 4 years

PKR 6,080,000/shares his success story

$20,000/-

I came to Future World College BTR a
year ago completely oblivious to
what I wanted to pursue and how to
attain my goals. The A level journey
of our batch was very different from
our seniors. Firstly, we got shifted
from TMUC to FWS&C. Secondly, we
faced pandemic and our education
moved from face to face learning to
online classes. All our teacher and
our headmistress Ms. Fizzah
Mushtaq remained same. But we
were warmly welcome in new
campus by Ms. Shahmina and Ms.
Maimoona. My friends made it
worth coming to college every single

Scholarship
for 4 years

$20,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$92,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

day and turning moments into
memories that I’ll treasure for the
rest of my days.
I enjoyed soccer and studies and I am
thankful to Sir Faisal Mushtaq for
providing us with all facilities. Maam
Fizzah and Maam Maimoona guided
me throughout my journey where I
showed my full capabilities and was
given the opportunity to nurture and
develop my genuine enthusiasm.
This college gave me ample
opportunities to explore new
interests and shaped my existing
talents.
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‘Anything is possible if you work hard
enough for it’. This is a phrase that we
frequently get to hear but at Future
World College, I’ve seen it come to
life. Education is the passport to the
future, for tomorrow belongs to
those who prepare for it today. And I
thank future world school & college !
I’m ready to excel at the next phase
of my life.
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M. Shahnawaz Khan

shares his success story
They say that good people don’t
need a lot of time to make a change.
If that’s the case, then the staff at
Roots Millennium are absolute
legends. Coming from England, and
being unsettled for so long, it was at
Future World School where I finally
got my head down. The staff
members there saw that I was
disturbed, and made the most effort
to ensure I’d settle down quickly for
my final exams. Shout out to Ma’am
Maimoona, the greatest counsellor.
If I was being paid to praise her and
her colleagues, I’d probably be richer
than Donald Trump by now. She
helped me through the tough time
during college applications, and
Acceptance

Acceptance
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without her, I wouldn’t have the
admissions I have today. I call her
“mum” without any shame, because
of her grace, and her determination
to see me do well. Ma’am Hira
became a close friend, and it’s very
hard to find teachers like that
nowadays. She was there when I was
getting my admissions. Her charm
and passionate nature lured me in,
and I must say that I’ve got no
regrets.
Ma’am Fizzah was someone who
really pushed me academically, from
arranging extra classes to helping me
realize my potential. Without her, I
wouldn’t be this driven.
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They saw that I was someone who
wanted to aim for the stars, but they
got me to the moon instead. I
genuinely couldn’t be more grateful,
and if I do have one regret, it’s that I
didn’t spend enough time here! I
wouldn’t have world class
admissions without their help.
To whoever is reading this, don’t ever
be afraid to be yourself! The world
lacks individuality, and the only job
you should have is to own who you
are. Don’t ever give up in the pursuit
of your dreams. If you don’t have
any, it’s never too late to find some!
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Daniyal Waheed Zaman

shares his success story
In life, the best mindsets seem to
understand the notion that "The sky
is the limit." Going forth thinking this
way allows us to turn our dreams into
realities. Given the right tools,
attitude, time, and teachers most
people can reach their educational
goals, possibly beyond.
Being part of a prestigious education
system like Millennium Education is a
real privilege. My last 2 years spent at
TUMC for AS and Future World
College for A2 have taught me in
various ways and proved to be
beneficial because I was able to use
all the Academic and Extracurricular
opportunities available to me in a

very rational behavior. I always
wanted to find qualities hidden
inside me and FWC helped me to
figure out what am I good at.
One of the biggest sources of
inspiration for me during my time at
Roots was CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq.
Not only he motivated us but he was
always there when his any student
was confused about something.
Thanks to Ma'am Shahmina for her
support. I will like to thank my
academic head Maam Fizzah, for
always keeping me on track. And Sir
Shehzad for his assistance
throughout the year.
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Special Thanks to Maam Maimoona
Hasnain who was not only my
Guidance counselor but also my
constant support during application
process.
Whenever, I longed to be guided in
true sense my counselor and
teachers were there for me at the
every step of the way, and I'm whole
heartedly grateful to the faculty of
FWC for everything they've done for
me. I wish to be remembered as one
of the brightest students of the
institution.
I am proud to call myself Millennial.
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Amina Hassan

shares her success story
Walking into the huge campus of
Future World College in phase 8,
Bahria Town Rawalpindi for the first
time, I was skeptical of the difficulties
I would face while adjusting to the
new environment. The concept of it
all seemed intimidating but I was
introduced to some of the best
teachers and counselor who made
this year I spent at FWC, worthwhile.
I have thrived in the community and I
am certain that the process of
learning that I have initiated here will
last me a lifetime.
After two years of studying with first

Acceptance

year at TMUC and second one at
FWC, and faced pandemic with
virtual learning I believe I have the
ability of entering an institution
where I can show my full capabilities
that can nurture and develop my
genuine enthusiasm and give me
ample opportunity to explore new
interests and shape my existing
talents.
When I look back at my time that I
spent at RMS, I know if it wasn't for
the constant support of Sir Faisal
Mushtaq T.I and my counselor, I
would not have come this far. The
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amazing staff at FWC from the
counselor to the teachers all work
day in, day out to ensure our success.
The faculty and the team at FWC
specially Maam Fizzah is
knowledgeable, patient, enthusiastic
and kind all at once. Future World
College is a beacon of light for those
who are willing to attain it.
They fulfilled their promise of
helping students make their dreams
a reality!
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Adam Khan Durrani
Scholarship of

$48,000/for 4 years

PKR 7,680,000/shares his success story
I joined roots millennium for my A
levels in 2019 and despite having
spent only two years here, the
memories made, will last a lifetime.
The laughter, the pain, the games,
the friends, the bunking of classes,
and the notes on desks saying
"you're gonna miss me when I am
gone" are all memories that will
remain to be a source of laughter a
joy for many years to come.
Furthermore, during my time at
roots the emphasis on respect for all
cultures and ways of life
tremendously shaped my fascination

for human diversity and
multiculturalism which has in turn
ignited, in me, a passion for travelling
and exploring other countries.
I know I may not have said this
enough during our time together
but Ms. Nazia our College Counselor,
Ms. Meena O/A levels Head Mistress,
Ms. Tehmina Principal RMS and all
my teachers, family and friends both
past and present that have played a
role in my success, however minute
your contribution. I am thankful to
Sir Faisal Mushtaq for providing us
the platform, I find it absolutely
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impossible to thank you. There are
no words to appreciate someone
whose words and actions have
empowered me to chase my dreams,
challenged me to think further, work
harder, dream bigger and evidently
make me who I am today.
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Syeda Fatima Binte Aziz

shares her success story
Veni. Vidi. Vici. (I came, I saw, I
conquered.)
My time at Roots Millennium has
been one of the most invigorating
experiences of my life. I adore the
faculty-among which I found some
of the best people I could ever have
the chance of knowing-and the
insightful academic environment
and exposure to different
perspectives which I would've
otherwise been isolated from. The
curriculum is uniquely flexible and I
loved the feeling of being able to
tweak my subjects to tailor my
personal interests and ambitions.
Outside the classroom, I had the
Acceptance

opportunity to work in leadership
and team-building roles which will
last me a lifetime. Roots Millennium
made me feel like I'm a part of
something much bigger than myself
and at times, that would be the
strongest factors compelling me to
keep pushing and working hard.
Years ago when I first came to Roots,
the building stood tall and mighty in
a daunting stare. I had never been to
a school so huge, with so many
people and opportunities to explore
my passions. With time, the giant
seemed to have softened its glare to
a tender 'I'm-watching-over-you'
gaze. I wholeheartedly believe that I
could've never found a better place
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to spend the few of the most
challenging and crucial years of my
life.
The past four years have been
nothing short of a path to selfdiscovery. I succeeded gloriously,
failed miserably but most of all,
didn't miss a shot at trying my best. I
owe this all to Roots, to my loving
and supremely hard-working
teachers, Ms, Nazia Shah my lovely
counselor with extraordinar y
patience and the heart of gold, Ms.
Meena Nasir, Ms. my headmistress
and Ma'am Tehmina Khalid RMS
Khyber principal for never making
me feel away from home.
www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Ahwar Khan
Scholarship of

$60,000/for 4 years

PKR 9,600,000/shares his success story

$102,000/-

$12,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$160,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Before coming to Roots, I was
returning from Cadet College
Hasanabdal, a prestigious institute.
When I decided to leave that college,
I came under the judgemental look
of my family, not my parents but my
other family members. It was a
constant pressure that the child
might stray from his path and would
go to ruin. My family was pro cadet
college as in the past almost all of
them lived this experience and were
what they are because of it.

Ms. Nazia Shah my career Counsellor
was very helpful in this, showing me
opportunities and ways to improve
my C.V. I decided to take SAT early
and she guided me through the
process, encouraging me to take
help from wise teachers such as
Madam Shazia, and Sir Tanoli. They
helped me a lot. Other than SAT she
encouraged me to take part in events
and programs that would help build
my profile. In the end it was enough
to let me rise to this position.

I left early, but I didn’t let that stop
me, I made a plan for the future, to
start from the ground up and rise
better than ever.

It did take my own effort, but a
fighter is nothing without sight and
my sight were my teachers and my
counsellor. I thank the faculty of this
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school and Sir Faisal Mushtaq for
establishing such a wonderful
institution.
Some advice to the ones reading this.
Take this as a genuine guidance from
a person who has experienced what
you have. Never let others back you
down, never let the thought of what
society will think shackle you from
your potential. Boys and Girls, you
will face many obstacles; emotional
and physical, break through these
walls and do what you want, your
ideals are what you decide. Don’t let
others dictate your actions, don’t let
fear stop you.
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Mustafa Afridi

shares his success story
Roots Millennium School Khyber has
been like second home to me as I
have not just improved in Academics
but this place whi9ch I call home has
proved to be my Lifelong passion. It
has given me many opportunities
and life lessons and friends whom I
call my family now.
This journey has been great for me
and I not only achieved a milestone I
had in my mind to improve myself
more but RMS recognized the
potential I had and always motivated
to reach for the skies. Behind all this
transformation on a personal level

Acceptance

has been the efforts of my teachers
and my friends and my family too. I
am thankful to God for providing me
such conducive environment and
above all would like to thank my
principal Ma’am Tehmina and ma’am
Meena our O/A level section head. I
would like to thank my Guidance
Counselor Ms. Nazia Shah who has
always been willing to help me and
keep me motivated t0o apply to UK
university. I have my offers to one of
the best University in UK – the
Manchester University. I have to
acknowledge the hard work and
dedication with which the teachers
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taught me at the RMC Khyber
Campus. I have to convey my
gratitude to Sir Faisal Mushtaq and
Ma’am Anna as this would not have
been possible without providing us
such excellent infrastructure.
I am grateful for everything that this
College has done for me and will be
eternally grateful.
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Varun Isaacs
Scholarship of

$120,840/for 4 years

PKR 19,334,400/shares his success story
Being at Roots Millennium Khyber
Campus has truly been one of the
greatest experiences of my life. These
past two years have granted me
priceless memories, experience and
knowledge that I hold near and dear
to my heart which have molded me
into a more well-rounded human
being.
I would like to thank my teachers
who never lost faith in me and my
abilities, despite stumbling and
tripping up here and there. Truly
some of the most hardworking,
dedicated and caring individuals I
have met in my entire life and I am so

happy that I had Sir Tanveer, Sir
Bangash and Madam Nadia to
nurture and groom me during my
time here. Of course they are masters
of their craft but they truly are like my
own parents to me because they
treated me and indeed all of us like
their own children and I love them
for it. I’m definitely not the brightest
tool in the shed but with their light, I
could see the path ahead. I want to
thank Madam Nazia who was truly a
well of knowledge and patience
when working with me for my
university applications even when I
started super super late. Without her
guidance, I wouldn’t be here. Both in
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life or on this page. And of course, I
want to extend my gratitude to the
administration. Madam Tehmina,
Madam Meena, Sir Hassan, Sir Faisal
Mushtaq and everyone tirelessly
working behind the scenes to make
the system run like the well-oiled
machine that it is. From the work,
exams, events, extra-curriculars,
internships, university fairs, trips,
MUNs, club activities and everything
in between. Without them, none of
this would have been possible.
Class of 2021. We made it.
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Mohammad Haider Raja

shares his success story
My journey at roots has been a
rollercoaster ride. One of the few
memories that are still engraved
clearly in my memory is that of the
day I began the first year of IGCSE at
Roots Millennium Khyber Campus
after coming back from UK. Today
after my journey is over at the Roots
Millennium I take sweet memories
with me from Peshawar to UK again
and have come out as a more mature
boy then previously. The credit goes
to my parents as well the most
extraordinary staff at the Khyber
Campus. I thank my very own
principal Ma’am Tehmina Khalid &
my Head Mistress Ma’am Meena
Acceptance
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Nasir who always kept me and my
siblings motivated which helped us
to adjust very easily at the Khyber
campus. I have always felt at home
while coming to the campus and will
be leaving with a heavy heart.
Throughout my time, going through
IGCSEs and A levels, I’ve learnt a lot
more than I could have ever
imagined, had experiences I will
never forget and made some great
friends along the journey. But the
help I received in securing my place
in an international university will be
something I will be forever grateful
for. None of what I am today would
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have been possible without the
endless support and praise be to the
staff and admin that work day and
night in order to enhance our
experience at roots. I would like to
thank my Guidance Counselor
Ma’am Nazia Shah who kept me busy
24/7 to follow up on my application
process during the gap year. There
were times I thought I won’t be able
make it till the end because I had
enrolled to a couple of Universities
but was content to meet my dream
University in the UK.
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Rabia Saleem

shares her success story
When I reflect on my past few years
at Roots Millennium Khyber Campus,
I conclude that this experience has
not only strengthened the roots in
my desired field, but also has
prepared me in unpredictable ways
for it. Coming from a school where
co-curricular were not given too
much of an impor tance, my
experience in Roots blew my mind
away within the first few weeks of
joining.
Numerous clubs, co-curricular
activities, emphasis on sports,
international competitions. Every
school claims to have them but very

few give actual importance. Roots
Khyber Campus is one of them. I felt
happy to be a part of such a rich
community and blessed at the same
time. I have nurtured my thirst for
knowledge and have polished the
desire I had to explore the world and
around. Since we are all in the same
boat at Roots yet each one has a
different perspective of the World
after studying at Roots Millennium
School system which is unique itself.
I am proud to have gained the offers
from UK university and have set
higher standards for myself now. My
principal Ma’am Tehmina Khalid and
my Section Head Ma’am Meena
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Nasir as well my devoted counselor
Miss Nazia have all put their trust in
me and my efforts. I will always
remember the friends I was able to
make here at Roots whom I consider
my family. I can only wish for a similar
environment for myself in any
Institution I join in future. Thank you
Sir Faisal Mushtaq & Ma’am Anna for
providing such conducive
environment to the Millennials.
#Once a Millennial Always a
Millennial#
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Malveena Hussain
Scholarship of

$192,000/for 4 years

PKR 30,720,000/shares her success story

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

In order to achieve all of my aims and
aspirations, it is imperative that I’m
provided with a platform that allows
me to do so and I’m so proud to say
that Roots Millennium has done just
that. Switching schools is always
viewed as a challenge but when I
visited Roots’ campus when deciding
where to study my A Levels from, I
immediately knew that I would find
success right there. From the
plethora of subjects offered to the
immense amount of extracurricular
activities, studying in Roots allowed
me to remain engrossed in my
studies while simultaneously
allowing me to participate in
activities of my own personal

interest, which enabled me to
flourish and achieve all that I’d
wished for.
I largely attribute my success to the
help provided by my teachers and
the administration. Living in a city
where finding qualified teachers for
social sciences and humanities is
difficult, I’m so grateful for all my
teachers at Roots, as they truly are
masters of their craft and are one of
the greatest contributors to my
success. By assigning homework
regularly, arranging monthly tests,
and remaining fully engaged with
their students, all of my teachers
ensured that each and every single
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student excelled at school.
The administration was incredibly
supportive as well. If I had any
clashes in my schedule, they would
immediately work to fix the issue to
ensure that I was able to attend all of
my classes. The support I received
from my guidance counselor was
also something I valued a lot as I was
able to finish my applications with
ease due to the guidance I was
provided with.
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Malaika Reham

shares her success story
Being at Roots opened up multiple
doors of success to me. I met tons of
amazing people and shared so many
priceless experiences over the course
of 2 years. I entered the gates of the
institute filled with hope and am
leaving with a truckload of
memories. I had a wonderful
experience studying here with the
excellent faculty and helpful
counsellor. Being extremely clueless
and lost when I joined, I had no idea
what university I should go for or

Acceptance

even what my future plans were. I
found a purpose within the walls of
this institute and am leaving with
extreme motivation and determined
to take on the world.
My extrover ted nature was
enter tained here with the
opportunity of meeting so many
amazing people each with their own
stories. I would truly trade nothing
for the time spent here. I came from a
school with limited students and I
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came to look for an opportunity to
meet new people and I feel like Roots
provided such a safe environment
for me to grow and work on being a
better human all with great
academics. The impression this
school has left on me will forever
shine through my personality.
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Rehaan Khan

shares his success story
From my past experience in its River
Tree Campus, I already had high
expectations from Peshawar's
Millennium community before I even
stepped into the new branch. It's fair
to say, though, that my two years
here far outweighed even those
prerequisites. I got all the support
from my teachers I could ever wish
for to propel me towards my dreams,
be it achieving the best grades
possible or improving my very
concepts of those subjects. They
motivated me to aim higher each
time I would achieve new heights,
which is the primary reason I could

achieve straight A’s in my AS exams.
Even more impressive is the fact that
Roots helped me achieve all this
despite the COVID-19 pandemic and
the challenges posed by the
restrictions that came with it. To
make online learning so seamless
and effective is no easy task, so I will
forever be grateful to my school and
teachers’ efforts in making it work
that way.
Academics hold their undisputed
importance but Roots has made sure
that my co-curricular certificates also
pile up to give me a profile I can
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proudly present to any university.
Ma’am Nazia, our counselor, would
always give me timely reminders of
events and other opportunities to
make sure I make the best use of my
time. Participating in those events
wouldn’t be possible without the
kind permission of Ma’am Meena,
our headmistress, and Ma’am
Tehmina, our Principal. I am thankful
to each and every opportunity
presented to me and leave Roots
Khyber Campus as a more educated
individual than the one who first
joined the institution.
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M. Abdullah Kundi
shares his success story

Transitioning from College to
University is the most memorable
journey in a student life. Coming
from a hostel and well-disciplined
School Hassan Abdal Abbottabad, I
have had the privilege to study at
one of the best Schools in KPK. The
Roots Millennium School has given
me a lot of lessons and life changing
experiences. It is really surprising to
me that these two years have passed
in a glimpse. I was always a shy and
introvert student as compared to my
twin brother who was the extrovert
and served as the Deputy Head Boy
at the Khyber Campus. I felt very
welcome at the campus by all my

teachers especially the Business and
Accounting teacher where I spent
most of my time as my aim was to get
into a well reputed University in the
US as compared to my father who
would dream of us settling at the
National University in Pakistan.
Luckily a dream come true to have
been selected at the IBA which is the
most prestigious Business Institute in
the region. I came from a very
conservative school so it was
pleasant experience to see the
diversity at the Roots Millennium
School Khyber Campus. I felt that
club’s and the extra-curricular
activities made me more active and
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gave me the right leadership
qualities. I believe that social
activities at school helps you to
become an all-rounder. Thus I am
proud to be a Millennial. I’d like to
thank my principal Ma’am Tehmina
as well our section head Ma’am
Meena Nasir and last but not the
least Ma’am Nazia Shah our
Guidance Counselor who took the
responsibility for our placement. I am
obliged and would like to thank Sir
Faisal Mushtaq (TI) and Ma’am Anna
for the wonderful opportunity
provided to me and my sibling.
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Fizza Khan
Scholarship of

$32,000/for 4 years

PKR 5,120,000/shares her success story
My time at Roots Millennium has
been one of the most revitalizing
experiences of my life (2017-2020). I
admired my faculty at Roots RMS
Khyber Campus - namely my Law
teacher- equally my Business and
Economics teacher and my class
fellows; with the full Academic
environment and exposure to
different perspectives which I
would’ve otherwise been isolated
from. As a head Girl elected 2020
and during the Covid-19 closure of
school the unique online classes and
exam experience for the first time
ever in our province. I loved the
feeling of being able to study my

choice of subjects to fulfill my
personal interests and ambitions.
Outside the classroom, I was
provided the opportunity to work as
a Head Girl which itself was a life time
experience. The platform Roots
Millennium provided to me was the
main factor compelled me to change
school after O levels, where it gave
me ample chance to work hard and
prove myself. The magnificent tall
building of Roots stood tall and
mighty made us all feel proud and
we had all the time to make our
dreams come true. This has been the
best place and the best moments of
my life which I could not have found
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anywhere else in ton to spend the
most challenging and crucial years of
my life.
The past three years and affiliation
after graduation has been a path to
self-discovery. I tried and tested
myself to the extent that I became
the head girl a was the most
respected girl for arranging events
and helping our staff in managing
the most important events too. I owe
this all to Roots.
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Arshi Saqib
Scholarship of

$36,000/for 4 years

PKR 5,760,000/shares her success story
In my two years at Roots Millennium
A levels, 2018-2020- I was fortunate
enough to have the most qualified
faculty believe in my potential and
constantly motivate me to achieve
more. My Economics teacher and My
Business and Accounting teacher’s
interactive approach to teaching
made it possible for my academics to
be the most memorable part of my A
levels. Their constant support not
only helped me achieve my grades, it
gave me sense of direction for my
future which I lacked when I started
my A levels. Since I was determined
to get into a well reputed University

Abroad I improved my SAT score as
well kept motivated to re-apply once
aga9n as a fresh applicant by
CommApp. I am very thankful for the
support each and every staff
member has extended to us who
took gap year during the Covid-19.
Ma’am Meena's confidence in my
skills and constant appreciation of
my work motivated me to remain an
active member of the student
council. Ma’am Nazia Shah, our
Guidance Counselor at the RMS
Khyber Campus, whose commitment
made the college admissions process
less intimidating and stressful and
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helped me achieve numerous
college acceptances and
scholarships around the world. I will
forever be thankful and indebted to
roots for the exposure to
opportunities it has provided me
with. I would like to extend my
gratitude to my staff as well our
principal Ma’am Tehmina and Ma’am
Meena- last but not the least to Sir
Faisal Mushtaq for the conducive
environment he has provide to all of
us at Roots Millennium School
Khyber Campus.
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Angbeen Awan

shares her success story
I am Angbeen Awan and I feel lucky
to have chosen Roots Millennium to
start my college journey. Studying
here was one of the best decisions I
could have made, not only because
of some great teachers but also my
wonderful fellow students who
became my friends and didn’t let me
be alone in this journey. Being
knowledgeable, inspiring and
approachable, my teachers provided
me with guidance to explore my
abilities. Their dedication to
education helped me and all my
friends to develop academic
interests and grow intellectually.
Despite falling down many times,
losing hope in myself and

questioning my capabilities, my
teachers never lost faith in me;
helped me get back up on my feet
and make my way through the
darkness into the light. I can never
pay them back and be thankful
enough for who they made me
become today. Without any of my
teachers, I won’t be in the position to
be writing this testimonial. Apart
from making me learn my subjects
and getting a hold of the topics, I was
also groomed and prepared for my
upcoming adventures in life because
life is a lot more than just writing on a
piece of paper. Special thank you and
gratification for Madam Nazia who
tirelessly worked to improve my
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profile by providing ever y
opportunity for me to participate in
competitions, workshops,
internships and a lot more. Madam
Meena and Madam Tehmina made
every step towards my dream easier.
Regardless of Covid-19 and its
challenges, the administration made
online learning smooth and effective
for us. I feel privileged enough to
study in this reputed college and
forever be thankful to every single
person from administration to
teachers and my friends for making it
possible for me to complete my
journey here.
Proud student of 2021!!
www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Shahzad Ali Khan

shares his success story
RMC has been an extremely distinct
part of my journey in my selfdiscovery as I have come to know
about my potential which I explore
fully at the University of Calgary. It is
surprisingly a good news to share
that I have been offered by two
universities in Canada both Calgary
University & the University of
Alberta; this was possible only due to
the efforts of my guidance Counselor
Ma’am Nazia while we struggled
during Covid -19 to get an offer in
the National University I was the
luckiest one to get accepted to one
of the most famous University in
Canada. I owe all the gratitude and
respect to my parents to believe in
Acceptance

me as well my staff and my Section
Head Ma’am Meena Nasir and our
principal Ma’am Tehmina Khalid.
Numerous clubs, co-curricular
activities, emphasis on sports,
international competitions. Every
school claims to have them but very
few give actual importance. Roots
Khyber Campus is one of them. Good
grades are not the only factor which
makes a great student. Equal
pa r t i c i pa t i o n i n i n te r n s h i p s ,
competitions, extracurricular
activities also contribute a lot. Roots
Khyber Campus helped me and
many fellow peers prosper in both;
grades and co-curricular activities. I
was challenged to discover skills I did
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not know I had, and these skills have
added up to playing a central role in
making me who I am today.
Most, if not all, credit goes to my
amazing peers and teachers who are
no less than champions. Through
their constant hard word and
support dedicated towards me, I
never felt demotivated and neither
did I feel alone in stressful times
when there was a lot on my shoulder.
I also owe all my prayers & gratitude
to Sir Faisal Mushtaq (TI) & Ma’am
Anna the CEO of Roots Millennium
School and College system.
Millennials# Way2Go#
www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Muhammad Bin Shahzad
Scholarship of

$100,000/for 4 years

PKR 16,000,000/shares his success story
My time at the Future World School
has been as eventful as it gets. I
joined the school during my O-levels
and now has come the time after
almost 4 years where I am writing this
graduation note.
There were many hurdles and a
number of things that needed to be
addressed during this journey, but
that is how Journeys are made. In the
very first year of A-level I enjoyed
leading an extensive campaign for
the post of Deputy Head boy, All my
friends participated and cheered for
me, although the results of the
election were not in my favor but I

was still lauded for my efforts. The
next year I was again nominated for
the post of Head Boy and this again
led to a very rigorous election
campaign. This time around a lot
juniors knew my ability and I had the
full support of teachers, which
resulted in me becoming the Head
Boy with a clear margin. The year
ahead was difficult as our country
was struck with a worst third wave of
the pandemic and everything was
shutdown, our exams initially got
cancelled and were then restarted,
there was a lot of confusion, but we
were able to overcome this hurdle of
journey as well.
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I have been placed into a number of
top universities in the world, I am
truly thankful to my teachers, my
counselor, the School Headmistress
and the Principal for always believing
in me and encouraging me to do
whatever it takes to reach my goals.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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M. Aashir Siddiqui

shares his success story
I have had the privilege of
experiencing the top educational
facilities provided to me at the
Future World School. The state of the
art building and the infrastructure of
international standard truly provides
a magical environment to us
students.
My parents have always been very
concerned about my academics and
wanted me to focus entirely on

Acceptance

Acceptance

academic activities, but my
counselor Mr. Nauman Wazir made
me realize that I needed a balanced
profile and then I took part in
multiple school events and also did a
community service at school.
The application cycle was one of the
most tedious tasks in my life. I still
cannot believe that it has come to an
end. I learnt a lot and discovered
e v e n m o r e a b o u t m y s e l f.
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Alhumdullilah I have been placed
among the best universities, the
process itself made me learn a lot
things.
I am a proud millennial and my
school has helped me achieve great
success in the form of these
scholarships.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Talha Ehsan
Scholarship of

$250,760/for 4 years

PKR 40,121,600/shares his success story

$112,000/-

$97,240/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$169,200/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

I came to Roots Millennium with few
goals in my mind and today I can
proudly say that I achieved every
single one of them here. I have done
Matric before and been on an
exchange program to USA, a lot of
my seniors Exchange Student fellows
have studied at Roots and have
succeeded which motivated me to
study at Roots as well. The Faculty at
Roots made my Matric to Cambridge
A levels transition very easier
especially my Maths Teacher Sir
Munir Ahmed Khan always made
sure that I understand each and
every thing during the lecture and
also revised some O levels concepts
with me that I have not had learned

in Matric. I had a goal in Mind to get
admission in United States on full
ride and that became possible with
our great Counsellor Sir Nauman
who has always been there through
this journey, whether it was just a
sample of my college essay, my
activities list or just wanted to talk
about my mental health and a levels
tips, he has always been there, I
believe sir nauman has a very vital
role in my US Colleges acceptances
from multiple 100% to full ride
scholarships. During my time at FWS
i got selected in multiple
international conferences and
fellowships including Global peace
C h a i n M a l a y s i a a n d Yo u n g
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Professional Fellowship Turkey Sir
Nauman helped me a lot in my
application process and made it
easier for me. Our very own Ma'am
Sajida has always been there for me
for any problems or anything
needed to discuss whether its my
German Club meeting or about how
am i doing in different classes which
kept motivating me to do my best. I
would like to Thank Sir Faisal
Mushtaq, Sir Nauman Wazir, Ma'am
Zarina Sadiq and Ma'am Sajida for
providing us with such great
opportunities at Roots Millennium
and making sure that I had a great
time here!

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Menahil Kanwal
Scholarship of

$120,000/for 4 years

PKR 19,200,000/shares her success story

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$102,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

My time at the school was
memorable and I have made lifelong
bonds here with my fellows and
teachers. I grew as a person and was
able to make the best of my abilities.
One thing that stands out in the
school is the commitment and
dedication the faculty shows in to
shaping our future. They are always
vigilant and keep record of our
performances, this helps us in
getting a reality check and make sure
that we do not stray away from our
goals.

Mrs. Zarina Sadik is another driving
force behind our commitment to the
school and her calm and welcoming
nature has always helped in
believing that FWS is our home. I
have hosted a number of events at
school and her presence in the forum
always gave me confidence.

as a hobby and as their passion.
I thank our headmistress Ms. Sajida
Chaudhry, as excellence at this level
would not have been possible
without her guidance. My journey at
the Future World School is truly
unforgettable.

I was able to pursue my passion for
music and was the first female
drummer of the school band, which
would perhaps ignite the hope into
many other young girls who follow
my footsteps and pursue music both
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Iman Fatima Azhar
Scholarship of

$80,000/for 4 years

PKR 12,800,000/shares her success story
Studying at the Future World School
has taught me a number of things, I
am now more ready to face the
world. The way this institute has
opened up the world for me is
something that I will cherish forever.
I am extremely thankful to my
Headmistress Maam Sajida
Chaudhry for believing in me and my
skills and we developed a strong

$130,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

bond in these two years. . Two more
people I want to be thankful are Sir
Nauman Wazir and Miss Madiha
Bukhari for being amazing mentors.
I do not know what lies ahead in the
future; my experience may not
automatically lead to immediate
success or a higher achievement but
being a part of this amazing place
called the Future World School was
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both personally and professionally
rewarding. It led me to become more
social and I got to know how to take
responsibility, with so much
exposure and opportunity I finally
knew I was capable of much more.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Umna Tanveer
Scholarship of

$111,704/for 4 years

PKR 17,872,640/shares her success story
I joined the Future World school after
much debate and consideration by
my parents. I was moving from an allgirls school where I had been
studying since childhood. However,
during the first few days at the school
I realized that we could not have
made a better decision.

$86,000/-

$68,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$148,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

My time at the Future World School
has been a memorable one. I made
friends, I formed bonds with the
faculty and above all I learned how to
be responsible. Last year I attended a
fully funded summer program at

Babson College. It was a life
changing event and by the end of
the program I was sure of what I was
going to pursue as a career.
Constant guidance from my
counselor Mr. Nauman Wazir made
the application cycle as smooth as it
can be. He has helped me
understand my goals in a better way
and I am much sure of what I wish to
with my life now.

her belief in my Leadership abilities
led me to campaign for the post of
Head Girl and with the support of my
peers I was won the position with a
convincing victory. I really appreciate
the trust the school has put in me
over the course of two years. I will
always like to remain in touch with
the people of my home away from
home, my college, the Future World
School.

I am thankful for the efforts put into
my grooming by Ma’am Sajida and
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Ashir Imran

shares his success story
It has been a wonderful journey at
the Future World School, the bonds
that I have made here will definitely
last a lifetime. When I joined the
school I had no idea it would end up
being one of the best decisions of my
life. I grew both as a student and as
an individual. Sir Nauman Wazir has
been consistent in motivating me to

$66,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

think out of the box and beyond the
personal barriers that I have built
around me. I am also thankful to our
Headmistress Miss Sajida Chaudhry,
her consistent approach towards our
better grooming has changed me
from a child into a mature young
adult.
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I thank my teachers for their
unconditional support and my peers
for making this journey truly
worthwhile.
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Ali Asim Butt

shares his success story

$20,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$176,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

$96,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

$42,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

I joined the Future World School with
a lot of apprehensions as I had
already been part of the system
before and had a few unfortunate
experiences, However, studying at
the Future World School A-level
program was one of the best
decisions I made in the past couple of
years.
Perhaps the most memorable ones
are the times I spent in the
counselor’s office. I really enjoyed
the tense moments of meeting the

deadlines and making sure to upload
all the required documents. It was an
extraordinary experience which
made me learn a lot. I now
understand how the university
applications work and what exactly
the universities look for. I believe that
each and every student should at
least go through this experience
regardless of the fact that they want
to go abroad or study here in our
country. The application process is a
rigorous form of learning and boosts
our confidence multiple folds, where
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we realize that we do have a set of
skills that is desirable by the most
prestigious universities in the world.
I would like to thank Sir Faisal, Mrs.
Zarina Sadik, Mrs. Sajida Chaudhry
and Mr. Nauman Wazir for looking
after me during the time I studied at
the Future World School and making
things happen for me.
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Shanzila Ahmed
Scholarship of

$132,000/for 4 years

PKR 21,120,000/shares her success story
It brings me immense pleasure to
share with everyone that I got
accepted to Minerva Schools at KGI ,
the most selective school in the U.S.
As a part of the Claremont University
Consortium, Minerva boasts a
rigorous curriculum based on active
learning. Minervans are a part of a
global rotation program through
which they study in seven different

countries and cities around the
world. The cities we will be studying
in include San Francisco, Seoul,
Berlin, London, Taipei, Hyderabad
and Buenos Aires.
I am ver y grateful for this
opportunity and hope to make the
best out of it. I thank Sir Nauman
Wa z i r f o r a l l h i s h e l p a n d
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encouragement during the
admissions process. He has been a
constant support, and believed in me
at times when even I failed to do so.
Thank you Sir Nauman for
everything that you do for us.
#millennialsforever
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Syeda Fatima Khuram

shares her success story

$102,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$140,000/-

$76,000/-

My experience at school was
completely fantastic and I could not
have asked for anything better: our
Principal Ms. Zarina Sadiq always
acknowledges and greets everyone
she comes across to, our
Headmistress Ms. Sajida Chudhary
and other administration members
including Ms. Madiha and Ms.
Beenish and Mr. Sadaqat provided
such a friendly environment to all the
students that this place actually
started to feel like home and all our
great teachers like Sir Khalid Malik,
Nauman Malik and Imran Latif were
always welcoming which enabled me
to ask questions without any
hesitation, gave guidance whenever

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

needed and were even willing to take
classes- that too just a day before
CAIES and that actually happened-.
Now, I would like to talk about the
person who works really hard, puts
his entire effort and literally “runs
after everyone” so that we can meet
our college application deadlines.
Yes, your guess is right, our best
guidance counsellor, Sir Nauman
Wazir. His dedication, motivation
and persuasion makes an individual
accomplish huge things in life. Sir
ensures that his students get
placement in the best universities
and he definitely succeeds in his
goal- last year I got accepted for the
Babson College Summer School. Sir
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was there to encourage me to reach
wonderful destinations when I
doubted myself and was scared of
the rejection letters.
I am most certain about one thing
and that is I am proud to make the
decision to join Roots. I could not
achieve what I did if it was not for
these amazing people and this great
school. I thank our CEO Ch. Faisal
Mushtaq, the man behind this
system who showed a light to
students, portrayed through his
work that nothing is indeed
impossible and made us believe that
our dreams can be turn into reality.
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Usharab Khan
Scholarship of

$32,000/for 4 years

PKR 5,120,000/shares his success story
I joined Roots Millennium Future
World School Lahore after studying
in another school for my entire
educational career, before that I had
been studying in another top school
of the country. The decision to join a
new school was shadowed with a few
apprehensions, which I believe were
all taken care of when I started
studying here. For me applying to
universities outside of Pakistan was
crucial as I aimed to make use of any

$58,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$32,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

opportunities available to me.
The time spent here was truly worth
it, I made many new bonds and
enjoyed each and every moment of
it. Maam Sajida Chaudhry proved to
be an extremely caring mentor and
Sir Nauman not only guided me
whenever I’ve asked but his office
was our home away from home. The
countless hours spent in his office to
get our applications done a among
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the highlight of the memories I will
take away from this place. As my time
at the Future World School comes to
an end, I leave full of respect for the
efforts put in to shaping my future
both by the counselor and the
management as a whole.
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Zaineb Nasser
Scholarship of

$132,000/for 4 years

PKR 21,120,000/shares her success story

$120,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$100,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

I am a proud student of the Future
World School Lahore. I have worked
hard as a student throughout my
academic career and wish to be
rewarded in full. For this very reason I
joined the Roots Millennium Schools.
They are known for the efforts the
put in building up student portfolios
and profiles. We were given the
opportunity to be a part of more
than 18 clubs and societies, we can
meet the direct university
representatives from across the
globe within our school premises.
The communication we had with
these people helped develop our
understanding of the lifestyle in an

international university.
I thank my teachers Sir Nouman
Malik, Sir Imran Latif and Sir Khalid
Malik for coping with my persistent
nature, I know I can be really
inquisitive at times but my great
teachers were able to deal with me
with patience and I am really grateful
for that.
Our Headmistress Maam Sajida
Chaudhry is another person who I
will never forget as she took care of
me like a mother does. She was
always patient in responding to my
queries and I cherish her support in
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helping me out whenever necessary.
Lastly, I thank Guidance Counselor
Mr. Nauman Wazir for his consistent
support and how he constantly
teased me to help me cope with the
stress of deadlines and academic
pressure. Being accepted by
universities like NYU, Depauw and
top Business schools in UK, is in fact a
dream come true. I am forever
grateful to my teachers and school
staff for all their support and
commitment. I will never forget my
time at the Future World School.
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Osama Nadeem
Scholarship of

$118,000/for 4 years

PKR 18,880,000/shares his success story
I am extremely delighted as I write
this note to recognize the efforts of
my school into paving the way to my
success. Joining the Future World
School after being an Aitchisonian
for as long as I can remember this
was a major leap in my life as there
were a lot of apprehensions and
doubts in my mind but all that was
for nothing as Roots Millennium
School proved much more than I
would have expected.
I sincerely thank my Guidance
Counselor, Mr. Nauman Wazir, for

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

round the clock guidance and
support. Without his sheer faith in
my capabilities and skills, I would not
have been able to take any step
leading towards my future goals.
I cannot thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq
enough to express my gratitude over
providing us with such a state of the
art campus that stands out in the
entire city. Apart from that he has
provided us with a visionary Principal
Mrs. Zarina Sadik and a really
dedicated Headmistress Mrs. Sajida
Chaudhry. They have both been able
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to inspire me with the level of
commitment they have shown
towards me as their student.
Thank you my family at the Future
World School for always
encouraging and believing in me.
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Fajer Arshad
Scholarship of

$32,000/for 4 years

PKR 5,120,000/shares her success story
My experience with Sir Nauman
Wazir at Roots Millennium School
was an experience that every student
deserves with a counselor. He always
kept my wishes in mind and was
determined to help me in what I was
interested in despite whatever
obstacles come in the way. He always
kept a friendly environment that
makes visiting his office to work on

university admissions less stressful
than they actually are. Despite the
fact that he would always make jokes
about my broken Urdu, he was a
great supporter and motivated us by
affirmative words that get us
through the stress of all the
admission process chaos. My brother
and I both have a clearer direction of
what we want to do in the future
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because of him. He not only helped
us in admissions, but he always made
sure we were active in school socially
so that we enjoy our overall
experience here at Roots
Millennium. We are grateful for him
as a guidance counselor and will
always remember our experience
here
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Mushayam Imran Malik

shares her success story
My school holds a significant role in
my journey to get to my dream
university, Parsons School of Arts.
School helped me understand which
career I should pursue, and my Art &
Design teacher Miss Asima Reza
helped me a lot in that. She helped
me discover the passion I had inside
me for Art so I chose to pursue it as a
career.

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

The best part of my experience has
got to be the open-armed
friendliness that this school
perpetuates. It has helped me grow
from someone who was beginning
to understand the world to someone
who is better prepared to counter
the curves life intends to throw at
them. I recommend the Future
World School, for its friendly
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atmosphere, relatively small class
sizes and easy and direct
communication with teachers.
I can say with confidence that
“Future World School” is easily
among the top schools of Pakistan
and I am proud to have been a part
of the school’s journey.
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Bismah Aqeel

shares her success story
My time here at the Future World
School has been a memorable one. I
have made many friends and have
always felt comfortable in the
e n v i ro n m e n t . T h e u n i ve r s i t y
application cycle was a tedious task
and it took a lot of encouragement
from my counselor Sir Nauman
Wazir that, I was able to successfully
complete my applications.

$84,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Alhumdullilah, I Have been accepted
by multiple world class universities
for my desired course of premedicine. I am also applying to study
in Pre-medical courses in Pakistan
and Sir Nauman has been very active
in helping me out in understanding
the applications for Pakistani
universities and all the requirements
to successfully become a Doctor of
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Medicine in Pakistan.
I thank my parents, teachers, peers
and siblings for bearing with me and
helping me out wherever required.
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Hanzalah Haq
Scholarship of

$72,000/for 4 years

PKR 11,520,000/shares his success story
I joined Future World School, Lahore
a year ago not sure at all that what I
wished to become and how to
achieve my dreams. The college
journey of our batch was completely
different from all the previous
batches. It was only a months into
studies when the Covid-19
pandemic hit our country with full
force. Everything became virtual and
there was no contact with the
outside world. However, all our
teachers, our headmistress Mrs.
Sajida Chaudhry and our Counselor
Mr. Nauman Wazir remained in
contact with us whenever possible.

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

In the short spans of time when the
school would open during waves of
the pandemic, I enjoyed playing
football and face to face studies and I
am thankful to Sir Faisal Mushtaq for
providing us with all the facilities.
Sir Nauman Wazir guided me
throughout my journey where I
showed my full capabilities and was
given the opportunity to nurture and
develop my genuine enthusiasm.
The application time was an
extremely tedious but a really fun
part of this journey. We were lucky
enough to be able to do these
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applications on campus in the
physical presence of our counselor.
The process helped me understand
my goals and realize what I was truly
capable of. The tiny details required
by Commonapp made me
understand my worth and enabled
me to value things that I overlooked
about myself earlier. I had a
wonderful time at the Future World
School and will always cherish these
memories.
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Ibrahim Rizwan

shares his success story
I feel humbled as I write this
testimonial to recognize the efforts
of my institute into paving the way to
my future. In this time of uncertainty
and confusion, TMUC stood by us
and helped us cope with the pressure
exerted by the limitations on our life
imposed by the pandemic situation.
I would whole-heartedly like to
thank my Guidance Counselor, Sir
Nauman Wazir, for continuous

Acceptance

guidance and support even when I
was not an A-level student but an
HND student. Without his firm belief
in my capabilities I would not have
been able to take any step leading
towards my future goals.

entire city. Apart from that he has
provided us with an excellent
coordinator Miss Hira. She was able
to inspire me with the level of
commitment she have shown
towards me as her student.

I cannot thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq
enough to express my gratitude over
providing us with such a state of the
art campus that stands out in the

Thank everybody at the TMUS and
FWS lahore for always encouraging
and believing in me.
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Safee Ahsan

shares his success story
Being a student at the Future World
School has helped me with a number
of things, I have become better
prepared to face the challenges in
the Future. The experiences I gained
at this institute made me realize what
I am capable of and what is in store
for me when I graduate. The
memories I made with my peers are
something that I will cherish forever.
I am extremely thankful to my
Headmistress Maam Sajida

Acceptance

Acceptance

Chaudhry for believing in me and my
skills and we developed a strong
bond in these two years. Two more
people I want to be thankful are Sir
Nauman Wazir and Miss Madiha
Bukhari for being amazing mentors.

called the Future World School was
both personally and professionally
rewarding. It led me to become more
social and I got to know how to take
responsibility, with so much
exposure and opportunity I finally
knew I was capable of much more.

I do not know what lies ahead in the
future; my experience may not
automatically lead to immediate
success or a higher achievement but
being a part of this amazing place
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Ayesha Amjad

shares her success story
My experience with sir Nauman has
been a wonderful journey. He is a
great counselor and an amazing
person. He taught me to be
confident that I could do it if I tried
and taught me to have the courage
to take everything in stride. He is
among the very hardworking and
dedicated persons I’ve so far met in
my life. Sir Nauman could be
explained as: An Inspirer, An
Empowerment Engager and A very
G o o d L i s t e n e r. T h e s e t h r e e
characteristics are just a short sample
of how many students demonstrate
him.

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

He makes all of his student
authentically supported when you
say, “Please let me know how I can be
helpful” and genuinely mean it, he
taught me how much I am capable of
and what I could achieve if I was
willing to put the effort in. This is a
lesson I am using in so many areas of
my life now and it is helping me to
achieve all sorts of targets I never
thought were within my reach.
Thank you! Sir Nauman for making
me do my best and for never giving
up. Without your help I wouldn’t
have had the confidence to try, as I
was scared other students would
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laugh at me when I got things wrong.
You made me realize it’s OK to make
mistakes and that we only learn by
getting things wrong a few times.
However, you see me not as one of
the many students you have, but
instead you value me for my
uniqueness and strengths. You
promote an environment where I
feel like I am able to not only share
my contribution, but also know it
is actually considered and
appreciated.
Thank you for allowing me to learn
from my own mistakes.
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Mustafa Shahid

shares his success story
My time at the school was extremely
fulfilling and I have made lifelong
bonds here with my fellows and
teachers. I grew as a person and was
able to make the best of my abilities.
When I joined Roots Millennium
Schools – Future World School
Lahore, I was promised a bright
future full of success. At that time I
had little understanding of what

these words meant and treated the
school like any other school in the
city. However, since the very first day
I started to feel the difference. The
efforts our management put in, the
way our teachers treated us and
above all the connectivity of our CEO
with us. I realized that these people
actually cared about us.
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The application cycle was tough and
time consuming but I remained
patient and surely after some time
the fruitful results started coming in.
I will always cherish the bonds that I
made with people here and will
remember my time at the school.
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Ayesha Riaz

shares her success story
Joining the Future World School was
one of the most important decisions
of my life. It was very difficult to
convince my parents and I was
myself a bit apprehensive. However,
after I started attending the school,
all our doubts were thrown out the
window.
I had a very wonderful time here,
made a load of new friends, grew as a
person, shared responsibility, worked
under pressure and then above all
survived the perilous waves of this

pandemic with my fellows. The
journey has been amazing and each
step ensured that I was more at home
with this place. The time spent in the
corridors and classrooms both
contribute towards my memories
that I have of this place.

went through it all as it has helped
me understand a lot of things about
myself and I would recommend it to
everyone.

The application process itself took a
lot of toll on us. Starting from the
university selection, going through
multiple drafts of my college essay
and then applying. It all was a
rollercoaster ride and I am glad that I
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Muhammad Uzair Asif

shares his success story
It has been a wonderful journey at
the Future World School, the bonds
that I have made here will definitely
last a lifetime. When I joined the
school I had no idea it would end up
being one of the best decisions of my
life. I grew both as a student and as
an individual. My counselor Mr.
Nauman Wazir guided me with
extreme dedication and I owe this to
him. He has been consistent in
motivating me to think out of the

box and beyond the personal
barriers that I have built around me. I
am also thankful to my mentor Miss
Sajida Chaudhry, her consistent
approach towards our better
grooming has changed me from a
child into a mature young adult.

with my photography skills and
made a lot of videos for the school. I
am forever grateful to the school for
providing me with such a platform.
I thank my teachers, the school staff
members and my peers for making
this journey so wholesome.

I will also cherish the time spent as
first the vice president and then the
president of the media society. I
covered a number of school events
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Mirza Jazim Baig

shares his success story
I feel excited as I write this note to
recognize the efforts of my school
into paving the way to my future. In
this time of uncertainty and
confusion, our school stood by us
and helped us cope with the pressure
exerted by the limitations on our life
imposed by the pandemic situation.
I would whole-heartedly like to
thank my Guidance Counselor, Sir
Nauman Wazir, for continuous

guidance and support. Without his
firm belief in my capabilities I would
not have been able to take any step
leading towards my future goals.
I cannot thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq
enough to express my gratitude over
providing us with such a state of the
art campus that stands out in the
entire city. Apart from that he has
provided us with a visionary Principal
Mrs. Zarina Sadik and a really
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dedicated Headmistress Mrs. Sajida
Chaudhry. They have both been able
to inspire me with the level of
commitment they have shown
towards me as their student.
Thank you my family at the Future
World School for always
encouraging and believing in me.
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Atif Saleem Peerzada
Scholarship of

$32,000/for 4 years

PKR 5,120,000/shares his success story
My time at the school was extremely
fulfilling and I have made lifelong
bonds here with my fellows and
teachers. I grew as a person and was
able to make the best of my abilities.
One thing that stands out in the
school is the commitment and
dedication Ma’am Sajida Chaudhry
shows in to shaping our future. She is
always vigilant and keeps a record of
our performances, this helps us in
getting a reality check and make sure
that we do not stray away from our
goals.

I thank my teachers for their
dedicated approach and
understanding me. Without their
willingness to help me out and
support me in my academics, I would
not have been able to complete this
perilous journey known as the
“Advanced Level”. Thank you to all
my teachers.
Mrs. Zarina Sadik is another driving
force behind our commitment to the
school and her calm and welcoming
nature has always helped in
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believing that FWS is our home. I
have played for the school Football
team at school and her presence in
the crowd rooting for our team has
always given me confidence.
Without the suppor t of our
counselor Mr. Nauman Wazir and the
headmistress Ms. Sajida Chaudhry
excellence at this level would not
have been possible. My journey at
the Future World School is
unforgettable.
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Muhammad Abdullah
Scholarship of

$44,000/for 4 years

PKR 7,040,000/shares his success story
During the time I have studied in the
Future World School, perhaps the
most memorable one is the time I
spent in the counselor’s office. I really
enjoyed the tense moments of
meeting the deadlines and making
sure to upload all the required
documents. It was an extraordinary
experience which made me learn a
lot. I now understand how the

Acceptance

Acceptance

university applications work and
what exactly the universities look for.
I believe that each and every student
should at least go through this
experience regardless of the fact that
they want to go abroad or study here
in our country. The application
process is a rigorous form of learning
and boosts our confidence ten folds,
where we realize that we do have a
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set of skills that is desirable by the
most prestigious universities in the
world.
I would like to thank Sir Faisal, Mrs.
Zarina Sadik, Mrs. Sajida Chaudhry
and Mr. Nauman Wazir for looking
after me during the time I studied at
the Future World School and making
things happen for me.
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Istadad Jamshaid

shares his success story
I have always dreamt of studying in a
world class institute, where I can use
my potential to the fullest and in turn
make a difference in the world
around me. My passion to pursue
humanities instead of engineering
was somewhat different than the
mainstream career paths of students
my age. I initially faced pressure from
family who believed that I should

pursue engineering. My counselor
Mr. Nauman Wazir realized my
potential and was able to convince
my parents into applying to
humanities. His complete dedication
and availability on even after school
hours is what made a lot of things
possible for me.

Z a r i n a S a d i k , M a ’a m S a j i d a
Chaudhry for their round the clock
support and availability and above
all Sir Faisal Mushtaq for exposing us
to such a brilliant team of people.

I am thankful to the faculty, Ma’am
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Omar Attiq Cheema

shares his success story
When I started applying to colleges, I
realized that I had completely let
myself down by not being prepared
for the field I wish to study. Hence, I
was entirely clueless and with no
sense of direction. Hence a trip to the
counselor’s office became necessary
and I am so glad I was able to do that
as it helped me understand my
choices and be able to apply to
universities with a lot more
confidence.
The school itself has never fallen
short of being a place of wonder;

whether it be MUN’s or welcome
parties, concerts or Qawali Nights,
we have been inspired always by the
dedication of our mentors at school.
A b o ve a l l , t h e m e s m e r i z i n g
motivational sessions with Sir Faisal
Mushtaq have always been the
cherry on the top of the cake. I have
been exposed to so many ideas and
innovative learnings that I cannot
count them in my head. I believe that
I graduate from the school with a lot
more faith in myself and a greater
sense of self awareness. I am a proud
Millennial, a happy patriot and I have
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made countless memories in this
place. I will gladly represent my
college in Canada where I plan on
pursuing higher education.
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Muhammad Talha Ali
Scholarship of

$100,000/for 4 years

$32,000/-

PKR 16,000,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

shares his success story
$56,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$48,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$37,800/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Joining roots on a 100% Merit
Scholarship was a huge achievement
for me, I was lucky enough to have
joined an institution with top-notch
faculty and facilities. I remember
spending my time playing foosball,
snooker and table tennis, sitting in
the chill out or rooftop café enjoying
good company and laughs. Playing
basketball and throw ball in the part
besides and always having a smile on
my face. Sitting in the library
surrounded by books or jamming in
the music room.

Acceptance

We sat in class but yearned for the
world beyond. These four walls of the

$16,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

college have been a home to me,
they have been an escape when I
needed it to be and they have been a
trampoline where I wanted to lunge
higher into the realm of life. The
discussions with the counsellor
about various opportunities and of
course venting to them, talking to
literary masters, and people far
ahead in their respective fields
broadened my horizons and made
me see far beyond what I previously
thought was the tangible boundary.
The recreational activities, the sports,
the competitions and Olympiads, the
jamming sessions, the friends
gathering, the romance, the
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gamings and oh our trip to Gorak
Hills. These memories along with
numerous more, combined with the
strong emotions connected to them
bring tears of joy and make me feel
blessed to have been able to study at
Roots Millennium College at the
same time with such incredible
people and administration.
Make most of the time you have,
balance fun, friends and work. Live
this life to the best. XD
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Sughra Fatima
Scholarship of

$82,330/for 4 years

PKR 13,172,851/shares her success story
Like most people began with
praising the teachers for their
brilliance in teaching methods, I
would like to acknowledge the hard
work our academic coordinator, Ms.
Sassi Memon puts towards making
sure everything is flawless... from our
schedules to accommodating our
excuses, Indeed! A woman with great
problem solving skills. Never the less,
this exceptional institute provides
non but the best teachers in Karachi
for a wide range of non academic
and core academic subjects, with
their unique way of teaching and
perusing an arduous journey of Alevels.

£4,356/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Apart from the flamboyant edifice,
there was still one place that had its
own preserved center stage, a room
where hopes and dreams came true
and a door that couldn’t just simply
go unnoticed without arresting your
heed. Yes! It’s in fact, the one and
only “Counselor’s Office” where are
meticulous Counselor Ms. Ume
Aman sat. There had Indeed never
been a time I had seen that particular
office empty, the busiest faculty
office of them all. Like her room was
the only one with WiFi signals in
town and they were little kids
looking out for their snap steaks.
Jokes apart, Entering her office I was
hidden behind my words and
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dreams, not knowing what to
persuade and most importantly how
to. Ever since I was a child... I dreamt
of being the first woman pilot of the
family. However the pandemic had
been playing snakes and ladders up
my brain. Having the Aviation
industry fall beneath my eyes got me
nervous to peruse with my trainings.
And forced me to look onwards to
other and temporary career goals.
I’m still eternally obligated to her for
helping me knit my path to the
future. With all the mental
breakdowns, whining and
melodrama... This experience shall
most certainly be remembered.
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Balqees Baloch
Scholarship of

$104,000/for 4 years

PKR 10,920,000/shares her success story
Roots has provided me with a close
knit student-alumni network along
with opportunities that allowed me
to grow personally and
professionally. Intimate classes with
highly reputable teachers and an
accommodating administration
deliver arguably the best academic
environment for students to excel.
Almost all initiatives are student

$18,000/-

$8,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

driven which allowed us to get out of
our comfort zones always giving way
to an occasion of per sonal
development. This makes for an
independent approach to enrich
one’s portfolio in a distinct matter,
empowering you to take the lead on
something that is important to you.
The campus really is full of limitless
opportunities
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and the ball is always on the student's
court to take that important first step
which might translate into
something insanely impactful.
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Maham Yaseen Baloch
Scholarship of

$88,000/for 4 years

$28,350/-

PKR 14,080,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

shares her success story
$15,000/-

$86,000/-

$60,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Studying at Roots millennium
college has been a brief but an
amazing experience. It was my
immense luck and fortune to be a
part of this family where I can grow.
The entire faculty here leaves no
stones unturned to make sure
students have a smooth and easy
experience.

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$24,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$68,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

The past two years have been
amazing with the support of
teachers like ma’am Zainab and my
counselor Miss Aiman. I am forever
indebted to them for helping me out

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

in each and every thing and making
me realize my potential. They gave
me the support and dedication to
build my career and work for a better
and successful life. All the credits for
Getting placements/scholarships in
foreign universities goes to them.
Fur thermore, the CEO Faisal
Mushtaq, and our principal Ma’am
Ambreen has guided me in every
best way possible and I am forever
indebted to them for making me the
student I am today.

me the family that will stay in my
heart forever. For helping me pave
my way to a bright and successful
future.
Huge respect to all my teachers,
counselor and staff members like
Ma’am Sassi for always being there
for their students.

I, thank Roots Millennium for giving
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Neha Shaikh

shares her success story
When I had first started my A levels it
had felt like a stage, the audience
being my future self. There I was
advised to constantly perform and
deliver the best but the stage fright
would creep in from time to time and
break my resolve. That’s where ‘Roots
Millennium College’ and their staff
came in, pushing me onto the stage
with a different costume each time
and cheering me on from backstage.
I had walked into this building not
knowing who I really was or what I

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

was capable of and what I needed to
equip myself with the university
acceptances I have today. I had fallen
into a state of turmoil when I had first
found out that good grades weren’t
the only thing required to secure
spots in high ranking universities.

through this journey gave me more
power and comfort when required.
And now as I stand with acceptances
from these prestigious universities, I
cannot thank these people enough.

Thus, in these two years I worked
diligently to shape the best version
of myself - even amidst the
pandemic I didn’t stop grinding. The
unwavering support of the staff and
of the amazing friends I made
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Fatima Javaid
Scholarship of

$16,000/for 4 years

PKR 2,560,000/shares her success story
I think the only reason why I've
managed to make it this far is
because of the commendable
s u p p o r t p r o v i d e d a t Ro o t s
Millennium College. The teachers are
extremely helpful and have the
patience of a saint no matter what
they're dealing with. The way they
were able to adapt to these trying
times was quite inspirational and
drove me to strive harder to achieve
the desired result. Quite frankly, this
seemingly never ending nightmare
has made us all the more resilient
and having the support of an
institution that genuinely cares
about the wellbeing of its students

$44,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

has made this journey less daunting.
I stepped into this college thinking if
it was even the right choice for me
but the last two years proved it that I
was meant to be here so that I may
reach my potential. With the
numerous amounts of opportunities
they provided here ranging from
debate classes to internships, I have
been able to build an excellent
portfolio that allowed me to get
accepted to reputable universities.

organising an entrepreneurship
competition as the head of the
Entrepreneurship Society here. The
jutaxposition is quite jarring and
that's one of the highlights of my
experiences at this college. A series
of paradoxes connecting to one
another cementing my A Level
journey in my memory shaping me
into the person I am right now.

I think I have changed for the better
ever since I started studying here. I
used to struggle to step out of my
comfort zone and I went from that to
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Hafsa Gohar
Scholarship of

$33,600/for 4 years

PKR 5,376,000/shares her success story

$13,096/-

$5,800/-

$4,356/-

It was two years back in 2019, I was
extremely confused about which A
level college I had to opt for. This was
a hard decision to make since Karachi
has a lot of amazing colleges. Roots
Millennium College was one of them
but trust me I had never heard of
Roots in Karachi. I always thought
Roots was only based in Islamabad
and had no schools/colleges here. A
friend told me how he was opting for
Roots and that is where I decided to
give it a visit just to see the campus.
I went there, took a campus tour and
I don’t know what happened but I
filled out the admission form there
and then. Miss Anza took a short
interview there & then. The classes

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$24,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

had started, my friends started
attending them and I was still having
double thoughts. I had the
admission bill in hands for 3 days but
after that I went ahead and got it
paid. I guess not even kidding this
was the best decision I could’ve ever
made. Roots Millennium College was
my idle college, It felt like I didn’t
have to adjust with the college’s
schedule but the the schedule was
already according to my routine. The
staff was super chill, we were allowed
to do things other colleges would’ve
never been allowed to. Roots
Millennium was just my dream
college, I was extremely happy to
make my decision to come here.
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They have the most experienced
teachers from Karachi, they provide
you with all sort of material to study. I
loved the interiors and how the
classrooms were designed. A
drawback was that there was no
ground in the campus but Im glad
the college always managed to take
us to a nearby park and it didn’t feel
any different from a ground. We did
everything from sports to trips and
extra curricular’s.
I had a wonderful time at Roots
Millennium College, made so many
new friends and memories.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Syed Nameer Ali

shares his success story
Two years ago, I came to roots
millennium college oblivious to the
wondrous journey ahead. Root’s
millennium college may not have
changed me into something
completely different which isn’t
necessarily a bad thing; it helped me
shape some of my qualities while
letting me keep aspects of myself
which I liked and provided an
environment where I was
comfortable being myself and didn’t
feel a need or pressure to change. I
was given chances to showcase my
skills and talents while organizing
events with my fellows and was
appointed on my work ethics which
also improved.

$11,600/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

I may not have been the most
‘greatest’ student to deal with but
with teachers such as sir kamran and
Sir asif farooq , I can honestly say that
I’m proud to be their students as they
made learning so much easier and
more enjoyable especially
considering how tough the year was
for everyone and sir nadeem, or
sports sir who was a joy to have as a
conversation partner. A heartiest
thanks to ma’am sassi aswell that
performed her job beautifully even
though our student body wasn’t
always the easiest to deal with. She
deserves much appreciation for
having worked her best.

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

The thing I’ll miss most about this
college aside from friends will always
be the environment that was created
where we could talk easily with our
teachers and administration. It was
thanks to ma’am aiman, our
councilor that I was able to feel
comfortable and confident in my
decisions and hopefully the next
batch will also be able to experience
roots in the best of ways and may it
be something for them to remember
for life as it was for me.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Rumman Malik
Scholarship of

$37,800/for 4 years

PKR 6,048,000/shares his success story

$16,000/-

$60,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

What seemed like a long journey
feels like few minutes now that it
time to say goodbye to college.

knew I had and I feel like a much
more responsible person with a
better vision and mind-set.

Walking in the corridors of RMC
brings back so many precious
memories. My experience studying
in roots was both professionally and
personally rewarding. It made me a
lot more social than how I was back
in O levels; no wonder everyone
knew me on campus Ha-Ha. I'll
always remember those little giggles
on rooftop during cold winters and
in chill out room during horrible
summers. This 2 year journey
unveiled in me potential I never

Lets not forget our administration
and faculty who made these years a
lot easier and fun for me. With a
vision like Sir Faisal's and counsellor
like Ma’am Aiman, RMC is the perfect
path towards students' dreams. I will
always remain indebted to every
single person in college who
advanced me another step towards
my goals. Thank you roots for
opening up a plethora of
opportunities for me that I never
deemed possible.

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

Lastly a piece of advice for my juniors
reading this: your academics should
be your main priority but also enjoy
these 2 years atmost. Most
important of all, sit in a productive
gathering which motivates and
appreciates you because at the end
you belong to the environment you
grew up in – long story short: avoid
toxic gatherings because trust me
these aren't the years you'd wanna
waste stressing about meaningless
stuff.
Class of 2021 signing off!

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Laiba Waqar
Scholarship of

$20,000/for 4 years

PKR 3,200,000/shares her success story

$48,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$68,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Transitioning from school to college I
knew it was a big step in my career
life like it was for any student who
was joining college that year but
what I was oblivious of was the fact
the with roots millennium college
this step would later become a path
to my success. TMUC has made my
voyage easier while also making me
realize that I needed to own my
struggles if I wanted my goals to be
in my hands. They have not only
ornamented their students’ path
with tones of opportunities but also
provided them with necessary skills
and tools to attain them. Students
here are always promoted to be in
constant competition with not their
Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

fellow classmates but with your own
self and lastly but the least that
progress is progress. Which creates a
healthy learning environment.
My experience with is college has
been and will always be the one I’m
deeply grateful and will forever
remember, that is unless, I get
amnesia of course. Just kidding. But
only a fool would try to forget the
valuable lessons this college has
given me. Every day that I wake up
and get ready to go to meet new and
improved of myself. Which the
teachers put in a commendable time
and energy, for every child alike. At
this point I would like express my

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

deepest gratitude’s to Ma’am Aiman
Sadia who played a vital role in
journey. She not only fulfilled her
responsibilities as a teacher but
devoted extra time and attention in
my application. With her and the
college’s aid, I have been able to
secure admissions in universities of
US.
I would also like to thank all my
teacher friends and family for
supporting and encouraging me
throughout I wouldn’t have been
where I’m today without you all.
Thank you

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Sohaib Sarosh Shamsi
Scholarship of

$40,000/-

$140,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

for 4 years

$40,000/-

PKR 22,400,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

shares his success story
$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$120,000/-

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$13,200/-

$40,000/-

Before I started applying to colleges,
I had neglected the decision making
process from my mind completely to
save myself from the stress of
selecting a career and a college. But
what it all came down in the end of
AS where I stood utterly clueless and
with no direction what so ever. So the
counselor’s office is where I went to
seek sense and I found so much

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

$97,600/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

$40,000/-

more. Maam Aiman not only assisted
me in making the process easier, we
just sat and talked for hours which
opened my mind and ideas came in.
Getting scholarships and admission
offers from top schools is a life time
achievement for me. And all of the
credit goes to my hardworking
counselor Maam Aiman. I don’t
know what the future holds for me

but whatever little I am right now, I
am because of RMC and I believe
whatever I will amount to in my life,
RMC will always be one of the most
important chapters of my life. I am
extremely thankful to Maam Aiman
for always believing in me and
keeping me motivated through out
the college application process.

Scholarship
for 4 years

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021
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Sheikh Faizan Nauman
Scholarship of

$140,000/for 4 years

$100,000/-

PKR 22,400,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

shares his success story
$60,000/-

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

It is almost 2 years since I started my
education at Roots Millennium
College and I conclude that it was a
time well spent. Let us first talk about
the school’s atmosphere. The interior
is set up so well that you certainly
won’t get bored of it. However, the
real beauty of the campus is
unraveled by the presence of such a
pleasant staff be it the security guard
outside or the librarian upstairs. Even
during the pandemic, the
administrative measures taken by
the institution have by far proven to
be the best. Thanks to the CEO Sir
Faisal Mushtaq and our principal,
even the pandemic couldn’t ruin
college life for us.

Scholarship
for 4 years

$100,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

It is without doubt the efforts of our
hardworking guidance counselor,
Maam Ume Aman Sadia, that made
university applications so easy.
Initially, I thought that I couldn’t get
any scholarship or maybe even an
admission offer. However, with
continuous efforts and the
counselor’s unconditional support I
was able to achieve what I once
thought was impossible for me. The
relentless efforts of all our counselors
in the organizing of events has made
these two years exceptional. The
institution has taught me the way of
serving the society. Being a member
of the community service club has
made me realize how much our

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

society needs us. The countless
opportunities offered to me have
allowed me to test myself and have
made me presentable to the
competitive world awaiting me.
Getting decent grades is vital. Words
cannot describe the efforts made by
our academic counselor, Maam Sassi
Memon. If it wasn’t for her, I don’t
know how I would have been able to
continue my studies along with the
extracurricular activities. At the end,
the memories I have with this
institution are the best gift it has
given me.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Aiman Qazi

shares her success story
Unlike other students featured in the
book, I had the opportunity to study
only for an year. Although a short
period of time, this has been one of
the most impacting and lasting
journey in my life. As an accelerated
student, I was fortunate to find
lifelong friends in AS and A2 alike.
My academic journey was guided by
none other than Ma’am Sassi and
other leading assistants at Roots who
did everything in their efforts to lead
me to the path of success. The
institution has helped me home my
confidence by providing exposure in
several events. One of my favorite
aspect about the school is the
environment, which has led me to
Acceptance

become the friendly and
approachable person I am today.
In my mind I consider Roots to be a
stairway to success, leading students
from all over Pakistan to their
dreams. Middlesex University is one
of the most prestigious universities in
the Middle East. An acceptance of
such a high standing has only been
possible because of Roots.
With the pressure of exams and
excitement with friends, the journey
was nothing short of bittersweet.
Apart from finding companions for
life, I also explored myself. Roots
encouraged me to dig deeper in my

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

heart and find my passions and
interests. Unlike other academic
institutions, roots aims to have a
balance between academic and
social life through which I could
bring out my inner self.
I would like to thanks ma’am Aiman
for encouraging me to apply here. It
is because of her I am writing this all
here. I would also like to thank
Ma’am Komal for seeing rising
potential in me and for encouraging
me to take the unconventional but
beneficial path of doing my A Level
on an accelerated pace with the
required help.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Sidra Iqbal
Scholarship of

$40,000/for 4 years

PKR 6,400,000/shares her success story

$96,000/-

Though Roots Millennium College
was not in my options of college I
fortunately ended up getting
admission here and I am glad to say
that I am not at all disappointed. In
just a few years of establishment in
Karachi Roots has marked its
excellence and popularity in every
aspect whether it’s related to
academics or any other
extracurricular. Roots Millennium has
provided me with everything that I
could have asked for and beyond.
With its excellent environment,
r e n o w n e d f a c u l t y, a m a z i n g
counselors and exemplar y
management, Roots has made my
two years here a roller coaster of

Scholarship
for 4 years

$22,352/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

$60,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

memories. It gave me an opportunity
to explore my strengths, to increase
my confidence, and to be a better
version of myself. Before coming
here I was completely oblivious and
unaware of the basic things such as
SAT and applying and getting
accepted to foreign universities
always felt like a dream that would be
beyond my reach. Yet, I ended up
getting accepted to several
universities including NYU. The
counselor, Ma’am Aiman, helped me
in every way possible during my
application process and encouraged
me to keep going. The management
such as the academic counselor
Ma’am Sassi was truly helpful and

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

organized several seminars and
workshops from renowned speakers
which not only helped me during my
A levels but have also trained me for
my future endeavors. Right from the
start Roots has supported me in
every way possible by first providing
me with full scholarship and then
with its amazing opportunities to
participate in such as ‘SCIMATRIX’,
‘ZAVIA’ and ‘CENSEO’. Through all
this I was able to gain experience in
organizing events. In extracurricular
activities I was able to have a strong
position in sports and was also given
a chance to become the General
Secretary for sports society.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Areeba Zahid

shares her success story
Coming to roots for me was a rather
impulsive decision which turned out
for the best. I enjoyed every day of
college where I got to have new
experiences and learn lessons that
shaped me into a person I am today.

$16,000/-

$28,000/-

Roots Millennium College has the
best faculty when it comes to giving
it a rank, where the teachers are
always present to help their students
with whatever they need and
whenever they need. Not to forget
the management is extremely
helpful with people like Maam Sassi
and Sir Nadeem always been found
in action to reach the students'

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

demands as much as possible and
assist them with anything they
require a helping hand for.
With the pandemic taking a toll over
every institution, a situation unseen
by anyone, Roots Millennium
College has I believe outdone itself
by taking necessary steps in regards
to the safety and wellbeing of their
students concerning the opening
and closing of the college as the
pandemic hit different peaks and
doing a great job at maintaining the
rhythm of the studies as much as
possible.

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

Moreover, Roots Millennium College
has a very helpful counselling
department, with counsellors such as
Maam Aimen, available for the
students at every beck and call. They
have experienced people who have
the know-how of what is to be
achieved in order to get into
universities in and out of Pakistan.
I had a great experience at Roots
Millennium College and I will
recommend the young generation
to join this College too and take a
step towards a better future.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Mursal Ahmed
Scholarship of

$18,90/for 4 years

PKR 3,024,000/shares his success story

$12,000/-

$8,000/-

Going to Roots Millennium College
Clifton Karachi was the best decision
of my life. I came here from a
matriculation background from a
small city with big dreams, which I
thought to myself would remain
dreams forever because I had no
proper guidance for those dreams.
Everyone in my family discouraged
my decision to go for A-levels
because I was from a different board
background. But roots Millennium
College made me believe that if i was
determined towards my academics
then i can do it. I still can't believe
how I was and how I am when I
graduated. I was an introvert when I
came here and I used to stay away

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

from new people and soon I became
an extrovert and I loved meeting new
people because I got to learn new
things from them. The students here
were quite helpful and were
welcoming and they are one of those
who contributed in transforming me
into something new. At first my
parents thought I would never
change, but soon I transformed my
personality into something new. The
faculty over here helped me a lot in
my academics and guided me to
straight path, I would thank ma am
Sassi because she helped me out
whenever i needed help and she was
always available for the students.
And special thanks to our career

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

counsellor who just made my dreams
come true, she knew i always wanted
to study in the United States and she
helped me out with those
applications and made me get
Scholarships and offer letters from
foreign universities so the whole
credit goes to her. Roots Millennium
College is a perfect place for
students to find their passion and
talents and here students get many
opportunities to find their passion
and have fun. 2 years passed in the
blink of an eye, and these 2 years
were the best years of life. I will miss
my time that I spent here.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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M Younus
Scholarship of

$60,000/for 4 years

PKR 9,600,000/shares his success story

Acceptance

Acceptance

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

My two year adventure at RMC has
been a roller-coaster of drama,
excitement and suspense and at
times disappointment. Nonetheless
isn’t this how college life is supposed
to be? I vividly remember the first
day at college; eyes wide open,
gazing at the colourful walls of
education that now I could call my
second home, I was in deep awe and
bewilderment not to mention
ambitious and motivated to succeed
in every step I took. It was then I was
brought right into Ms. Sassi’s office
(our academic coordinator) who
took my registration and finalized all
the formalities of the admission and
briefed on what to do next. During

the middle of my first year at college
the Covid-19 pandemic hit the
country with full-fledged force,
pushing the countr y towards
immobility. However I cannot
appreciate it less that my College
supported its students throughout
this period of Covid-19 tyranny.
From online classes to virtual exams,
countless online events were held to
cheer us up and so we battled
Corona from the safety of our homes.
Then came A2. A level where our
skills of multi-tasking were put to
test. Where we had to catch up not
only with our studies but also
prepare for SAT ’S, hunt for
universities and manage our extra-

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

curricular well. What anticipated me
most or still does is the university
hunt. From writing a Personal
Statement to actually applying to a
university after a comprehensive
research on the institution. Amidst
this chaos there was a way out, a
refuge I must say, from the stressful
procedures, Ms. Aiman’s office. The
one who not only helped me figure
out which universities to apply to but
guided me to different ideas and
ways to get my thing done. Was it not
for her I would have been in one
tangible mess.
CLASS OF 2021
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Muskan
Scholarship of

$80,000/for 4 years

PKR 12,800,000/shares her success story
The two years that I have spent at
Roots Millennium College are nearly
over. Time flies so fast. My journey
here has been a great and a
memorable one. I still remember on
my first day I was very nervous and
was feeling jitter y as the
environment was very new but the
atmosphere and the management at
Roots was very welcoming that it
made me feel at home. The colorful
campus motivated me and I always
looked forward to coming here.

$76,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

I would like to thank CEO Sir Faisal
Mushtaq and Ma’am Ambreen Malik
for providing us with the best faculty
who are not just hardworking but
supportive as well.
Getting into a good university with a
scholarship is a lifetime
accomplishment for any student.
Credit goes to my counselor Ma’am
Aiman for making this happen. She is
hardworking, she helped me
throughout my application process,
constantly reminding us of deadlines
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and providing us with necessary
information.
I am grateful as RMC has allowed me
to explore and experience new
things that made me grow as an
individual.

www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Farrukh Shah Khan

shares his success story
Alas my journey with Roots
Millennium has come to an end, and
as with all journeys, it brought me
experiences that I can fathom have
changed me for the better.
Remembering when I started here, I
would have never thought this place
could have become a home for me,
somewhere I found comfort and
reassurance, all thanks to the ever
supporting network of people I have
met, which I know doesn’t just stop
here, but the friendships I have
nurtured, the teachers that I was
privileged to study under, and the
amazing staff that worked hard to
facilitate us every step of the way, will
always be there even as we all move
Acceptance

further ahead in life. During my
senior year, I had the esteemed
honor to have been elected as the
Head Boy through a unanimous vote
of trust, which granted me the
privilege of serving the student body
which brought me immense
happiness as I have always desired to
help people and this opportunity
taught me how to cater to that
responsibility. Over the course of
these 2 years, I have learned so much
through ever yone and their
commitment has left me awe
inspired. Everyone’s hard work,
which can be reflected in the events
they put together such as the Bake
Sale ,Blood Drives or Olympiads, not
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only showcased our unity but tested
our resilience as we stood through
thick and thin, despite all the
challenges we faced.
The positive energy and exuberance
that flows through everyone has left
me awestruck, and I would like to
take a moment and thank everyone,
from the depths of my heart, for
being part of this important slice of
my life. I will cherish these memories
forever and I pray to the Almighty, to
guide us all towards righteous path,
The path of those upon whom You
have bestowed favor, not of those
who have evoked [Your] anger or of
those who are astray. (1:7) Al Quran.
www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
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Ayesha Wali
Scholarship of

$82,000/for 4 years

PKR 13,120,000/shares her success story
I always had a dream to fly. The
dream became stronger and
stronger as I grew up. Being able to
fly, up high; achieve my goals, and to
be successful at the things I love to
do. To fly that high, all that was left
was to craft the perfect wings that
could help me get on track. This is
the part when I came to Roots
Millennium College.
They helped me craft those wings
and showed me how to use them. To
be able to dream more, to be able to
fly more. I was able to achieve many
things in my notes after coming to

$12,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

this institute. Instead of just
achieving, my goals became higher. I
strived more than ever to counter
any challenges put towards me. This
was all done with the help of the
institute's loving environment and
staff. Oftentimes, trying to build
things by yourself can be
overwhelming.

more independent and happier than
ever to tackle tasks without help.
I can never be able to fully express
my gratitude towards this institute. It
changed me for the better and made
me who I am today. The wings I have
today will be attached to me forever,
and they will be my sign of success.

It can lead you to messing things up
easily. Roots never made me feel
alone. I always had help when I
needed it. Eventually, there came a
point where I didn't need help
anymore. This was because I became

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021
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Mariam Aamer
Scholarship of

$96,000/for 4 years

$82,000/-

PKR 15,360,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

shares her success story
$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$68,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$70,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$60,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$44,276/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

I joined RMC as a young, energetic
kid with lots of ambition and a drive
to constantly learn. I knew that
economic sector in particular was my
calling, but the wings to support my
dream were brought to fruition by
the team and teachers at RMC.
Having to frequently move schools,
Roots Millennium College had just
the right amount of opportunities
for me to take advantage of. From
the curriculum, the array of local
speakers that came and shared their
stories, extracurricular activities and
events, my two years journey at RMC

Acceptance

was truly memorable and one that
quite literally flew by too quickly. Two
years ago I knew nothing about
Economics; I lacked the necessary
skills and potential that an Economist
must have to survive in the crucial
world! Writing a simple answer took
me a matter of an hour or maybe
more. It was my immense luck and
fortune to be a part of RMC where I
could grow and to be able to learn a
craft. The entire faculty and
department left no stone unturned
to shape my future.
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As an Alumnus of this noble
institution, I feel honored, blessed
and grateful. Studying at the College
has given me the adaptation skills to
support my career, and the College
still feels like my second home thanks
to the staff, my lecturers and my
peers. It has been a wonderful
experience of learning with prolific
exposure to outside. Much respect
and love.
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$150,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$1,00,000/-

Mobeen Mukhtar

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship of

$40,000/-

$100,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

for 4 years

$88,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$96,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$128,000/-

PKR 16,000,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

shares his success story
$28,000/-

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$114,000/-

$28,000/-

$76,000/-

$24,000/-

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$124,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$100,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

$88,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$170,000/-

$40,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

$88,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$64,000/-

$164,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

An unquenchable thirst to be a
change maker merged with RMS
experienced teachers, coalesced
environment and expert mentors
have helped me to see the horizons
of success. Roots have provided me
ample opportunities, providing me
the confidence to be the principal
person in every event. These
opportunities have characterized my
character building and selfdevelopment to its fullest. MC have
been a breeding ground and a
catalyst for me to mature my
problem-solving ideas and turn
them into realities; Roots have
compelled and backed me to take

steps that will eventually contribute
towards my end goal. Being
associated with the institute I have
made a plethora of memories, which
I can cherish forever, from Olympiads
to GEW to the first ever TEDx to all
the moments spent in the counsellor
office (always felt like home).
Unequivocally, I have spent one of
the best days of my life and the
college’s pride will always remain
close to my heart. Being the captain
of the Football team for 4 years and
now not being able to represent my
institute is an unimaginable thought.
With counselor like Ms. Zaineb the
robust and extensive college

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

admission process went ever so
smoothly. I will always be grateful to
the compassionate guidance and
synergy of Ms. Zaineb and my
teachers. They have always pushed
me to improvise on my potential and
have played an imperative role in
contextualizing the attainment of my
goal. Apart from the college
admission process teachers like Sir
Sikandar and Sir Imran have always
helped to think outside the box, due
to which I have been able to build
different insights and perspectives.
Onto next journey! Heart ready. Eyes
forward. Mind focused.
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Shuhrabeel Peerzada

shares his success story
$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$32,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$84,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$64,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$32,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

TMUC is a charter school that
everyone can enjoy as it is one of the
earliest top-notch institution to be
founded in Gujranwala. I take
immense pride in being a millennial
and part of such a prestigious
institution. Extracurricular activities,
as everyone knows are of great
importance for university
applications and admissions. TMUC
is known for the portfolio building of
its candidates and that was one of
the reasons I enrolled here.
Consequently after participating in
numerous club activities, I got a
chance to become the Vice President
of Microsoft Society (next year
President of the same club), Director
Acceptance

IT and President Peer Tutoring Club
which not only enhanced my
leadership qualities but also
groomed my interpersonal skills.I
want to extend my gratitude towards
the management and the teachers of
the school as well. The past and
current year has not been easy for
anyone due to the pandemic, but the
management of our school made
sure that there came no hindrance in
our academics. Such as Providing the
facility of online classes during off
days. Apart from that I feel blessed to
be taught by such a great team of
teachers whose honesty and
dedication has helped me to yield
my academic success. What I

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

considered to be my greatest
achievements is the attainment of
number of scholarships for my
further studies for which I can’t thank
enough our career counsellor Ms.
Zaineb Altaf who kept on pushing
and encouraging even during
quarantine time and arranged lot of
online events and seminars. This
hard work of her’s helped me to
realize the dream of getting
admission in some of renowned
universities. So far, my journey with
this institution is phenomenal and it
has earned me many dividends. I
have spent many joyous moments
here, moments I’ll cherish forever.
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Ameer Ali
Scholarship of

$84,000/for 4 years

PKR 13,440,000/shares his success story

$40,000/-

$86,000/-

The warm smile and those
comfortable words I was greeted
with when I entered my counselors
office never left my mind, I
remember how I opened up to her;
Miss Zainab, letting her know all my
future plans and all I ever wanted to
achieve. The reassurance of me
getting accepted by my dream
University that I was given was

Scholarship
for 4 years

helpful, but I never really thought
that it would happen, however, I was
proved wrong one day when she
called me in her office and showed
me the acceptance letter and the
scholarship, that event finally gave
meaning to my two years at Roots
Millennium. I was happy beyond
measures this institute made my
dream come true I never had faith in

that I would be able to study abroad
but RMS is where it began.

Scholarship
for 4 years

$160,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance
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Shuja Khaliq Hanjra
Scholarship of

$88,000/for 4 years

PKR 14,080,000/shares his success story

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$80,000/-

$160,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

School has an impact on a child
unlike any other place in their lives.
Two years here at Roots changed my
perception about a lot of things and
made me see incidents and life in
general from a whole new
perspective. The two years of my A
Levels did not just nourish my
personality but it also gave me a
potential launch platform that I
require for a successful life ahead.
Before all else, Roots changed my
perception of what a school is
supposed to be. It taught me that a
school is not supposed to be just a
learning institute where only facts
and figures are memorized, but a
place where ideas are encouraged,

personalities are nurtured, and souls
are nourished. Roots provided me
with greatly erudite teachers, who
did not only teach me the knowledge
of the books but also helped me
learn a lot of experience of the
practical world. The A Levels
experience not only endowed upon
me a world brimming of wisdom,
while unlocking the gates of greater
awareness of the world, but also
quite a few vital life skills: working
under pressure, recognizing right
people for the right job and how to
enjoy living the moment, just to
name a few. Roots gave me some of
the best memories in life and some of
the best people I could call as friends.
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The people with whom I cherished
some of the most important and
joyous moments of these two years.
These years here at Roots taught me
not just what a real friend is but how
to value a real friend too, something
that I will never forget in my life. Not
just in students, but I found a great
friend in the form of our Career
Counselor and Coordinator, Ma’am
Zainab. The time spent with her in
senior year was better than that with
a teacher and as fun as that with a
friend. A Levels here at Roots helped
broaden the horizon of my thinking
beyond any point I could think.
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$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$28,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$12,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$144,000/-

Waleed Nawaz

shares his success story

Scholarship
for 4 years

$76,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

$96,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

A charismatic
mind must be
supported by a right mentorship,
experienced
teachers,
and
progressive environment. Roots have
perfectly provided me with these
tools which has characterized my
achievements and have played a
pivotal role in trail blazing my
development. Roots has surely been
a spear header in providing me
opportunities and exposure.

This journey was made easier and
flexible through usher co-ordination
and support of Ms. Zaineb. I whole
heartedly thank my teachers,
counsellor, friends, and each one of
us who made this chapter worthwhile.
Being an experienced campaigner at
the institute I have been a part of so
many cherish able memories. I
believe learning starts outside the
classrooms, which is also the motto
of MC, and Roots perfectly justifies
the intent. MC is an amalgamation of
consistent academic, recreational,

$24,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

The faculty and the counsellor have
always compelled and intrigued me
to think big and have been
supportive throughout my journey.

$42,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance
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and social support.
Further, Roots have critically helped
me developing various insights
about my areas of interest. These
achievements are perfect illustration
of institute’s achievement. At the
end, I feel I will always remain
grateful to all the impetus the
institution has given to me. The roots
dignity will always remain in my
heart, and I will never walk alone!
Onto the next big thing!
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$28,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$86,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$124,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Daud Shoaib
$106,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$20,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$88,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$154,000/-

$31,200/-

$12,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Things get a lot easier when you get
a thriving environment like Roots.
The institute
has played
a
humungous role in my success story,
MC have always pushed me for living
up to my full potential and stand out
in the society. With Roots I have
critically developed insights into real
time issues.

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$35,500/-

$32,000/-

shares his success story

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Roots have taught me timeless
principles, substantially crucial in
practicing world. It has taught me
flexibility and adaptability and have
successfully helped me to put my

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

creative juices in the college
application process. For this I express
my gratitude to Ms. Zaineb and my
teachers; they have been the main
driving force in helping me to evolve
– for the good.
Roots is one of the foremost chapters
in my life. with being one of the
oldest students at the campus I have
witnessed all the events, ceremonies,
episodes etc and have thoroughly
enjoyed every bit of it. MC is not just
an institution it always gives a homelike feeling which offers support

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

beyond learning.
With counselor like Ms. Zaineb the
stressful college application process
was dealt with great efficacy. She has
always helped me with her unique
therapies and ideas. Roots have
certainly provided me the platform
to express myself and thrive socially,
emotionally, and academically. Roots
will always be a special place for me,
and I will always be indebted for the
services it has given to me.
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Roshaan Butt
$104,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$32,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$80,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$100,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

$130,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

shares her success story

$64,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

$64,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Being a learner at one of the most
prestigious instituitions "Roots
Millenium" is no less then an honour
for me. Studying here for almost a
decade has not only brought out my
inner potential but also has made the
exquisite motto stuck in my mind
that the "sky is not the limit",for
which why I have named this time of
m y l i f e a s t h e " D e c a d e of
Develepment".I also consider myself
to be more than lucky to collect and
cherish, some of the most epic and
gloden memories , made inside the
walls of the biulding. Words won’t do
justice in praising my remarkable
teachers who I consider to be the
best of my friends. By being blessed
Acceptance

with counscelors like Ma’am Zainab
to exquisite teachers like SIr Waseem
and Sir Tabraiz. The list is never
ending but all I must say that
everyone in the establishment has
played a great role in increasing my
knowledge and skills ,as well as
boosting my confidence to
thoughtfully use a variety of
qualitative approaches in my work. I
remeber in my A level Chemistry
class, that it was the first time i
actually lisitned andundersrood a
dangerously difficult topic for
straight 2 hours without taking a
break and still enjoyed, as it wasnt
forced on me but it was meant for
me.

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

Roots has opened a plethora of
opportunities and gates for me. At
the moment I have dazzling
acceptances and scholarships from
the top universities in abroad and as
well as from Pakistan. I am extremely
thankful for having my name
associated with this highly reputed
institute. Being unaware what the
best or worst is yet to come, but I
have full surety that I’m prepared for
ever y obstacle and hardships
comming im my path. Additionally, I
am also prepared for my university
where I will further expand my
knowledge using the best of my
abilities and skills.
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Areeba Butt
$104,000/-

$8,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$104,000/-

$84,000/-

$88,000/-

shares her success story

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$80,000/-

$128,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

12 years old Areeba, all naive and
juvenile stepped into the premises of
Roots. Walking into a new place,
especially a school can be quite
overwhelming mainly because of a
shift in the environment. But here at
Roots, I had the best time of life. It
polished me into becoming a
confident person I am right now. Till
the end of times ,I'll always reminisce
over the decision I made of enrolling
into this institute.
There is something within the
boundaries of this school that have
started to feel like home, a home I

have been a part of for last 6 years.
Little that Areeba had ever
envisioned herself writing down her
graduation speech.

vulnerable but put their trust in me. It
is because of their immense support
that I aced it all socially and
scholastically.

Roots effortlessly played its part in
sculpturing me into becoming a selfassured person whether it was in my
academic achievements or other
curricular activities.

I remember a time when I was
abashed to even speak up let alone
consult my queries. But it was my
dear instructor's
and fellow
acquaintances' brace that moulded
me into possessing an aplomb
demeanour.

All the exposure I got dawned upon
at Roots was a paramount factor in
my grooming. I will ever remain
thankful to all the teachers that
stood beside me when I felt the most
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Reha Adnan

$104,000/-

$16,000/-

$84,000/-

$140,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

I remember joining into Roots as a
shy and timid teenager. I now leave
as a much more confident and
mature eighteen-year-old.

in hosting and organizing some
amazing events of our campus. It let
me get out of my comfort zone and
deal with the real world.

These two years have been a roller
coaster of emotions. But these
lessons made me grow and most
importantly showed me my selfworth and brought out the qualities
in me that I never knew existed.
TMUC believed in me at the time
when I did not believe in my self. As I
was the council member all these
years and I have actively participated

Throughout my journey in roots, I
have made some amazing friends
that I never want to lose. I still don't
know what the future holds for me.
But I am not as lost as I was before,
and I know that I'd be able to handle
any situation that I encounter.
Moreover, I am eternally grateful to
Sir Imran, Mam Asma Abdullah,
Mam Zaida, Sir Tabriz, Sir Waseem,

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

$100,000/-

$80,000/-

shares her success story

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance
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Sir Waheed, Ma’am Zainab for their
unparalleled support and undying
encouragement.
I know that a part of me will always
cherish it. At the end I would like to
thank my teachers my family and
friends for their uncountable
support and love.
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Daniyal Khawar

shares his success story
After my O levels I chose to do my A
levels from the Roots Millennium
School which was my best decision
so far. Roots provided me an extra
ordinary healthy environment. It
encouraged me to polish my
management skills by involving in
different events held in these past
two years. I was also elected as
student council member twice and
that’s encouraged me the most to do
better as student and as a human.
Moreover, Roots provided me the
best academic environment along
with best faculty of the city.

Acceptance

Our principal Sir Imran has always
supported me in best way and always
showed his concern for our future
and never compromised on our
academics. Roots is the only institute
in the town which helps you build
your portfolio for universities
admissions in best possible way. I can
say without a doubt that Roots has
the city’s best career counselor
“Ma’am Zainab Altaf”. She helped me
in every step. She guided us to
choose the right field. In my case it
was Law. She helped me to find best
universities for law. I received

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2021

acceptances
from different
renowned LAW universities such as
The Buckingham University, London
Metropolitan University. I really am
grateful to Ma’am Zainab and Sir
Imran and my Roots millennium
Family.
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Sameer Fayyaz

shares his success story
My time at the school was extremely
fulfilling and I have made lifelong
bonds here with my fellow friends
and teachers. I grew as a person and
was able to make the best of my
abilities.
One thing that stands out in the
school is the commitment and
dedication of our respected teachers.
Ma'am Asma kamran is one of the
reasons I am what I am today. She is
always vigilant and kept a record of
my performance treated me as her

own child, this helped me in getting a
reality check and make sure I did not
stray away from my goal.
Sir imran our respectful principal, is
another driving force behind our
commitment to the school and his
calm and welcoming nature has
always helped in believing that
TMUC is our home. I have hosted a
number of events at our school and
his presence in the forum always
gave me confidence.
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Without the support of our
counselor Ms. Zainab and my family
especially my mother this would not
have been possible. My journey at
TMUC Queensbury campus is truly
unforgettable.
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Huzaifa Ali

shares his success story
Roots Millennium Gujranwala is
great place to learn. It gives me great
pleasure to say with pride that I have
completed my A-levels from this
college. The relationship between
administration and students is very
cordial,
which gave me an
opportunity to excel in my area of
interest. Our guidance counsellor is
very supportive and she has

Acceptance

Acceptance

conducted various sessions which
helped me to get placed. I really like
the placement process of our
college, everyone involved in the
process works really hard so, they
could get placed in best universities, I
was really lucky that I got placed in
Sheffield hallam university UK.

another driving force behind our
commitment to the school and his
calm and welcoming nature has
always helped in believing that
TMUC is our home. I will always
remember TMUC I have hosted
several events at our school and his
presence in the forum always gave
me confidence.

Sir imran our respectful principal, is
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Laiba Intizar Ahmed

shares her success story
The finest two years of my life were
the ones I have spent in Roots
Millennium School, as a high school
teenager I spent alot of a time here
learning
and progressing
academically, but not just that my
organizational
skills
and
multitasking abilities prospered too.
Joining this institute is how I saw a
drastic change in my nature, I used to

be a timid teenage girl but the faith
and efforts my teachers put into me
is how i changed completely. All the
scholarships and acceptances I got
from universities around the globe
are due to the struggle of not just my
counselor Miss Zainab, pumped me
to study hard and apply in LUMS. The
self-confidence they all blessed me
with, the way they cared for me like
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I’m they're own child is all that had
my spirits high and my faith in myself
stronger than ever.
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Anfaal Hamid
Scholarship of

$86,000/for 4 years

PKR 13,760,000/shares her success story
I, Anfaal Hamid, am penning this
page only to dedicate my best
gratitude for unparalleled and
unmatched leadership you have
been providing to all of us and
undoubtedly the scholarly teachers
who paved way for our better
professional career over the last two
years.
It is obviously “Roots Millennium
Schools “that can claim the biggest
share in shaping our future in diverse
fields of professional career coming
ahead. The hardest thing is to say
goodbye but now it is time to

$108,000/-

Scholarship
for 4 years

embrace our best chances, after the
A-Levels, to face the multiple chores
of the professional life for every
student passing out of this esteemed
institution. The inspirational skills of
all teaching and supporting staff at
Roots Millennium Schools has
helped a lot in creating a great
environment in the institute that has
filled all of us with a majestic
enthusiasm and confidence to face
the multiple challenges coming up in
our lives. The innovative ideas
supported to create a
stress-free
environment in our school which led
us to learn fervently and zealously.
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Now it is easy for me to understand
why the “Roots Millennium Schools”
ranks in the top schools of Pakistan
and why the students should be
heading to this esteemed institution
if they want to cope with the
challenges in their professional life
more confidently.
Roots Millennium School will stay in
my heart forever and I wish to visit
time to time to see this great
environment wherein I have passed
two precious years of my academic
life.
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Jahandad Bajwa

shares his success story
My school holds a significant role in
my journey to get to my dream
university, university of Calgary.
School helped me understand which
career I should pursue, and my
computer science teacher Sir
Muneeb Khalid helped me a lot in
that. He helped me discover the
passion I had inside me for
technology and so I chose computer
science.
The best part of my experience has
got to be the open-armed

Acceptance

Acceptance

friendliness
that this school
perpetuates. It has helped me grow
from someone who was in a shell to
someone who is comfortable and
proud to be myself. I recommend
Roots for its friendly atmosphere,
relatively small class sizes and easy
and direct communication with
teachers.

esteemed institution if they want to
cope with the challenges in their
professional life more confidently.

I can say with confidence that “Roots
Millennium Schools” ranks in the top
schools of Pakistan and why the
students should be heading to this
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